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ABSTRACT 

The music composed by Mexican chapelmasters during the Colonial period 

(1530-1820) was mostly unknown until the middle of the twentieth cenmry. In the last 

fifty years, there has been significant research into the music that was written and 

performed in the cathedrals of Mexico by Spanish and Mexican musicians during the 

Renaissance and Baroque. During this time of scholarly activity, many of the musical 

archives in Mexico's cathedrals have been catalogued, the composers have been smdied, 

and their music has been franscribed and performed. While there has been much work 

done uncovering and cataloguing these manuscripts, there is a need for transcribing and 

analyzing the large quantity of music that has been preserved from this era that remains 

locked in mensural notation and obscurity. Manuel de Sumaya (ca.1678-1755) was one 

of the greatest Mexican chapelmasters and a pivotal figure in the infroduction of the 

Baroque style to the music of Mexico. This dissertation focuses on the transcription and 

analysis of four choral villancicos by Sumaya which have never been transcribed into 

modem notation. The purpose is to show the transitional namre of Sumaya's choral 

villancicos by examining them in light of how each piece exhibits traits most commonly 

associated with the Renaissance and the Baroque. In order to understand the musical . 

development that took place in Mexico, the society and music during the entire Colonial 

period are reviewed. Following that overview is a smdy of the life and works of Sumaya 

as well as an in-depth musical analysis of four villancicos: Sabio y amante de Pedro, 

iQuien es aquella Paloma?, Pues que triunfo de las sombras, and De las flares y 
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estrellas. Included in this analysis is a description of Sumaya's compositional traits that 

are evident in these villancicos as well as in other music by Sumaya that has aheady been 

franscribed, including his most celebrated villancico, Celebren, publiquen, entoneny 

canten. Performance editions of the four villancicos analyzed are included in the 

appendix. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Spanish conquest of Mexico was the beginning of a social, political, rehgious, 

and cultural transformation for the native population of Mexico as well as for the 

Spaniards who immigrated to find fortune and riches. Due to Spain's efforts to create a 

"New Spain," Mexico was infused with the thought and practice of contemporary Spain 

while the Spaniards began to acquhe a new way of life in the new country. The church 

was central to the lives of the Spaniards and through an incredible conversion period it 

soon became central to the Indians as well. Because of its integral relationship with the 

church, music became a part of this melange of cultures and peoples and played an 

especially pivotal role in the lives of the Mexican people. Churches and cathedrals were 

built at an astounding rate and this necessitated importing musicians from the "old world" 

to assist in the life and worship of the church as well as in training others to carry out 

musical functions. Throughout this period of time, known as the Mexican Colonial 

Period, music was imported as well as created. One of the finest Mexicans to become 

frained and receive a post as a maestro de capilla in a Mexican cathedral was Manuel 

Sumaya. 



Purpose and Justification 

The purpose of this research is to analyze the early villancicos of Manuel de 

Sumaya to determine the namre of his compositional style as it relates to the presence of 

Renaissance and Baroque elements. Villancicos axe sacred or secular refram-verse songs in 

Spanish, most often with eight-syllable lines; the pieces in this dissertation are sacred. A 

large part of Sumaya's importance lies in the pivotal role his music played in establishing 

the Baroque style in Mexico. Through this analysis it will be possible to observe the 

fransitional elements that are in his music. Although these elements eventually permeated 

all of his music they are seen first in his non-liturgical compositions, the villancicos. 

Until the second thiid of the twentieth cenmry, the music of the Colonial Period 

had been veritably ignored by Mexican researchers through a century of war, neglect, and 

willful disregard of European influences, and it has taken a great deal of research to fmd, 

catalogue, and elucidate the data about this era. There was such a lack of scholarship by 

North American musicologists regarding Mexican music that Stevenson cited it as "a 

conspicuous example of neglect, especially when it is remembered how important music 

has always been in the total culmre of our southem neighbor" (1952, v). He also stated 

that "Sumaya's music, like that of several other Neo-Hispanic composers, seems worthy 

of protracted study" (1952, 153). The middle of the twentieth cenmry brought about the 

first intensive research into this period with the scholarship of Spell, Chase, Stevenson, 

Barwick, and Ray-Catalyne. However, the cumulative effort of the numerous Mexican 



composers at multiple cathedrals has yet to be explored as it is still not fully cataloged 

and too little music has been franscribed for contemporary smdy. Although the music of 

Manuel Sumaya has been included in several general smdies of Mexican Cathedral music 

and in geme smdies of Colonial Mexico, there has not been a single dissertation dealing 

exclusively with any aspect of Sumaya's music. 

There have been, in fact, only a few dissertation projects on any single Colonial 

composer, though interest and smdy has steadily increased. Until recently there was 

simply not enough music catalogued to give context to an in-depth analysis of individual 

composer's music. However, the continued effort by such musicologists as Stevenson, 

Barwick, Tello, and Russell has yielded the potential for smdies such as this. Stevenson 

is the foremost scholar in Latin American Studies and he spoke to this very need. "With 

surviving Zumaya [sic] manuscripts awaiting transcription in Mexico City, Morelia, 

Oaxaca, Puebla, and Guatemala archives, this Mexican-bom composer of the first North 

American opera calls more insistently for doctoral dissertations inspecting his output 

than any other figure of the late Baroque" (Stevenson 1987, 62). This dissertation 

attempts to be part of the answer to that call. The villancico was an important geme in 

Colonial music as it allowed more flexibility and experimentation than the traditional strict 

style of Spanish liturgical music. Since they are a major component of Sumaya's music 

and as they represent a unique contribution to the music in Mexico, the villancicos of 

Sumaya are a valuable focus for smdy. 



Review of Related Research 

North American interest in the music of Mexico began in 1945 with Chase's A 

Guide to Latin American Music which is one of the first English-language publications 

concerning Mexican music history, others followed quickly. Spell wrote an article, 

"Music in the Cathedral of Mexico in the Sixteenth Century," in 1949, and that same year 

Barwick's landmark dissertation Sacred Vocal Polyphony in Early Colonial Mexico was 

completed, which he researched over the course of several years and trips to Mexico 

while a smdent at Harvard University. Prior to those publications, only Spanish texts 

such as Herrera y Ogazon's El Arte Musical en Mexico (1917) and Saldivar's Historia de 

la Musica en Mexico: Epocas Precortesiana y Colonial (1934) were available as music 

references. (Saldivar's text even contains a transcription of a Sumaya villancico that has 

since disappeared.) It was only in 1952 that Stevenson's Music in Mexico was published, 

making it the first English-language book surveying the complete history of Mexican 

music, still a starting point for research of Mexican music. 

These efforts built a foundation for future research and fueled interest in the work 

of the composers of this early American music. While more general smdies continued to 

be written, in recent years focused studies have become the mainstay of Mexican music 

research, made possible by the previous surveys. The approaches to Mexican music, 

then, can be divided into four areas: general smdies, she-specific smdies, geme smdies, 

and composer smdies. 



General Smdies 

In an effort to inform scholars of the vast amount of music in Mexico, Spiess and 

Stanford published/i« Introduction to Certain Mexican Musical Archives in 1969 in 

anticipation of publishing an extensive catalogue of many musical archives in Mexico, a 

catalogue which has not been completed at this time. Stevenson has continued to plumb a 

wide array of Latin American topics, including "Renaissance and Baroque Musical 

Sources in the Americas" (1970), and "Mexican Colonial Music Manuscripts Abroad" 

(1972). Another work that has become a standard English text is Behague's Music in 

Latin America: An Introduction (1979). 

Site Specific Smdies 

The cathedrals in which Sumaya worked in Mexico City and Oaxaca have 

rightfiilly been the focus of much attention due to the vast amount of important music 

they contain and the importance they held during the Colonial Period. Stevenson's 

"Mexico City Cathedral Music 1600-1750" (1964) is still one of the most comprehensive 

sources regarding that center and was complemented by a large portion of Esfrada's 

Musicay Musicos de la Epoca Virreina which focused on musicians at the Mexico City 

Cathedral. Another important work in this area was Barwick's Two Mexico City 

Choirbooks of 1717: an Anthology of Sacred Polyphony from the Cathedral of Mexico 

(1982) which included transcriptions and commentary of many of Sumaya's Latin 



compositions, thus excluding his villancicos. Oaxaca has been extensively researched also. 

Stevenson's work in this area includes "Baroque music in Oaxaca Cathedral" (1979) but 

Tello has become the foremost authority on that cathedral. His work began in 1983 with 

Tres Obras del Archivo de la Catedral de Oaxaca which was followed by his thorough 

cataloguing of the archive in 1990, Archivo Musical de la Catedral de Oaxaca: Catdlogo 

and an anthology. This dissertation also draws upon the most recent research by Brill, 

"Style and Evolution in the Oaxaca Cathedral: 1600-1800" (1998), which has added to the 

work by Tello. 

Genre Smdies 

With more and more music being transcribed there are a growing number of works 

in this area. Early work was done by Stevenson, "Opera beginnings in the New World" 

(1959) and Christmas Music from Baroque Mexico (1974) which focuses on the 

villancico. Gonzalez-Quinones began his work with the dissertation The Orchestrally-

Accompanied 'Villancico' in Mexico in the Eighteenth Century (1985) and retooled that in 

a 1990 publication, Villancicos y Cantatas Mexicanos del Sigh XVIII. 

Composer Studies 

There have been a number of publications exclusively regarding various aspects of 

Sumaya and his music. Stevenson's "Manuel de Sumaya en Oaxaca" (1979) and 



Bellinghausen's "Dos Cantatas Desconocidas de Sumaya" (1982) preceded the more 

recent work by Tello. He has published two complete volumes of transcriptions: 

Cantadas y Villancicos de Manuel de Sumaya (1994) and Misas de Manuel de Sumaya 

(1998). Each work has significantly advanced our knowledge and understanding of 

Sumaya's music. Additional franscriptions have been made by Russell who authored the 

article on Sumaya in the latest Grove encyclopedia. Botii Russell's and Tello's 

franscriptions have been used for recordings of Sumaya's music. 

Method 

The methods of research included three basic steps. First, a survey of all known 

relevant published research was completed. This not only helped to inform the analysis 

but has resulted in the most complete compilation of information regarding Sumaya's life 

printed to date. This included a trip to the Metropolitan Cathedral in Mexico City as well 

as to Oaxaca. This work is seen in the Chapters II, III, and IV. Chapter II describes the 

Colonial Period and gives the historical setting into which Sumaya was bom and worked. 

Chapter III lays the groundwork for understanding the musical culmre for which Sumaya 

wrote his music. The delay of the introduction of the Baroque style in Mexico prior to 

its introduction by Sumaya is bound up within the context of the musical and religious 

world of Spain and Mexico. This chapter will give that transition the proper framework 

from which ft arose. Chapter IV attempts to provide a complete chronology regarding 



Sumaya's life. Much of the research has provided various bits and pieces but nowhere is 

a comprehensive accoimting of his life to be found. 

The second, and most critical, step was to determine the music that was to be 

franscribed. After Tello brought my attention to the relatively unknown Esfrada 

collection of manuscripts that had recently been remmed to the Mexico City archive, 

those pieces became the focus of this dissertation. Thanks to Tello many of his late 

works have been transcribed but the Estrada collection contains the most complete view 

of his Mexico City villancicos. An overview of his villancico repertoire is needed but not 

possible until these early pieces have been transcribed and analyzed. This paper brings 

four previously unknown pieces into modem light and will allow the clearest view to date 

of Sumaya's early work in Mexico City. The transcriptions have been included in the 

appendix in fully edited performance editions. 

The third step was the analysis of transitional elements in Sumaya's villancicos. 

This included an in-depth texmal, melodic, harmonic, and cadential analysis of each of the 

four pieces that appear in the appendix. The purpose of the analysis was to discover the 

nature of any transitional elements in the pieces. Chapter V contains the complete 

analysis of these pieces and demonsfrates the progressive development of his 

compositional style from a more Renaissance to a more Baroque framework during his 

first 14 years in Mexico City. It concludes with an important hst of Sumaya's 

compositional trafts that are evident in these pieces and that also appear in other pieces 



that have been franscribed by Tello and Russell. This is the most compelling evidence to 

date regarding a delineation of Sumaya's distinctive style which will only be fiilly 

revealed with the complete franscription and analysis of Sumaya's extant music. 



CHAPTER II 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE MEXICAN COLONIAL PERIOD 

The Conquest of Mexico 

In 1493, Pope Alexander VI issued a papal bull that would impact everything we 

know as the Americas. Spain and Pormgal were locked in a conflict of conquest and the 

bull was issued in hopes of avoiding a war between the two countries in then quest for 

new lands to conquer and colonize. The two countties formally agreed to the contents of 

the bull in 1494 with the signing of the Treaty of Tordesillas. This effectively divided the 

non-Christian world with a line that circled the globe from pole to pole, 370 leagues to 

the west of Cape Verdi. Thus, when both Spain and Portugal discovered Brazil in 1500, 

it was claimed by Portugal because it lay to the East of the line of demarcation. The 

Caribbean Islands lay on the other side of the line so Spain set its sights past those Islands 

hoping to find a shorter passage to the Indies. 

The conquest of Mexico took place over a two-and-a-half-year period and was 

accomplished by the resourceful and determined conquistador Heman Cortes. Diego de 

Velazquez, the Govemor of Cuba, had sent Cortes to explore the Yucatan coast in 

Febmary of 1519. Cortes had high ambitions and used the forces put imder his command 

by Velazquez to found the first settlement in Mexico in April called La Villa Rica de la 

Vera Cruz (Veracruz). Velazquez sensed this ambftion and had already made it clear that 

he intended to remove Cortes as commander. Seizing this opportunity Cortes scuttled his 

ships in order to build the determination of his men and set off inland to conquer the land. 
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Witii only 400 conquistadors, 16 horses, a few slaves and an assortment of priests and 

musicians he began the march toward Tenochtftlan, the stronghold of the Aztec Emphe,. 

With skill and cunning, the precocious 25-year-old conquistador worked his way 

further and further inland toward the heart of the Aztec empire. The Aztecs had gained 

control of Mexico and demanded tribute from everyone in their land. During the march, 

the Spaniards befriended the Mayans, some of the Aztec enemies, and learned valuable 

insights into the Aztec culmre. He also acquired the translation skills of Jeronimo de 

Aguilar, a shipwrecked Spanish friar he encountered when he first landed in Mexico. 

Subsequently, Cortes received 20 slave girls as a gift from an Indian chief; among them 

was Marina who knew the Mayan language as well as Nahuatl, her native Aztec tongue. 

Together, these two served as Cortes' translation team during his conquest. 

Cortes teamed that the Aztecs believed the God Quetzalcoatl, a former ruler now 

deified, would someday remm to them. Quetzalcoatl was depicted in their paintings as a 

fafr-skiimed, sun-bearded God. Spaniards are a fair-skinned people, but Pedro de 

Alvarado, the second-in-command, was especially fah and his beard was nearly yellow. 

When their long march brought them to the Aztec capital, Cortes and Alvarado rode side 

by side into Tenochtitlan. This striking sight, for people who had never seen horses or 

men with beards, caused uncertainty on the part of the Aztec king, Moctezuma II. He 

evenmally agreed to allow Cortes into his city, not knowing if they were men or gods. 

By using the knowledge he had gained, Cortes was able to capture the Aztec king in his 

own palace and assume power with no bloodshed. 
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But an unfortunate event caused Cortes to lose his prize momentarily. In 1520, 

Cortes' spies informed him that Govemor Velazquez had sent another army to capture 

him and that they had arrived on the coast. Leaving Moctezuma under a garrison led by 

Alvarado, Cortes met and defeated the advancing army. But during his absence, 

Alvarado mistook a frenetic religious ceremony as an uprising and slaughtered 3,400 

Aztecs in the infamous Massacre of the Templo Mayor. The Aztecs responded by 

attacking the troops and trapping them inside Moctezuma's palace. Upon his return, 

Cortes unknowingly rode into the newly freed city and was soon trapped with his men. A 

daring escape was planned by Cortes to flee the city by night. What would acmally occur 

is called La Noche Triste, the Sad Night. Tenochtitian was an island city built in the 

middle of Lake Texcoco. It had land causeways that partially connected it to the shore 

and these causeways were buift with intermittent water gaps that requfred wooden bridges 

to span. As the Spaniards retreated from the city, the wooden bridges were pulled and the 

troops had to swim across several water sections. Nearly half of the men and horses, 

burdened with heavy armor and loot from the city, were drowned or killed by Aztecs on 

foot and in canoes. 

The following year, 1521, Cortes regrouped and remmed with 900 men, 86 

horses, 15 canons, and around 100,000 Indian aHies, enemies of the Aztecs. Cortes had 

also brought newly made launches to attack the island city by water. They had been 

hauled from the coast with 10,000 Indians in a procession that was six miles long. They 

laid siege to the city for 75 days and in May 1521 Cortes made his final assault and re

captured the city. Two years after Cortes founded Veracruz, he fmished the conquest of 
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the land for Spain. The period of Colonization that followed lasted for three centuries 

and forever changed the economy, religion, and culture of what was the tribal peoples of 

the Yucatan peninsula, what would become Mexico. 

Life During the Colonial Era 

Overview 

This bloody beginning epitomizes the Colonial period in many ways. The forces 

that were at work were present throughout the era and a brief examination will serve as 

an infroduction to the entire Colonial Era of Mexico. The sweep of history that led 

Cortes to the Yucatan coast was an intertwining cord of political, economic, religious, 

and social strands. The Spanish Crown was in need of more lands to fiiel theh fading 

treasury brought on by the disintegrating medieval system of power and privilege. Both 

Cortes and Velazquez, the Govemor of Cuba, were vassals of the crown. They were 

members of the vast government class at war with itself to win power and influence to 

gain riches for themselves and the conquistadors sought this through conquest. The 

church was a willing accomplice because it saw the Spanish monarch as the way to 

spread Roman Catholic Christianity around the world. Just as the aristocracy was prone 

to attack ftself to gain power, forces within the church fought for control of the people 

and wealth in its domain. This stranded cord ensnared the indigenous people of Mexico 

like the slave girl Marina. Caught between the strong might of the Spanish Empire and 

their own homeland, they made difficuft choices amid competing social, religious, and 

political influences that pitted their past against their future. What resulted was persistent 
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intemal conflict, often bloody, that continued to build during the entire era to produce the 

eruption that would become Mexico's stmggle for independence in the nineteenth 

cenmry. Most importantiy, the conquest created a syncretism of the Indian and Spanish 

cultures into a new one that was engulfed by new sfrata of social, economic, and religious 

problems (Brill 1998, 83). In order to understand this fusing of the two culttires an 

examination of the forces that brought the Spanish to the shores of the Yucatan peninsula 

is necessary. 

Philosophical Underpinnings of the Conquest 

The roots for supporting the Spanish conquest begin in 1255 in the Fuero Leal. 

Written at die peak of the Moorish occupation, this document by Alfonso el Sabio argued 

that God's temporal power in the worid, granted solely to the church, could be extended 

to Spanish monarchs. The goal was the conversion and unification of the world in 

Christianity. When Spain succeeded in ousting the Moors, the Spanish monarchs were 

granted this authority over the Spanish church. This occurred with the signing of the 

Patronato Real by Pope Julius II in 1508. With this authority, Charles V, now King of 

Spain and Holy Roman Emperor, was able to serve as both head of the church and head 

of the state in Spanish affairs. Now the Spanish monarch had the power to control 

virtually every aspect of Colonial life. The Requerimiento further strengthened this in 

1509. Explorer and theologian Martin de Femandez Enciso provided moral justification 

for the Conquest by basing it on biblical texts from the Old and New Testaments. 

Conquistadors were to read the document to all people before bringing them imder 
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Spanish rule. Basing his authority on these documents, Charles sought the increase of his 

treasury and nation in new lands. Spain was nearing the height of its power and influence 

and it would not be long after Cortes' victory until royal authority began to guide the 

destiny of Mexico as well. 

The Twin Influences of Colonial Life: State and Church 

During the first years after the conquest of Tenochtitian, Cortes and his 

conquistadors were the mlers of the land. As conquerors they had rights to land and the 

people who lived there even after the establishment of other civil authorities. This right 

was given to previous conquistadors in other parts of the New World in 1503 and was 

asserted by Cortes as his rightful claim in New Spain. It was called the Encomienda 

System. The encomienda was a village and surrounding land that were given to a person, 

the encomendero, who would be responsible for its welfare. It granted these persons 

complete control over these small kingdoms with the obligation to pay taxes to the 

crown. There were many people who had misgivings about this system because of the 

power and wealth it gave to people of questionable character and morality. Nevertheless, 

it was seen as a way to placate conquistadors and establish Spanish authority quickly and 

efficiently throughout the conquered lands. The crown heard and evaluated each request 

and then assigned the amount and quality of land based on the mihtary service of the 

conquistador. Cortes evenmally received nearly 25,000 square miles of rich land in the 

valley of Oaxaca which made him the richest man in New Spain and its most prominent 

encomendero. The era of the encomienda was short lived, however. At its high point, it 
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is estimated there were 934 encomenderos but by 1550, less than 30 years from the 

conquest, there were only 537. By 1604, there were fewer than 50. The system was well 

suited to the conquistadors who were often brutal in their administration of theh lands. 

The kingdoms within a kingdom were a short-lived solution that was attacked from the 

outset. This can be seen in the problems Cortes faced as an encomendero and shows the 

feudal character of Spanish society. 

In order to deal with the muhiplicity of details that arose from New Spain, the 

King formed a Council of the Indies that wrote and enforced the Leyes de las Indias, 

Laws of the Indies. These laws governed New Spain during the entire Colonial period. 

Cortes had sent word of his victory in 1521, and in 1528, an Audiencia was established 

by the Council to handle the administration from Mexico City. This was a small group of 

judges who acmally functioned as the supreme authority of the land. Cortes' absolute 

authority was ended with their arrival. The enemies Cortes made in his rise to power 

were eager to bring about his demise and spread rumors and suspicion to the King back in 

Spain, hoping to take over some of his power. Court investigators challenged Cortes' 

authority and honor as early as 1526 before the creation of the Audiencia. Twice he 

remrned to Spain to plead his case to the King in order to ward off legal and civil 

challenges. Even before the encomienda system was created, it was attacked and 

challenged. 

The Audiencia was the official judicial and administrative body in place of the 

Council of the Indies. The leader of this very powerful group, Nuiio de Guzman (another 

enemy of Cortes) was so brutal and cormpt that Charles replaced them in 1530 with a 
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second Audiencia. Although diis group proved to be very successful it was only in place 

for five years until die newly appointed Viceroy could assume confrol. The Viceroy 

would be the extension of die crown in New Spain and, in accordance with the Patronato 

Real, had complete authority to fill both civil and religious positions. Don Antonio de 

Mendoza was appointed first Viceroy of New Spain in 1530 and assumed that posftion in 

1535. Together with the Council of the Indies, they would form the basis for the civil 

authority for die next 300 years. But however strong of an influence the civil authority in 

New Spain exerted, it could not eclipse the influence that the Catholic Church had in 

New Spain (Behague 1979, 1). 

The church has often come under scmtiny regarding its role in the Spanish 

conquests. Conquistadors left a blood-stained trail through the Americas and the church 

was there every step of the way, so this criticism is not totally unfounded. But it would 

belie the faith and fervor of many friars, monks, and priests who gave theh lives to the 

Indian peoples of Mexico to believe this was the only role of the church. In fact, one of 

the first requests Cortes sent to Spain was that missionaries be sent to Christianize the 

natives. Just two years later, in 1523, three Franciscan friars arrived in Veracruz and 

walked barefoot to Mexico City, the new capitol built on the site of Tenochtitian. This 

event has been elevated to near legendary status in the chronicles of Mexico. It embodies 

the devotion and sacrifice for which the lives of these early religious leaders are 

remembered. With the steps of these three friars, the spirimal conquest of New Spain 

was begun. 
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The church evenmally had a three-pronged structure in New Spain that included 

the regular clergy, the secular clergy, and the Inquisition Tribunal. The regular clergy 

consisted of the independent orders such as the Franciscans, Dominicans, Augustinians, 

and Jesuits. Regular clergy took holy orders that often included vows of poverty and 

chastity. Each order had its own authority structure, independent from the hierarchical 

authority of the secular clergy. But they were under the ultimate authority of the church. 

The secular clergy ordained priests and also had authority to grant permission to build 

and maintain new parishes. While normally a function of the Vatican, each order had to 

seek approval from the Council of the Indies before entering Mexico and establishing 

churches due to the Patronato Real. In Mexico, the 1523 arrival of the legendary three 

Franciscans was followed in 1524 by the arrival of the Twelve Franciscans. This equally 

venerable group also walked barefoot from Veracruz to Mexico City as their brothers had 

done before them. These friars immediately began the task of converting the Indians to 

Christianity, establishing and building churches, and ministering to the needs of the 

native population. In 1525, the intellectual order of Dominican friars arrived who, in 

addition to converting Indians, immediately set about establishing schools and teaching 

the new converts everything from Spanish to religion to music. The monastic order of 

the Augustinians arrived in 1533. By 1570, the intense activity diat was the missionary 

period of Mexico was drawing to a close. These three orders had accomplished an 

amazing feat of converting most of the nation in only fifty years. They were followed by 

the Jesuits in 1571, die Mercendarios in 1582, the Carmelites in 1585, and finally tiie 

Benedictines in 1590. But ft was mainly the Franciscans, Dominicans, and Augustmians 
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who had spread over the territory of New Spain converting, teachmg, and ministering to 

the newly conquered people. These people looked to them for relief and protection from 

the harsh life imposed by the encomenderos. The work of converting the population and 

establishing mission churches to serve them was accomplished, paving the way for the 

secular clergy. 

Since the mission of the regular clergy was to convert the Indian population, they 

went to the Indians and established many rural mission churches. By definition these 

clergymen lived in the secular world and not the cloistered world of the monastery. With 

their administrative hierarchy, they moved into the metropolitan areas and mainly served 

the needs of the Spaniards who were immigrating to Mexico. They established sagrarios 

(parish churches) and cathedrals in all the regions of Mexico. The secular clergy served 

within the formal structure of the church. In that era, the mission of the secular clergy 

was to provide the faithful with religious nourishment and to serve as the moral and 

social authority in the land. As such, they often served as mediator between civil 

authorities, competing orders of regular clergy, Indians, and the Crown. An example of 

their influence can be seen in four meetings convened between 1546 and 1585 (Brill 

1998, 154-159). During these meetings the church succeeded in gaining much needed 

reform in a variety of New World issues. Bishop of Chiapas Bartolome de las Casas 

came to be widely known as the "Protector of the Indians." He was able to pass a 

"Declaration of the Rights of the Indians" at a meeting of die Bishops in 1546. This was 

intended to give Indians opportunities whhin the structure of die church as well as wfthin 

the society. Although the Crown eventually moderated some of theh resolutions, ft did 
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succeed in easing the suffering of the natives at the hands of Spaniards that marked the 

eady years of the Colonial period. The first Mexican Council was called in 1555 and 

attended by all Colonial church leaders. In addition to codifying church policy it 

continued to advance the humane treatment of the Indians by decreeing the establishment 

of hospitals in all villages. The second council of 1565 was called to implement the 

resolutions of the newly completed Council of Trent. In 1585, a third council was called 

to deal with some of the problems encountered in the operation of the churches. For 

example, one of the issues addressed was who would have the final authority for carrying 

out the musical functions of the church (a problem addressed in the next chapter). This is 

just an example of the social and religious issues with which the secular clergy grappled 

in New Spain. 

The final branch of religious authority in Mexico was the Inquisition. In a 

country with a blurred and interrelated authority stmcture the Inquisition Tribunal was a 

further complication. The tribunal held sway from 1571 until 1821 when Mexico gained 

its independence. As a special function of the crown, it operated in almost complete 

autonomy from all other civil and religious authority. The Inquisition's machinations 

were often secret and its verdict final and unquestionable. "Its mission was to ensure the 

purity of the Catholic faith and to eradicate all manner of heresy, heterodoxy, and sins 

against God. The principal crimes it prosecuted were blasphemy, bigamy, fornication 

and witchcraft, and ft was also charged with the censorship of vmtten material" (Brill 

1998, 156). No individual was above the Inquisition which instilled fear and caution into 

every realm of society. This final wildcard completes the explanation of die civil and 
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religious forces diat established and governed Mexico during die Colonial Period. 

Instead of presenting the unified effort of a mighty nation, it represents the divided and 

divisive elements of a society that was nearing the zenith of its influence and might. The 

competing forces that entered Mexico brought deeply ingrained conflicts from the Old 

World and created new conflicts as they stmggled to gain control over the people and 

riches of Mexico. 

Economic and Social Life in Mexico 

The Spanish went out into the world looking to fill their freasury. Mexico did not 

disappoint them. While some explorers continued theh search for more riches, such as 

the fabled cites of gold to the north, many others set about gaining wealth dhectly from 

the land. The encomenderos exploited the free, albeit forced, Indian labor to work theh 

fields and search for gold in mines. Red and blue dye, cacao (cocoa), and vanilla were 

the main agricultural exports. These were planted, tended, and harvested by the Indians 

to be sent back to the homeland, yet it was silver that mmed out to be the real freasure of 

Mexico. In 1546, silver was discovered in Zacatecas and other deposits were discovered 

in Guanajuato, San Luis Potosi, and Pachuca. Evenmally h was minted in Mexico to 

such an extent that Spanish galleons remming to Spain became a favorite target for 

pirates seeking the silver coins many of them carried. But the economic boon generated 

by Mexico was not a reciprocating arrangement. The Council of the Indies strictly 

regulated what was allowed into and out of Mexico. Most finished products were 

prohibited from being exported from Mexico while few raw products were allowed m. 
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Spain pulled out the low cost raw materials and sold fmished goods to them at a 

premium. This simation was further exacerbated by a foreign trade blockade. Mexico 

was not allowed to have trade with any other country except the motherland. Combined 

with various royal taxes imposed on colonists, this made ft difficuft for a thriving 

economy to develop in the new country. With manufacmring severely limited and the 

most precious commodities being exported. New Spain had few oppormnities to thrive. 

But it was exactly this lure of riches that originally brought many of the 

conquistadors to the New World. The encomienda system was seen as the way for them 

to be able to enjoy the fhiits of their bloody conquest. With land granted by the Crown 

for loyal service, the encomenderos felt free to exploit the native population to achieve 

that goal. Several factors, however, made that more and more difficult after the early 

years of the conquest: a declining workforce and the influence of the church. With fewer 

than a thousand men, Cortes subdued the 300,000 Aztecs that were estimated to populate 

the city of Tenochtitian. The pre-conquest population of Mexico is estimated to have 

been nearly 25 million Indians that included a number of different tribes. By 1650, that 

number was drastically reduced to one million, only 125 years after the conquest. While 

the Indians were beaten by the military skills of the Spaniards, they were absolutely 

decimated by the diseases that came with the conquistadors. Plagues of diseases such as 

small pox swept through the Indian population nearly wiping out entire villages, which 

precipitated the severe labor shortage. By 1793, the number of Indians had risen to 2.5 

million, 3.7 million by 1810, but never approached the pre-conquest population. 
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Furthermore, the encomenderos were known to rudilessly overwork the Indians causing 

even more deaths. 

This led to the second major factor contributing to the labor problems: church 

influence. Initially the Indians were treated as slaves by the encomenderos who used 

them to build and maintain their encomiendas. But in 1737, the Pope issued the Sublimis 

Deus, a bull that declared Indians were capable of reason. This proclamation was the 

official act that ultimately led to fiuther erosion of the native labor force. Many New 

Spain clergy continued to work toward better freatment of the natives, evenmally winning 

the Repartimiento which mandated that no Indian could be required to work more than 45 

days per year as tribute to Spanish masters. Eventually, Indian slavery was abolished 

through the efforts of Viceroy Luis de Velasco I who is known as the "Father of the 

Indians" for his efforts. 

With an ever-declining native population and labor-intensive operations to 

maintain, the Spaniards turned to a new means of supplying labor, the importation of 

black slaves. Only six blacks were known to be in Mexico in 1521 but by the middle of 

the next century there were close to 35,000. Added to that number were some 130,000 

Spanish-Blacks called mulatos. By the end of the Colonial period, the total number of 

Blacks and mulatos would rise to over 600,000. Due to the increased etimic diversity, 

Mexico rapidly became a country with a very rigid class stmcture that was to affect every 

facet of life. 

At the bottom of this society were mulatos and zambos (Indian-Blacks). These 

people had no hope of achieving any stams or life beyond die squalor in which they lived. 
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Perched precariously above them were the Indians who suffered many of the same harsh 

conditions of mixed race people, yet they still were able to maintain their family ties and 

some tribal fiinctions. The uppermost class of Indians was the caciques. These Indians 

of royal blood were often the first chosen to be educated and trained and greatly aided the 

Spanish efforts to win the native population to Christianity. Caciques evenmally had the 

opportunity to obtain stams and a moderate amount of wealth as church employees, 

musicians, and low-level civil workers. The children of Spaniards and Indians were 

known as mestizos. Their fate solely rested on the stams of their parents but were mostly 

seen by Spaniards as inferior. These are the classes which represented the majority of the 

Colonial population. But criollos and Spaniards held the reins of power, prestige, and 

wealth in the New World. Criollos were the Mexican bom children of Spaniards living 

in the New World and were considered to be an inferior class from Old World Spaniards. 

The Spaniards who immigrated to New Spain early were largely tradesmen and 

merchants. Few were true hidalgos of Spanish nobility yet many were able to fashion 

themselves as hidalgos in a new country with very few Spaniards. But as the country 

became established, more educated Spaniards arrived and took the best government and 

social positions in the New World. These old-worid Spaniards were often known as 

peninsulares and a growing animosity was created between them and the criollos who 

were passed over for desirable posts or offered lower level positions of limited 

importance and power. While they were full-blooded Spaniards, ft was thought that 

being bom in Mexico somehow made them inferior. This blatant favoritism and 
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prejudice contributed to a growing animosity that would fuel the seeds of mdependence. 

But the seeds of rebellion were everywhere. 

The syncretism of culmres, classes, and religions created a plethora of problems. 

The civil authority of peninsulares and criollos vied for power and wealdi while the 

mestizos and caciques struggled to raise themselves from the squalid poverty that face the 

Indians, Blacks, mulatos, and zambos. Church officials meddled in the affairs of the 

encomenderos while both of them were building a nation on the backs and lives of the 

natives and slaves. Meanwhile, the Crown tried to use the colonies to bolster its treasury 

while at the same time spinning toward the end of their dominance in the world. In 1588 

the Spanish armada was defeated by Sir Francis Drake and signaled the end of Spanish 

mle of the seas. Each of these forces puhed away bits of New Spain. 

Three eras emerge in the historical analysis of Mexico. The missionary period 

lasted from 1523-1570, an unparalleled time of conquest and rehgious fervor. It was 

followed by 130 years of steady expansion and building from 1570-1700. The eighteenth 

century saw the end of the Hapsburg reign and the beginning of the Bourbon kings. The 

effect of Bourbon policies caused the destabilization and decay of the church from 1700-

1820 even while civil expansion continued. Driven only by economic necessity, Spain 

abandoned its role as a unifying force of Christianity. The complete secularization of the 

churches was mandated and its influence began to wane, an influence that had been 

almost unimaginable. 

Between 1521 and 1810, roughly 12,000 churches were buih in Mexico. The 

church taught not only religion, but agriculture, animal husbandry, language, crafts and 
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skills. In a hard and deadly time the church had given needed relief and comfort to the 

Indians. But the church was not without detractors or guilt. "The monastic orders 

throughout the colony for the most part enjoyed popular support throughout New 

Spain....By confrast, they associated the often arrogant and intolerant secular clergy, 

which frequently had demanded fributes and forced labor, with the unpopular Spanish 

civil authorities" (Brill 1998, 162). And while the church had been busy Christianizing 

the population they had also been acquiring tremendous wealth. 

The relative poverty and humility of the regular orders in the 
sixteenth cenmry was replaced by a secular church which had become 
vastly wealthy through huge gifts and legacies, dowries, parish fee and 
through the tithes and hard work of its parishioners... "According to the 
conservative estimates of Lucas Alaman, by the end of the colonial period 
at least half of all property, urban and rural, in the Viceroyalty of Mexico 
alone was thus contt-olled." (Brill 1998, 194) 

But the wealth and prestige that were associated with the churches were the very 

elements needed to nurmre and care for the creation of neo-Hispanic music. As the 

conquest and conversion of Mexico was unequalled in its speed and scope so was the 

transplanting of European sacred music. New Spain would not only become an outpost 

of Spanish culture and religion but an incubator of new musical eras, the Mexican 

Renaissance and Baroque. 
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CHAPTER III 

MUSIC IN THE COLONIAL ERA 

Overview of Sacred Music 

The Missionary Period 

From 1521, when Cortes captured Tenochtitian, to 1570 the role of the Spanish 

missionaries played a central role in the settling of Mexico. The entire era of the 

Mexican Renaissance and Baroque would not have been possible if Spain had been less 

forceful in bringing their musical culture to Mexico through the effort of the regular and 

secular clergy. They essentially brought the full wealth and complexity of Spanish 

rehgious music to Mexico within a generation (Stevenson 1952, 86). The timing of the 

conquest also coincided with the zenith of Spanish cathedral music. "Historically 

Spanish music is seen as reaching its most vital epoch during the seventy-five year period 

between 1525 and 1600. This period of musical vitality therefore exactly coincided with 

the age of Spanish empire-building...No other Spanish colony -not even Peru- enjoyed 

the same overflow of musical vitality that streamed from Spain during her best epoch" 

(Stevenson 1952, 83). Just as the influence of the church cannot be overestimated in the 

life of New Spain, the role of music was central to the workings of the church. 

Beyond the central role that music has always had in relation to sacred worship, 

the Indian culmre created the reason that music became so important to the mission of the 

church. Music had always had an important part in Aztec society. During die time of the 

conquest and the early missionary periods, there are accounts of the pre-conquest role of 
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music in Aztec ritual. One account showing this was written about a grisly ceremony 

wimessed by Bernal Diaz del Castillo, one of Cortes' men. 

Again there was sounded the dismal dmm of Huichilobos. There sounded 
also many other shells and horns and things like tmmpets and the sound of 
tiiem all was terrifying...The Mexicans offered great sacrifice and 
celebrated festivals every night and sounded theh cursed dmm, tinmpets, 
kettle dmms and shells, and uttered yells and howls. Then they sacrificed 
our comrades... (Barwick 1993, 350) 

Apart from celebrations such as these, a special festival occurred every 20 days in 

the Aztec calendar. Singing and use of instmments was a part of that rimal. Another 

account from a leader of the Twelve Franciscans, Toribio Motolinia, described the extent 

to which the Aztecs prepared for these festivals. 

One of the main happenings everywhere in this country were the festivals 
of song and dance, which were organized not only for the delight of 
inhabitants themselves, but more especially to honor their gods, whom 
they thought well pleased by such service.. .it was the custom in each town 
for the nobility to maintain in their own houses choirs of singers, amongst 
whom some were composers of new songs and dances. Composers skilled 
in fashioning songs and ballads were everywhere in great demand. 
Among singers those with good bass voices were the most sought after for 
the frequent private rimal observances held inside the houses of the 
nobility. (Barwick 1993, 350) 

It is important to note in Motolinia's description that in addition to training 

singers they also discriminated in the kind and quality of voice. In fact, the Aztecs had 

distinct schools for training warriors, priests, singers, and dancers. Beyond the amount 

of music in their rituals, this shows the degree of sophistication that was a part of their 

culture. Barwick notes in one case that a good singer was one who sang clearly with "a 

fine, clear, and healthy voice, keen ability, and good memory" (Barwick 1949, 8). These 

activities did not go urmoticed by the early missionaries. In their efforts to convert the 
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Indians, diese early missionaries were looking for every opportunity to bring the message 

to the Indians in meaningfiil ways. One of the most beloved monks during the whole 

Colonial period was Fray Pedro de Gante, one of the Three Franciscans. He spent the 

first three years at Texcoco learning the cultiire and language of the Aztecs and in his 

efforts to win over the reluctant natives, he came upon an idea recorded in the Codice 

Franciscano. 

By die grace of God I began to understand them and to see how they must 
be won. I noted that in their worship of their gods, they were always 
singing and dancing before them. Always, before a victim was sacrificed 
to die idol, friey sang and danced before the image. Seeing this and that all 
theh songs were addressed to the gods, I composed very solemn songs 
regarding the law of God and the faith... Then when Christmas time drew 
near, I invited every one from a radius of twenty leagues to come to the 
festival of the nativity... So many came that the patio would not hold them 
all, and they sang, the very night of nativity, 'Today is bom the 
Redeemer'. (Barwick 1994, 351) 

This proved to be extremely successful as the regular clergy set about converting 

and teaching the Indians through music. They were successful in training the Indians 

because they paid more attention to them and they "presented the mass as a concert with 

a great deal of music, a practice which the priests generally avoided" (Barwick 1949, 45). 

Juan de Zumarraga, the first Bishop of Mexico, explained the draw of Spanish sacred 

music to Emperor Charles V in a 1540 letter. "Experience teaches us how much the 

Indians are edified by its sacred music for they are great lovers of music, and the 

religious who hear their confessions tell us that they are converted more by music than by 

preaching, and we see them come from distant regions to hear it, and desire to learn it" 

(BriH 1998, 113-114). 
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Even before they discovered the power of music to convert die people, the 

Franciscans had established schools to educate their converts. Gante established the fust 

school in Texcoco as soon as he arrived in 1523. Later he established and administered 

the school of San Francisco in Mexico City which became quite well known. The 

missionaries learned Nahuatl, the Aztec language, and taught the Indians in their native 

dialect. Motolinia even assumed an Aztec name to solidify his connection to the native 

population. But to be sure not everyone shared the forward thinking of these friars, for 

some were reportedly as cruel as the encomenderos. But many such as Gante, Motolinia, 

Bernardino de Sahagun, and Vasco de Quiroga became great Indian educators. In the 

end, these schools became one of the foremost ways the church influenced the population 

of Mexico. After establishing a mission church, the monks would go out into the villages 

to make converts. They returned with them and began to teach them in the mission 

school. The clergy targeted certain Indians for learning and then centered theh education 

on the church. "Likewise we take all the children of the caciques (insofar as we are able 

to get these nobles to send us their children), and also children from other of the more 

influential Indian families....We devote music time to them, teaching them not only how 

to read and write, but also to sing the canonical hours and how to assist at Mass" 

(Stevenson 1952, 54). Music such as Gante wrote was used to teach the Indians about 

Christianity in addition to teaching them skills that they could use to earn a living. Music 

was not only one of the best tools, it was a craft many were willing to leam and for which 

the clergy could then employ to carry out church functions. The success they had was 
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quick and complete. Before going on to describe these services, an additional note about 

education is needed. 

Education was controlled at all levels by the church. Not only were these 

provincial schools established but also instimtions of higher education. Intense lobbying 

by Zumarraga and others resulted in the establishment of the University of Mexico by 

royal decree and Papal Bull on January 25, 1553 (Brill 1998, 177). It was created to be 

the equal of the University of Salamanca in Spain and received equal support and stams. 

Administered by the church, this university granted nearly 30,000 bachelors degrees and 

1162 graduate degrees by 1775. By the end of the Colonial period, they founded over 40 

colleges and seminaries. Though these were essentially training schools for priests, they 

also prepared many to enter the university. These actions suggest Spain was investing in 

New Spain with a long-term view. 

Through theh creative and diligent converting efforts, the church quickly spread 

throughout Mexico. The continuous arrival of the different orders discussed in Chapter II 

brought more and more new missionaries to the shores of Mexico. There was a religious 

fervor that swept through the church during diat time. The prospect of extending die 

church through Spanish conquest galvanized the faithful into action. Because these early 

efforts especially targeted the Indian caciques, there was an additional benefit. These 

new converts remmed to their villages to win more converts and began taking part in the 

services at the missions. In addftion to the respect they were awarded as nobility, they 

gained more prestige from their newly acquired rank widiin the conquering society. 

Various legislative changes such as the Mexican councils mentioned in Chapter II helped 
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die Indians to gain access to lower level church poshions and made it easier for them to 

be employed in other posts such as musicians. 

"An essential element of their life, music soon became established in the early 

churches of the colony as a prominent part of dieh worship, just as it was at that time m 

die cathedrals of Spain" (Barwick 1949, 45). There was a great deal of vocal and 

instrumental music used in religious services though in a less organized fashion than m 

Spain. Licenciado Juan de Ovando submitted the following testimony to the Council of 

the Indies in 1568, 47 years into the Colonial period. 

It is customary in the towns large enough to warrant die stationing of 
clergy for the singers to divide themselves into two choirs, and the players 
to form two bands; choirs and bands alike ahemate weekly so those in the 
groups who are married and have families may see them regularly.. .In 
each of the two choirs there are ordinarily fifteen or sixteen Indians. 
While a lesser number might suffice, still the thinness of their voices 
prevents them from sounding well unless there are at least that many... 
(Stevenson 1952,61) 

It was common for the singers to rehearse daily and for the Indians this quickly 

became a hardship. To help solve this problem many of the Indians were hired to sing 

the services. By 1561, there were approximately 11 paid musicians in every town with 

nearly 125 towns in all (Stevenson 1952, 66). Even though it is clear that music did 

resonate with the Indian culmre, there was another factor that accounted for some of this 

activity. During these early years, the Indians had few rights. The modest gains they 

were to evenmally acquire had not materialized and the Indians were subject to the harsh 

life of conquered people. When given the choice between working the fields and mines 

of the encomenderos or singing services in the church, many Indians chose the latter. 

Many also enjoyed a tax exemption when they were in the service of the church. 
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This interest in instilments had begun very early in Mexico and it was amazmg 

how adept the Indians were. Numerous stories tell how quickly and skillfiilly the Indians 

developed into first-rate musicians diat were deemed worthy of playing in the cadiedrals 

of the Kmg. While it could be considered bravado, many of die priests had recently come 

from Spanish and Flemish cathedrals where diey would have been familiar witii the finest 

musicians of the age. One notable account described a certain Spaniard in Tlaxcala who 

owned and played a rebec. An Indian made a copy of the instrument and begged the man 

to teach him how to play it. After only three lessons the Indian was more proficient than 

the Spaniard. Others describe the Indian's skill at playing the organ, composing 

polyphonic music, and copying the works of European masters. "There is not an Indian 

village, even of twenty inhabitants, which is without tmmpets and a few flutes to enrich 

the services" (Brill 1998, 116). 

So many were being trained and hired as musicians that church authorities began 

regulating the use of instruments for economic, social, and religious reasons. The main 

economic issues were the loss of labor for the encomenderos and the tax exemption 

received by the Indians while they were in the service of the church. Among the growing 

population of Spaniards, there was also an anti-Indian sentiment that caused many to 

oppose the employment or advancement of the native population. Finally, Spaniards who 

desired a more "holy" service disapproved of the use of non-traditional instruments, 

considered "unfit" for sacred use by many. The Archbishop of Mexico Alonso de 

Montufar convened a special church council in 1556 to deal widi the problem. This 

extensive passage from that council deals in great detail witii the use and kind of 
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insti-uments as well as indicates die direction m which die church was headed m the years 

to come and the importance the organ would play in tiiat fumre. 

The great excess in our archdiocese of musical instmments, of 
chhimias, flutes, viols, frumpets, and the great number of Indians who 
spend their time in playing and singing obliges us to apply a remedy and 
to place a limit on all this superabundance. We therefore require and order 
that from henceforth trumpets shall not be played in churches during 
divine service, and require diat no more be bought; those which are 
already in possession of die churches shall be used only in outdoor 
processions, and not as accompaniment for the limrgy. As for the 
chirimias and flutes, we require that they be stored in the principal towns 
and only distributed for use in the villages on festival days of their patron 
samts; and as for viols and other instruments, we request that these too be 
no longer used; we urge all the clergy to install organs everywhere so that 
indecorous and improper mstruments may be banished from the church. 
The organ is the correct instmment for use in the church, and we wish its 
use to become universal in Mexico. 

We charge all clergy in our archdiocese and all other clergy in 
Mexico residing outside our archdiocese but under our spiritual 
jurisdiction, carefully to limit the number of singers so that no more than 
are necessary shall continue to spend their time simply in singing. Those 
who are permitted to continue must be able to sing plainchant intelligently. 
They shall sing polyphonic music only when their singing conforms to 
standards which we consider acceptable. (Stevenson 1952, 63-64) 

This was followed in 1561 by a cedula from Philip II that required the reduction 

called for by Archbishop Montufar. But even in his cathedral in Mexico City, they were 

unsuccessful in many respects. At the consecration of Montufar's successor in 1574, the 

musical chapel was enlarged and a director of instrumental music was added (Stevenson 

1952, 91). Perhaps these reforms were successful in some respect but they did not 

succeed in banishing instruments to the extent called for by the council. An account by 

Franciscan missionary and chronicler Juan de Torquemada gives an account that shows 

how yvidespread the activhies still were in 1615. 
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Nowadays every town of one hundred population or more contains singers 
who have learned how to sing the Offices, the Mass, Vespers, and are 
proficient in polyphonic music; competent instrumentalists are also found 
everywhere. The small towns all have their supply of instruments, and 
even the smallest hamlets, no matter how insignificant, have three or four 
Indians at least who sing every day in church. Especially is this tme in die 
provinces of Michoacan and Jalisco. (Barwick 1993, 352) 

Thus, during this initial missionary period the industrious clergymen were able to 

convert a majority of the population and establish music as a cenfral function of the 

church and society that did not rely on imported musicians but on the skills and talents of 

its inhabitants. The Indians sang the services, participated in choirs, copied chohbooks, 

made and played European instruments, and even composed polyphonic music. This laid 

the foundation for expansion and growth of Mexican culture and the movement of the 

musical focus from the provincial churches of the regular clergy to the urban centers of 

the cathedral and the secular clergy. 

Expansion of Cathedral Music 

The chief musical accomplishment during the middle of the Colonial period was 

the establishment of cathedrals in the provinces of New Spain and the development of the 

musical chapels. The main centers of music were Mexico City, Puebla, and Oaxaca (see 

map of Mexico in Appendix B). From 1570 to 1700, diere was much time and energy 

spent building impressive cathedrals that were filled with all the musicians and music of 

the Spanish Renaissance still functioning in Spain as ft was appearing in Mexico. 

The Mexico City Cathedral was founded in 1528 and was able to rely on an 

Indian choir by 1530. The Indians in that choir were trained by Pedro de Gante at his San 
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Francisco school in Mexico City (Behague 1979,7). The first unimposing cathedral was 

built at die eastem edge of die present cathedral edifice where the sagrario (parish 

church) now stands. The cathedral that stands today, one of the largest cathedrals m the 

worid, was not begun until 1573 and was based on the Seville Cathedral. It was common 

to pattern New World cathedrals on the plans of existing cathedrals to provide them with 

a basic foundation on which to begin. Not only is the architecmral design of the 

cathedral based on Seville's but the organizational laws and mles that governed the two 

cathedrals were similar. At that time, the zocalo (town square) and surrounding buildings 

were still on an island, less than 200 yards from where the Aztec temple stood when 

Cortes arrived. Almost 200 Indian workers were working on the site during that time and 

the supplies had to be brought across the lake by canoe to the construction site 

(Stevenson 1952, 107). As the political, geographical, and economic capital of Mexico, 

Mexico City was established as the musical capital during the Colonial Period and 

remains so to this day. Chapelmasters there were considered to be the highest musical 

authorities in New Spain. They often hosted visiting musicians smdying for various 

musical posts and were asked to judge the merits of candidates at other cathedrals. The 

most well known chapelmasters were Hernando Franco (1532-85), Francisco L6pez 

Capillas (ca. 1612-74), Antonio de Salazar (ca.l650-1715), Manuel de Sumaya (ca.1678-

1755), and Ignacio de Jerusalem (1707-69). Today the cathedral has one of the most 

important archives in Mexico that contains the works of many of its greatest composers 

as well as those of many European composers whose works were performed there. 
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The cathedral in Puebla was the second most influential musical center m Mexico 

and rivaled the cathedral in Mexico City in splendor. Puebla was an important city 

between Mexico City and the port city of Veracruz. It was created, as was Guadalajara, 

from die ground up as a Spanish city. No village existed there before the city was 

founded in 1531 by the second audiencia. Widiin ten years, a magnificent church was 

constructed that was a sister church, in design and organization, to the cathedral m 

Toledo, Spain. On April 18, 1649, the church was consecrated as a cathedral. Due to 

significant royal confributions, it became one of the grandest cathedrals in the New 

World. Puebla was also a literary and artistic center during the Colonial Period. One of 

the most remarkable figures of the New Worid was Sor Juana Inez de la Cruz, a nun from 

Puebla who spent much of her artistic life in Mexico City. She is still known as one of 

the finest poets of the Spanish language. In 1646 Bishop Juan de Palafox y Mendoza 

helped to established the first public library with the donation of 5000 books (Barwick 

1994, 356). Pedro Bermiidez (fl.l605), Caspar Femandez (ca. 1566-1629), and Juan 

Gutierrez de Padilla (ca.l590-1664) were the most outstanding chapelmasters. 

Well to the south of Mexico City is the provincial city of Oaxaca. Founded by 

conquistadors as Huaxyacac, it was designated by Charles V as "Antequerra in the Valley 

of Oaxaca" but has since been renamed Oaxaca. Because Oaxaca is an earthquake prone 

area, the cathedral has a tumulmous history. The first cathedral was built between 1535 

and 1555. Due to continuous earthquake damage, it was condemned in 1560 and a new 

structure begun. That second cathedral lasted from 1581-1696 until an earthquake 

brought it down as well. The present cathedral was begim in 1702 and consecrated July 
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12, 1733 (Brill 1998, 39). At one point Cortes held the tide of "Marquis of the Valley of 

Oaxaca" in his fight to confrol die wealth of die area. Ranking behind Mexico City and 

Puebla, the valley of Oaxaca was rich in natiiral resources. In Oaxaca, a Zapotec Indian 

named Juan Mathias (1618-ca. 1667) was the first Indian to rise to the position of 

chapelmaster in New Spain. Only two of his works survive but contemporary accounts 

relate that he was a skilled, forward thinking composer. Other Oaxacan composers were 

Thomas Salgado, Manuel de Sumaya (after he left Mexico City), and Juan Mathias de los 

Reyes y Mapamundi (ca.l735-79). 

These three cities were the most important cities but certainly not the only cities 

where Colonial music flourished. To the west there were centers in Guadalajara and 

Valladolid. In the province of Michoacan, to the west of Mexico City, Valladohd was 

established as a long-lasting influential musical center during the middle part of the 

Colonial Period and is now called Morelia. The Michoacan province Diocese was moved 

there in 1580 from another city. Like Oaxaca, a few indigenous musicians were able to 

rise to important positions in this provincial city, something that was not possible in the 

urban centers. A key reason for the ascendancy of Morelia as a musically important city 

was the Colegio de Santa Rosa de Santa Maria, a school for girls founded in 1738. It 

served as a focal point for music from 1756 to about 1857. Other centers to the north 

included Durango and Queretaro. Music essentially spread out from Mexico City into the 

more remote provinces with geographically determined results. Those cities closest to 

Mexico City, such as Puebla, gained the most prominence and had the least amount of 

indigenous influence. Cities such as Durango and Guadalajara were characterized by the 
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necessity to involve Indians m more facets of religious and musical life since they could 

not rely on the ability to import European musicians who were content to stay m the more 

metropolitan centers of Mexico City and Puebla. The notable exception was Oaxaca 

which attained a measure of success as an Indian-influenced province and as a respected 

musical center. As noted above, the Zapotec cacique Juan Matias rose to die 

chapelmastership at Oaxaca by competing and winning a public competftion against 

competent challengers from Mexico City and Puebla. (These competitions will be 

discussed in detail later in this chapter.) Sumaya also left Mexico City after 20 years as 

chapelmaster to spend the remainder of his life in Oaxaca. Thus, while the provinces 

were not able to achieve the same prominence as the urban cities, they were quite 

successful in training competent musicians who had the ability and resources to compose 

and perform the cathedral music that was indicative of the day. 

The Culmination of the Colonial Era 

At this point in the colonization of Mexico, Spain had shifted away from pouring 

the Spanish culture and religion into Mexico to pulling the natural resources out of 

Mexico. While the Spanish royalty pursued Mexico for the economic potential, the 

church had always seen the colonization of Mexico as a great evangelistic opportunity. 

They worked to convert the Indians to Catholicism and instilled frieir own social customs 

in the process. The resuft was that the efforts of the church dovetailed into die plans of 

the Spanish court. Eager converts are more easily managed than a conquered, occupied 

nation. Since the church's evangelistic efforts made the economic exploitation of die 
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Indians easier, there was no conflict in the begmning. But by the eighteenth century the 

conquest had become a successful colony that was supplying the mother country with 

abundant riches. With die advent of the Bourbon Kings Philip V and Charles III, die 

decline of the church's predominance and influence began. These monarchs began to 

rely less on religion as a foundational philosophy for its mle and they began exerting 

their will by other means. The church, however, was still under the control of the king 

and the council who managed the colony for him. 

The church increasmgly came under pressure from civil authorities. The authority 

that had come from being under the King of Spain's control was now a hamess used to 

manage and limit the influence of the church. Funds that had fueled the growth and 

prosperity of the church were beginning to dry up. With limited funds the church was not 

able to sustain the huge bureaucratic hierarchy it had developed and cathedral cabildos 

began denying fiinds for items they considered unnecessary or extravagant. Organs fell 

into disrepair and the pool of qualified musicians began to dry up. Without adequate 

funds musicians could not be enticed to immigrate to the increasing troubled outpost and 

with an increasingly secular Spanish society, there were fewer people interested in 

religious training. The result was a decline of Neo-Hispanic music towards the end of the 

eighteenth century even while the country was still experiencing growth in civil and 

social areas. Stevenson gives three reasons for this (Stevenson 1952, 158-159). First, 

New Spain was a culmral outpost that received hs lifeblood from the motherland so as 

Spain flourished in the sixteenth century, Mexico grew proportionally. Wfth die decline 

of Spanish music came the decline of Mexican music because ft had not developed roots 
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of its own. Second, there were music schools to train boys and several convents that 

frained women, but none of the scope to train young men who could become 

chapelmasters. Third, most native elements were eschewed during the Colonial period in 

favor of everything European. When the mle of Spain was thrown off by the citizens of 

Mexico so was the only musical heritage that had flourished. Mexico literally removed 

the yoke of die Old World and divested itself of all vestiges that were connected to it. 

What is just now being recognized is the extent that native elements were infused 

into die European-based musical and social culture. Brill argues that Colonial music is 

not a transplanted system but a syncretism of Spanish and Indian culmres. The full extent 

of that syncretism cannot be determined at this point but currently it suggests that 

Colonial music did indeed develop beyond a perfunctory recreation of existing Spanish 

music. The analysis of Sumaya's villancicos in Chapter V does not conclusively make 

the case for a unique Mexican style but does suggest the possibility of some indigenous 

elements. In any case, the music certainly can be credited to Mexico as a creation of both 

Spanish and indigenous musicians. In order to understand the contribution of Sumaya, a 

criollo and not a Spanish bom immigrant, it will be helpful to understand the chapel life 

in Mexico's Colonial cathedrals and to see the musical legacy Sumaya inherited when he 

ascended to the musical pirmacle of Colonial Mexico. For this information, I am 

indebted to Mark Brill for his extensive research into the church structure that existed in 

Mexico (BriH 1998). 
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Music in the Cathedral 

Cathedral Stmcmre 

At the pinnacle of the Mexican church was the Viceroy, the official embodiment 

of the King. The King also had authority over the appointment of die Archbishop who 

was ultimately responsible to the Viceroy. It then became the responsibility of the 

Viceroy to approve all church appointments, including the naming of Bishops under the 

supervision of the Archbishop. The inter-relatedness of these positions can be seen in 

1735 when Don Juan de Vizarron y Eguiarreta served as both Viceroy and Archbishop 

during part of Sumaya's tenure in Mexico City (Stevenson 1952, 153). Each Bishop was 

given authority of an area called a bishopric. The first bishopric was that of Mexico in 

Mexico City and others were soon established in the provinces previously discussed to 

administer the affahs of the church in each region. 

The Leyes de las Indias required that each town have certain essential physical 

and architectural feamres. At the center of each town was a zocalo bordered by a church 

and a jail. In towns where bishops resided, there was a cathedral, often in addition to the 

sagrario. Cathedrals were multifianctional complexes that served as the physical, 

cultural, civic, intellectual, and educational centers of these bishoprics. Both the design 

and hierarchy of the Mexican cathedrals were patterned on the Seville cathedral in Spain, 

the home cathedral of Queen Isabel who sponsored the initial voyages to the Indies. But 

each was somewhat unique according to the expertise available to it. The Dean and 

Archdean had direct supervision over the other priests. All the priests who were 

appointed to the cathedral were members of the cabildo (chapter or ecclesiastical council) 
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that assisted die Bishop in managing the affairs of die cathedral. These priests each had 

specific responsibilities for certain functions. With regards to the music in the cadiedral, 

the priests and musicians who participated in the musical life were called the musical 

chapel and thus the chief musician came to be known as die maestro de capilla. While ft 

is now generally understood that he was responsible for all die music in the cathedral ft 

was not always so. It was the Third Mexican Council of 1585 that established the 

maestro de capilla, the chapelmaster, as the ultimate authority on musical matters within 

the cathedral. Up imtil this time the chief musician in the cathedral organization was the 

chantre (chanter), a priest and member of the cabildo. Often times these duties were 

mmed over to the sochantre (sub-chanter) who assisted him. As was often the case, these 

priests had varying levels of musical abilities and with the development of the music in 

Mexico it apparently became necessary to mm over the musical life to more highly 

frained lay musicians. 

Chapel Musicians 

Overview. Chapelmasters essentially had three sets of musicians with which to 

prepare music for cathedral services: cantores (singers), ministriles (instrumentahsts), 

and los seises (literally, the six) who were sometimes referted to as the mozos de coro or 

monocillos (choirboys). From various cathedral payment books, we know that the 

number of singers was usually about 15 singers with as few as 11 and as many as 20 not 

uncommon. This number did not include the seises who, despite the Ifteral meaning, 

would usually include 6 to 8 boys. These singers, mostly Indians, were able to achieve a 
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high level of proficiency. When Cortes rettmied to Spain soon after the conquest, he took 

Indian singers to display as a New World marvel. In 1532, Pedro de Gante wrote diis in a 

letter to Charles V: "And with the utmost sincerity I can affirm that there are now ti-ained 

singers among them who if they were to sing in Your Magisty's Chapel at this moment 

would do so well that perhaps you would have to see them acmally smgmg in order to 

believe it possible" (Stevenson 1952, 54). The soprano part was labeled the tiple (treble) 

and was sung by the seises. If die remaining 15 singers were disfributed evenly between 

die remaining alto, tenor and bass parts there would have been 5 singers to a part. Thus 

the average cathedral choir would have consisted of 21-25 singers with 5-6 on a part. 

Seises. The term seises originated with a group of boys in the Seville cathedral 

and represents an interesting part of its heritage. Los seises had a unique tradition in 

Seville of performing a solemn dance before the altar during die celebration of Corpus 

Christi and at the celebration of the Immaculate Conception of Mary, a fradftion that is 

still observed in Seville. This term carried over to the churches in Mexico. During the 

missionary period, these boys were invariably children of caciques who most likely lived 

at the cathedral. In addition to their musical training, the boys were given religious 

education. It was often the sochantre who was responsible for the supervision and 

education of these boys although at some cathedrals the task fell to the chapelmaster. 

There are even a few instances where the position of maestro de los infantes was created. 

Very often the more talented boys were singled out for fiirther instruction and continued 

in the musical chapel past the time their voice changed. These outstanding smdents were 

taught to copy and later compose music as well as to sing or play an instrument. In order 
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to be able to continue their smdies, the cabildos would pay them a small salary and 

provide private instruction with chapel musicians. It was not uncommon for these 

caciques to enter the priesthood in order to further their studies and prepare them for an 

ecclesiastical life. As the population of criollos grew, more and more of them were 

emoHed as seises which resulted in fewer Indians in the musical life of cathedrals. 

Ministriles. The musicians who made up the final group were the ministriles. 

These instrumentalists abounded in Mexico and their skill at copying and playing the 

European instruments was well documented. This account by Juan de Torquemada 

published in 1615 describes the early activity of Indian instrumentalists. 

The first instruments of music manufactured here were flutes, then 
oboes, and afterwards viols and bassoons and comets. After a while there 
was no single instrument used in churches which Indians in the larger 
towns had not learned to make and play. It became unnecessary to import 
any of these from Spain. One thing can be asserted without fear of 
contradiction; in all Christendom there is nowhere a greater abundance of 
flutes, sackbuts, trumpets, and drums, than here in New Spain. Organs 
have also been installed here in nearly all the churches which are 
administered by the orders. However, with these, not the Indians but 
rather Spanish builders have taken charge of construction, since the 
Indians do not have capital for such larger enterprises. The Indians make 
the organs under supervision, and they play the organs in our monasteries 
and convents. The other instruments which serve for solace or delight on 
secular occasions are all made here by the Indians, who also play them: 
rebecs, guhars, trebles, viols, harps, monochords. (Stevenson 1952, 68) 

Because of this proliferation of instmments, which recaUs the limfts that were 

unsuccessfully imposed, "it seems obvious diat the sonorous ideal even during the so-

called golden age of Neo-Hispanic polyphony was not one of unaccompanied (a 

cappella) vocalism..." (Stevenson 1952, 92-93). In an age when masses were 

predominantly chanted responsorially with interspersed polyphonic sections the 
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instiximents would have been consigned to the role of providing vocal support inside and 

volume enhancement outside. Therefore, the most likely use of instmments until the 

eighteenth cenmry would have been colla parte as they had been used during the 

Renaissance. 

Musical Style 

Bishop Zumarraga's purchase of plainchant choirbooks immediately following 

the conquest is evidence of the preeminence of chant that exemplifies the Renaissance 

ideals seen in Colonial Mexico. Throughout the period singers were always required to 

master plainchant before they were taught to sing polyphony. However, chapelmasters 

earned their reputations through the composition of contrapuntal polyphony, mainly 

villancicos. "Spanish polyphony had been greatly influenced by the choral iimovations 

of the Venetian school, brought about by Adrian Willaert in the sixteenth cenmry. 

Multiple choirs, each with its own organ, became the norm" (Brill 1998, 61). Cathedrals 

were built with opposing choir stalls in order to take advantage of the antiphonal effects 

that dominated the compositions and no doubt instruments were used to reinforce the 

choral forces just as they did in Venice. The richness of this heritage can be seen in the 

abundance of plainchant, polyphony and concerted works diat exist today in Mexican 

cathedral archives. The earliest examples of concerted music do not appear until the 

1690s in die music of Antonio de Salazar, Sumaya's teacher and predecessor at the 

Mexico City cathedral. 
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Thus, from c 1530 - cl690 Renaissance ideals mled sacred music in Mexico. The 

combination of the inherently conservative Spanish empire with a sustained mission to 

re-create Spanish society in Mexico did not allow for rapid stylistic development in 

music. During the missionary period, the entire goal was to implant Spanish culture in 

Mexico and it was followed by a period of expansion where there was considerable effort 

put into re-creating and maintaining that culmre. It is not surprising, then, that Mexico 

did not move beyond the golden age of Spanish polyphony until the eighteenth century. 

Brill discussed this conservative overlay at length and concluded the following: 

The Spanish colonies by all accounts began as a medieval, feudal 
society which relied on spirimal and political authority for its survival. By 
virme of its lucrative conquests and military prowess, Spain was able to 
sustain the artificial experiment for more than three centuries, though from 
the beginning it faced physical and philosophical challenges, both from 
within and from without. The result was a stated policy of conservatism 
and intellecmal repression which guided the events and achievements 
throughout the colonial period. (Brill 1998,143) 

The Examen de Oposicion 

No better reflection of this conservatism can be found in the musical realm than 

the examen de oposicion. To understand the musical heritage with which Sumaya was 

inculcated, it is crucial to realize that this was the benchmark by which anyone who 

desired the post of chapelmaster was judged. Qufte literally ft translates as "exam of 

opposition" but given die historical context "public contest" might be a better translation. 

The rules adopted by most Mexican cathedrals called for a public contest to fill the post 

of chapelmaster. Notices of the examen were sent to die other cadiedrals that announced 

the date and place the competition would be held so all interested persons could apply. 
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Before die announcement was written, the cabildo would decide on the exact terms of die 

examen and the salary that was to be awarded. The announcement usually gave a period 

of a sixty days to accept application and was followed by the exam date. 

The understanding of the public part of the examination derives from this call for 

applicants but did not extend to the actual examen. It was customary for the proceedings 

of the examen de oposicion to be a private matter between the jury and the competitors. 

The jury members, therefore, needed to be men knowledgeable enough about music to 

ascertain the skills of the applicants as exhibited during the process of examination. 

As in most matters, especially in Mexico City, this process was carried out 

according to the basic plan established in the Seville cathedral. Sim6n de la Rosa y 

L6pez published the 14 steps that made up the exam in Seville. 

Add a counterpoint above a bass and below a freble canms firmus in C and 
in C meters (2) Do the same, using circle mensuration (3) Same, bisected 
circle mensuration (4) Same, hemiola. (5) Add a counterpoint below a 
florid treble in C and C mensurations (6) Same, circle mensuration (7) 
Add a third voice to a duo, then sing the third voice while simvdtaneously 
pointing to the notes in the [Guidonian] hand that will make a suitable 
fourth voice (8) Add a fourth voice to a given trio (9) While the 
candidate conducts at the choirbook stand two or three voice parts that 
increase to four or five - one of the said parts being sung in proportion, 
some of the singers are to miss their designated moment of entry to see 
whether he immediately catches and rectifies the mistake (10) All but two 
voices are to stop singing for an interval to see whether he can follow the 
silent parts mentally and bring in anew the intermpted voices. (11) He is 
to make up a four-note canon that will work above a given canms fumus, 
singing the dux, pointing to the comes with his hand; he is next to make up 
a cantus of mmims and a canms of semibreves that will fit a given florid 
melody (12) One singers is to skip a staff, whereupon he is to show the 
other singers how to cover the first singer's mistake by making 
compensating skips without stopping the performance (13) One singer in 
the ensemble is to drop pitch a step, whereupon the candidate is to bring 
the other singers down to the first singer's lower pitch level widi changing 
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die mode (14) to given texts, he is to compose within twenty-four hours a 
motet based on a particular musical passage, and also a chanzoneta. 
(Stevenson 1974,26) 

Ten of the fourteen steps test the conttapuntal mastery of the candidate. The end 

resuh of this competition was the enfrenchment of the contrapuntal prima prattica m the 

cathedrals and music of Mexico just as ft was in Spain. Spanish musicians were even 

chided during this time for theh "blind worship" of contrapuntal technique (Stevenson 

1974, 26). In order for these composers to be so proficient in this system, they had to 

immerse themselves in counterpoint. It is also interesting that the final step requhed a 

composition to be written in 24 hours. From this account and others, we understand that 

these examinations were lengthy affairs that put high demands on the abilities of theh 

opositores. 

A very similar process was in use at the Mexico City cathedral as seen in an 

examination of records by Jesiis Estrada, who until recently was the organist at the same 

cathedral (Esfrada 1973/1980, 64-65). Estrada describes the ordeal as a three-day 

"Calvary-like suffering" followed by a day of composing. Table 3.1 is a synopsis of his 

description. 

The final villancico was called a villancico de precision. This called for a 

villancico with musical syllables written into the text, e.g., "sol" and "fa," that requhed 

the candidate to set those words widi the appropriate note. It is common for die length of 

time to vary from exam to exam. Zaragoza Cathedral in Spain had a six-day exam (Brill 

1998,217) but many were probably not even die four days described above. Often a two-

day exam is described, one for the examination and another for the compositions. At die 
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Table 3.1 Mexico City Cathedral Examen de oposicion 

Day 
1 

2 

3 

4 

Part 
1. answer questions 
2. counterpoint exercises 

3. counterpoint exercises 
4. counterpoint exercises 

5. counterpoint exercises 

6. answer questions 
7. counterpoint exercises 

8. counterpoint exercises 

9. counterpoint exercises 

10. composition 
11. composition 
12. composition 

Description 
music theory in general 
plainsong in the bass, each two times 
a. in common time 
b. in cut time 
c. etc. 
plainsong in the bass 
plainsong in the soprano 
a. in common time 
b. in cut time 
c. at the fifth 
in 3/4, the same soprano plainsong, 
a. one voice in A major 
b. singing another 
c. harmonizing another 
d. etc. 
polyphony {canto de organo) 
two times each, altemating 
a. counterpoint at common time 
b. counterpoint at cut time 
c. syncopated minims 
a. at the fifth 
b. in 3/4 
c. voices in equal proportion 
d. voices in diminished proportion 
a. at the third 
b. etc. 
a motet with cantus firmus bass 
a motet in free style 
a villancico 

close of the exam, the jury would consider die merits of the candidates and choose a 

wiimer. The compositions from a 1708 exam in Oaxaca show the weight given to the 

compositions. Four candidates vying for the post were examined and the composition 

sent to Mexico City for the expert opinion of chapelmaster Antonio de Salazar (Brill 

1998, 226-243). Though his opinion did not carry the day, ft shows the lengths to which 
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the cabildos went to find the best candidate. Apart from the sheer rigor of these exams, it 

once again shows die high value placed on prima prattica counterpoint in Mexico. 

Spanish and Mexican chapelmasters, even when they knew of other music, were 

hard pressed to find die time to incorporate the newer methods of the Italian Baroque 

style until after theh formative years as smdents. And as we will see below, once they 

had attained these positions die demands of the position consumed most of their time. 

This left little enough time to compose music, much less time to smdy new music. Add 

to that the social and philosophical isolation imposed on Mexico by Spanish authorities. 

Given this construct it is harder to imagine how Sumaya broke out of this tradition than to 

question why it took Mexico so long to enter the Baroque. Brill argues that in Oaxaca ft 

was die musicians who seemed unable to move beyond these practices and that it was the 

cathedral cabildo in Oaxaca which sought to begin more modem practices. 

"Modemization would finally come with Manuel de Sumaya, who, after drastically 

revolutionizing the Mexico City chapel in the early eighteenth century, proceeded to do ft 

all over again in Oaxaca a few decades later" (Brill 1998, 213). 

While the examen de oposicion was a part of the charter of most Mexican 

cathedrals, it was not until the seventeenth cenmry that it was acmally used in Mexico 

City and perhaps elsewhere (Estrada 1973/1980, 65). Esfrada conjectured about two 

possible reasons for this. One reason might have been the lack of qualified judges to 

form a competent jury. Another reason could have been that music was considered by 

the priests as being part of the limrgical art and therefore was not a separate fimction for 

an artisan. This second assertion is perhaps borne out by the specific creation of the 
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position of maestro de capilla as the musical authority over the chantre mentioned 

before. It could be added that there was possibly a lack of qualified candidates to requhe 

a competitive exam. We know that most of the early chapelmasters were acmally priests, 

including Franco, Padilla, and Capillas mentioned previously. All clergyman who 

wished to emigrate to the New World before 1700 were required to pass an examination 

given by ecclesiastical authorities in Seville (Stevenson 1974, 26). If these early 

chapelmasters had been recruited to come to Mexico and had passed an exam in Seville, 

it would have been unnecessary to administer another once they arrived, especially if 

music was considered to be a sacred art that fianctioned only as a part of the limrgy. 

Moreover, the chapelmaster served as an employee of the cabildo, a council of priests. 

In 1648, Francisco Lopez Capillas was the first Mexico City chapelmaster chosen 

as a result of a competitive examination. The last one named in Mexico City was Ignacio 

de Jerusalem in 1750, though he had no one to oppose him during the exam (Estrada 

1973/1980, 66). The tradition existed tiiroughout Mexico during die same time frame 

that completely encompasses the life of Sumaya. But eventually cathedral music 

declined so far that the practice was not used or, as in the case of Jemsalem, was not 

really needed. Even during this period of use there were occasions where open 

competitions were postponed through die appointment of an interim chapelmaster and 

times when the chapelmaster were simply appointed. On more dian one occasion, diere 

were simply no candidates or the candidates who were tested proved to be unfit for the 

post. Ultimately the music at every cadiedral relied on die oversight of the cabildo, 

beginning with the selection of the chapelmaster. 
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The last stage of the examen de oposicion was the naming of the candidate to the 

post. In addition to listing die date of die appointment, the responsibilities that were 

expected of die person were often notated with commensurate pay for each area of 

responsibility. A suitable topic for fiuther smdy would be the examination of salaries 

because the Adas Capitular es (Capimlar Acts of the Cabildo), Libros de Claveria 

(payment book) and Libros de Tesoreros (treasurer's books) are filled with information 

regarding the pay of musicians in the church. These records are also the basis for much 

of our knowledge regarding the duties of the chapelmasters that make up the next section 

of this smdy. 

Responsibilities of the Chapelmaster 

The demands on the time of the Colonial Era chapelmaster were great. As the 

musical authority he was responsible for providing music for the cathedral. The Sunday 

services were the most demanding. They called for the full complement of the 

cathedral's musical chapel including the choir, seises, instrumentalists, and cantors to 

intone the various chanted portions of the mass. In addition to that service, there were the 

daily responsibilities for the canonical hours and any special services that were required 

by the church calendar or the Bishop. Feast days to celebrate various saints and special 

days such as Christmas also called for special music and outdoor festivities. It was 

customary for the chapelmaster to compose new pieces, usually villancicos, for some of 

these occasions and as chief composer he was expected to give lessons to deserving 

students. The choir met daily to practice, parts would be needed from the copyist, and if 
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Bach had lived in Mexico, he would no doubt have had a few choice complamts about 

the seises. Organs requhed upkeep, musicians often got sick requiring replacements to 

be fotmd, and a myriad of other problems relating to musicians arose. 

In addition to dealing with these problems he was responsible for teaching the 

priests in the art of singing the liturgy as well as the administrative meetings witii die 

cabildo. But when these activhies did not require his direct involvement, he was the 

supervisor. Among his staff were one or two organists, copyists, seises' teacher, singers, 

instrumentalists, and possibly a chantre or sochantre to assist with the priests. Even 

though the demands were great there were still many who aspired and rose to these 

positions of authority and prominence in the cathedrals of Mexico. 

Greatest Mexican Chapelmasters 

Any list of important composers is inherently divisive, not so much for who is 

included but for who is left off. But a brief listing of the brightest lights among these fine 

composers shows the extent of the musical accomplishments in Mexico during the 

Colonial period and helps to place Manuel de Sumaya in an historical context. 

Hernando Franco (1532-85). This composer was the greatest Mexican composer 

of the sixteenth century. He emigrated from Segovia where he was an outstanding 

smdent to Guatemala where his name appears as chapelmaster in 1573. From May 1575 

tmtil his death, he was the chapelmaster in Mexico City. He is famous for his 

involvement in a financial fiasco close to his death. The cabildo slashed the salaries of 

all cathedral musicians in half due to mounting financial pressures from cathedral 
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consti^ction. In oufrage he and the cathedral musicians resigned only to be reinstated 

later with pay. He was widely known in his day and a collection of sixteen Magnificats 

made after his death, the Franco Codex, still resides in the Mexico City archives. His 

style is very reminiscent of Morales and his extant works include Magnificats, 

Lamentations, and various motets. 

Juan Gutierrez de Padilla (ca.l590-1664). Padilla was arguably the most 

important Colonial composer of the seventeenth century and certainly the most important 

composer from the Puebla cathedral (Barwick 1994, 357). During the time Padilla was at 

Puebla, the musical chapel attained a high degree of musical excellence. He was also an 

accomplished insfrument maker as well as a composer. His compositions that still remain 

in Mexican archives include a number of double-choir masses and villancicos, a passion, 

hymns, lamentations, motets and seven Christmas villancico cycles. Known for the 

inclusion of various dialects in his villancico texts, his style was well within the 

Palestrinian school. His skill makes his compositions some of the most outstanding of 

their kind in Mexico. 

Juan Matias ri618-ca.l667). Including this composer among Mexico's greatest 

chapelmasters is as difficuft as leaving him out. Though we only have two surviving 

works, an eight-voice villancico and a Stabat Mater, he was known throughout Mexico as 

an outstanding composer. His primary importance is his selection as the fust Indian 

chapelmaster in Mexico. 

Francisco Lopez Capillas (ca.l605/08-74). Mexico City had a number of 

outstanding musicians during its history including Capillas. Bom in Mexico City, his 
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early career was spent in Puebla under Padilla who helped die younger man to work his 

way to prmcipal organist for a short while. By the time he gamed die position of 

chapelmaster in Mexico City, his reputation was great enough to warrant his unanimous 

appointment before die period of application had ended. His remarkable four-choh mass, 

now lost but gready admired at the time, was most likely written at the request of Viceroy 

Alburquerque for the consecration of four bishops in 1656. His skill has led Stevenson to 

designate him as "the most profound and prolific composer of Masses in Mexican 

history" (Barwick 1993, 355). For a time he stmggled as an organist-chapelmaster but 

evenmally succeeded in gaining the addftion of a new post, principal organist. At his 

death in 1674, he was receiving a 1000 peso base salary, nearly twice the average salary 

of Colonial chapelmasters. His surviving works mclude many masses. Magnificats, a 

Passion, and various motets, all of which are excellent examples of New World 

polyphony. 

Antonio de Salazar (ca.l650-1715). Salazar first appeared in Mexico City seeking 

a position as bassoonist. He was turned away because there were no openings but he 

reappears in the armals of the Puebla cathedral. In July 11, 1679 he was awarded the 

chapelmastership after winning the examen de oposicion against two other candidates. 

After a successful tenure in Puebla, Salazar won the post in Mexico City on August 25, 

1688 where he would remain until his death in early 1715. His accomplishments at both 

cathedrals were great. He brought a high degree of administrative ability as evidenced 

from his organization and expansion of the music archives in both Puebla and Mexico 

City. A prolific composer, he wrote in every genre of his day. Salazar's production of 
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masses, motets, hymns, Te Deums, and villancicos are possibly the largest of any 

Colonial composer (Saldivar 1934, 108-109). More about Salazar follows in Chapter IV 

since he was the teacher of Sumaya. 

Manuel de Sumava (ca.1678-1755). Chapelmaster in Mexico City and Oaxaca, 

he is listed by many historians as one of the greatest composers of the Colonial Period. 

(His life is examined in Chapter IV.) 

Ignacio de Jerusalem (1707-1769). The final chapter of Mexico City Cathedral's 

grandeur was written by Jerusalem in a faltering hand. Having come to Mexico in 1743 

as a violinist for the Antiguo Coliseo, the new Opera house, he quickly became the 

composer there and by 1746 had also found part-time employment at the cathedral. Since 

the departure of Sumaya, cathedral authorities had been relying on Domingo Dutra y 

Andrade to feebly lead the music. After Dutra's forced retirement in 1750, Jerusalem 

successfully passed the examen to become chapelmaster while still holding his position at 

the Coliseo. During the ensuing years he was troubled by marital, heafth, financial, and 

professional problems. But by 1759 he emerged to become a respected and admired 

member of the cathedral, having already resigned his theatre post. The Baroque style 

introduced by Sumaya was swept away with his stile galant. He removed many of the 

antiquated vestiges of his predecessors by such actions as calling for many more strings 

in his sacred pieces. His music is strongly homophonic, dominated by virtuosic string 

motifs over static harmonies, with glimmers of a polished contrapuntal skill. Among his 

vast works are 7 Masses, 2 Requiems, 11 Matins cycles, numerous Vespers, many Dixft 

dominus, hymns. Magnificats, and motets. 
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CHAPTER IV 

LIFE AND WORKS OF SUMAYA 

Overview 

Zumaya (D. Manuel) native of Mexico [City], presbiter, 
chapelmaster of the metropolitan church of his homeland. He was very 
esteemed for his musical skill by the Viceroy, the Duke of Linares, for 
whose entertainment he translated into Spanish and set to music various 
Italian operas. From the capital he went to Oaxaca in the company of the 
illustrious Montano, Dean of Mexico [cathedral]. Bishop elect of that 
bishopric, in whose cathedral he was parish curate [priest]. There having 
dedicated himself exclusively to the smdy of the sacred sciences and to the 
carrying out of his pastoral ministry, he died in peace mourned by his 
parishioners. He wrote: 

"Life of the P.[resbiter] Sertorio Caputo, a Jesuit, translated from 
Italian." MS. It is a different translation from the one made by the 
P.[resbiter] Mora, a Mexican Jesuit.- "El Rodrigo." A drama that was 
performed in the Royal Palace of Mexico to celebrate the birthday of 
Prince Luis Fernando, printed in Mexico by Ribera, August 1708. - "La 
Partenope [sic]." An opera that was performed in the Royal Palace of 
Mexico in celebration of the day [dias] of Philipe V. Printed in Mexico by 
Ribera, August 1711. 

This is how Manuel de Sumaya is characterized m the second edition of the 

Biblioteca (Beristain y Souza 1883 III, 325). This "North American Spanish Library," 

the first edition was in 1821, gives us the earliest account of a life that was to remain in 

obscurity until recent scholarship brought his life and music into the modem worid. The 

alternate spelling of Sumaya as "Zumaya" seems to arise partly from diis early account, 

ft appears in source materials both ways and "Zumaya" was chosen by Stevenson m his 

groundbreaking work, even though Saldivar used the "Sumaya" spelling 20 years before, 

ft is even found as "Sumaia" but in this document, as in most not penned by Stevenson, 

"Sumaya" is used because the majority of die source materials use "Sumaya" and 
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because it is the spelling on almost every piece of music by him, including tiiose that are 

signed by him. Beside Stevenson the remaining dissenters seem to be the Grove editors, 

including die newest edition of 2001. 

Through the early efforts of Saldivar, Stevenson, Estrada, and later by Tello, we 

are able to reconstioict, and correct, considerably more of Sumaya's life than what was 

offered m 1883. Most of the particulars of his life have been discovered through 

information recorded in die official minutes of die cathedral cabildos in Mexico City and 

Oaxaca. According to various sources these minutes were called Capimlar Acts or 

Cabildo Acts (abbreviated asA.C, Acts hereafter) and are indispensable in obtaming 

exact dates and names of cathedral related events. Otiier pieces of information are 

derived from letters of contemporary persons and, especially for paid musicians, the 

Libros de Claveria (payment books) and Libros de Tesoreros (treasurer's books) 

mentioned in Chapter III. From these sources Sumaya's life can be followed from the 

detailed accounts of daily happenings made in the Acts to sketchy inferences that often 

span several years. 

Bom around 1678 in Mexico, he is first listed in the Acts of Mexico City in 1694 

requesting to leam the organ. Having spent his early years as a seises at the cathedral 

gaining a sound musical education, he evenmally rises to the post of organist. In 1711, 

he was commissioned to write the first opera composed and performed in the New World 

by a Mexican-bom composer. He won the post of chapelmaster in 1715 when he was 

approximately 37. He remained there at the pinnacle of the Mexican music world until 

late 1738 or 1739 when he moved to Oaxaca at the request of his friend Bishop Montano, 
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fonner Dean of the Mexico City Cathedral. In that provincial city of Oaxaca, he served 

first as die Bishop's personal chaplain and then as die parish priest before assummg the 

post of chapelmaster (after the demotion of Thomas Salgado, the chapelmaster from 

1727-1745). He remained in Oaxaca as chapehnaster from 1745 until his deatii on 

December 21, 1755. His life is indelibly divided by those events: early life, Mexico City 

chapelmaster, and final years in Oaxaca. After his early education he ushered in the 

Baroque styles in Mexico City and Oaxaca and was one of the finest musicians of the 

Colonial Era according to modem accounts. 

Early Life 

Before 1700, Childhood 

Sumaya was bom in Mexico City according to the encyclopedia entry that began 

this chapter. Although the date of his birth is unknown it is generally estimated as 1678 

and nearly coincides with the year that his mentor Antonio de Salazar began his career in 

nearby Puebla. The early years of Sumaya are inextricably tied to Salazar and so to 

understand Sumaya, Salazar must also bear examination. 

Salazar served as the Puebla chapelmaster from July 11,1679 to September 3, 

1688 when he was officially named as Mexico City chapelmaster. It is possible that 

Sumaya was even involved in the cathedral music life in 1688, even at the age of 10. 

There are few fixed dates to Sumaya's early life in the cathedral and this part of Esfrada's 

information comes from inferences in die Acts, but he estimates that Sumaya joined the 

seises in 1690 when he was a small child (Estrada 1973/1980, 106). It was customary to 
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pay a small amount to seises that usually went to the parents, or reverted to die cathedral 

if diey were an orphan. After die eariy death of his father, Sumaya requested to be 

released from the choir and diat the cabildo give him the severance pay that they offered 

to all departing cathedral employees. His petition appears in the Acts on May 25,1694 

(Stevenson 1965, 130; A.C. XXIII, fol. 297v). In them he expressed die wish to become 

a friar and leam to play die organ (no doubt at one of the many convents, monasteries, or 

mission churches) to support his mother and sisters. Instead, the cabildo gave him the 30 

pesos (ostensibly to buy clerical robes) and offered him a 50-60 pesos salary. The 

Cathedral Dean specifically requested that he remain in his position and to leam to play 

the organ. There were two reasons for this. Fhst, Sumaya's talent must have been 

evident because the Dean stated that he "did not want him to leave and become a fiiar" 

and secondly ft was their duty to "train people for each office" (Tello 1998, n.p.). From 

this we know that Sumaya was musically gifted and was studying to become a priest 

from an early age, interests that would be evident throughout his life. It was also in the 

interest of the cathedral to train needed musicians, especially organists. 

This was especially important to the Dean because they were nearing the 

completion of a new organ that had cost the cathedral 12,000 pesos. The process began 

in 1688, the year Salazar became chapelmaster, and was mostly completed by 1694. It 

had been built in Madrid by the famous builder Jorge de Sesma and was officially 

accepted by the cabildo April 15, 1695 (Estrada 1973/1980, 97). Having just purchased 

this new organ, they wanted to be sure there would be organists to play it in the future. 

For his salary, Sumaya was required to sing in the choir when he was not taking daily 
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lessons from Joseph de Ydiaquez, principle organist, and "accompany at the organ 

whenever it suited the master" (Tello 1998, n.p.; A.C. XXIII, fol 297v). 

1700-1714. Earlv Adulthood 

The next time Sumaya is mentioned in the Acts is Febmary 12, 1700 (Stevenson 

1965, 131; A.C. XXV, fol. 157v). By diis time he has finished his ecclesiastical smdies 

and was consecrated as a priest after receiving a dispensation (release) from the tune diat 

normally was required between tonsure (die shaving of the head) and taking holy orders. 

Though there is no specific age related to tonsure, Esfrada relates that Sumaya needed to 

be 24 years old to become a priest (Estrada 1973/1980,108). If that is so then ft places 

his birth no later than 1676, two years eariier than is currently presumed. The year 1678 

was inferred from the entry in the Acts of 1694. If Sumaya was 16 when he asked to be 

released from the choir, a normal age for the onset of puberty when seises were no longer 

able to sing the soprano part, then that would place his birth at 1678. Either way his date 

of birth is umesolved but probably does not lie outside the years 1676-1678. 

Later that same year, 1700, he gained the position of second organist to Ydiaquez 

and was allowed to replace the maestro in his weekly duties on certain days (Tello 1998, 

n.p.). According to the Acts, he was awarded this position "in honor of your puncmal 

assistance" but that he was to assist "only on customary days" (Estrada 1973/1980, 108). 

Sumaya's activities for the next 8 years are unknown, a point returned to below, but 

1708-1711 proved to be very busy years for him. Four events are chronicled during that 
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time which speak to two areas of his career, his dramatic compositions and his growdi as 

a composer. 

Our only information regarding Sumaya's production of Rodrigo comes from the 

entry by Berristain y Souza translated at die beginning of this chapter. It tells us the 

"drama" was performed at the Viceroy's Palace to celebrate the birthday of Prince Luis 

Fernando and that it was printed in August of 1708. Widi no surviving text, it is left to 

mere conjecture that there would have been a musical element to it, perhaps even 

possible to suggest diat it was actually a zarzuela. These mixtures of dialogue and song 

were popular as court entertaiiunent during that same time in Spain. As mere conjecture, 

it has no historical merit but the production of an opera by Sumaya gives it some 

credence as a possibility. Don Femando de Alencastre Norona y Silva, the Duke of 

Linares, arrived in Mexico January 15, 1711 as the new Viceroy. He commissioned 

Sumaya to translate a libretto from Italian into Spanish and set it to music (an idea 

concisely expressed in Spanish, translated as "musicked"). This must have been done 

immediately as the opera was performed May 11, 1711 at the Viceregal Palace. It was 

part of the Saint Philip's day celebration, the namesake of Philip V, new king of Spain. 

The music is lost but the libretto survives; though it was probably performed in Italian, it 

was printed in bodi Spanish and Italian. The opera had three acts with 14 scenes. The 

seven characters included two princesses who vie for the same man through a convoluted 

and intricate plot, one who disguises herself as a man (Saldivar 1934, 170-171). 

La Partenope was the first opera written by a native anywhere in the Americas, 

the first produced in North America, and ft was die second opera performed in the entire 
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New World. The first was La Purpura de la rosa by Tomas de Torrej6n performed m 

Lima October 19, 1701 (Tello 1998, n.p.). Three clues remain regarding the natiu-e of 

Sumaya's opera. First, the libretto by Silvio Stampiglia was typical of the Italian 

Baroque operas diat were in vogue in Europe, as evidenced by Handel's use of h in 1730 

for his opera Partenope. Secondly, it is also reported that the music "thoroughly pleased" 

die Duke (Stevenson 1952, 149-150). Having just arrived from Spain, he would have 

been quite familiar with the kind of opera popular at that time. Finally, another opera by 

the same name was performed in Naples in 1699 by an obscure composer named Luigi 

Mancia. 

This leads researchers to believe that Sumaya was familiar with the newer 

Baroque operatic style by 1711, enough so to write an opera to entertain the Viceroy. 

This begs the question, "Where did Sumaya leam that style?" There was no opera 

company in Mexico at that time and there is no music that survives that gives any clues. 

The most prevalent theory is that Sumaya could have gone to Europe and smdied music 

between the years of 1700-1708. This would account for: (1) the absence of his name 

from cathedral records during that time; (2) how he came upon this libretto which he 

translated, set, and produced in only four months, without a permanent opera company; 

and (3) where Sumaya teamed the style that fransformed cathedral music over the next 40 

years. Until further evidence can be found it remains a mystery. 

Returning to the year 1708, cathedral records show that Sumaya sought the post 

of Choir Chaplain and that he was examined by Chapelmaster Salazar and Manuel de 

Barcena (Estrada 1973/1980, 108). Not only does it sfrengthen the argument that 
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Sumaya had been gone until 1708, seeking a paid position in the cathedral, but it shows 

his musical growth. The position required the holder to know plainsong and other 

musical disciplines. Up imtil this date there is no mention of Sumaya's compositional 

education, a fraining that always began with a thorough grounding of canto llano and is 

reflected in his application for a position that required the mastery of that knowledge. 

Though no date is given for this exam, we know that on Febmary 28, 1708, the three 

organists at that time, Sumaya, Giron, and Esquivel, were given additional musical 

responsibilities. The cabildo requhed them to teach counterpoint to "talented boys" so 

the source of new candidates for important position in the church would not dry up 

(Stevenson 1965, 131). The application for chaplain and die new counterpoint duties 

show the development of Sumaya as a musician. It also suggests that Sumaya had gone 

beyond his training as an organist and priest that he originally sought in 1694, realized in 

his 1700 consecration and promotion to second organist. 

In 1710, another event took place that set the stage for his eventual assumption of 

the Mexico City Chapelmastership. By this year Salazar would have been nearly 60 

years old, in poor health, and nearly blind according to his recorded testimony. Salazar 

petitioned the cabildo January 10, 1710, to excuse him from teaching in the escoleta 

publico (public school) by asserting that all the choristers emolled diere did not need to 

know counterpoint, learned only after mastery of plainsong. He offered to teach 

coimterpoint to any of the promising succentors who could come to his house. 

(Succentors held important liturgical functions that requhed a higher level of musical 

knowledge.) Due to his age and probably to his position after 22 years of service, the 
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cabildo agreed only to help by offering him an assistant. This mling effectively made 

Sumaya the substimte chapelmaster, without any increase m salary. 

And that because of his absences, and illnesses, that Presbyter Don 
Manuel de Sumaya by his known Proficiency assist, as Maesfro, and that 
he do diis in die public school every Monday and Thursday of the year as 
it is mandated for die teaching of Counterpoint and that he prepare all the 
music necessary for the Worship of this Holy Church and that tide be 
dispatched to him with die stipulation that neither salary nor anything else 
can he request by reason of aft this. (Tello 1998, n.p.; A.C. XXVI, fol 
337) 

Francisco de Atienza filed a counter-petition to this action February 11, 1710. 

Atienza was older than Sumaya and had been at the cathedral longer. He specifically 

protested he had greater seniority than Sumaya and that he had frequently substimted for 

Salazar for the previous 7 years and had been third among the cathedral musicians since 

1695 (when he held the posftion of sochantre). The cabildo did not rescmd hs previous 

mling and Atienza was left without any other process for his wounded ego. By 1712, he 

had won the mastership of the Puebla cathedral and was gone, only to return as Sumaya's 

opposor in 1715. 

Returning to Salazar, his froubles with the cabildo were not over regarding the 

escoleta. He frequently received warnings from the cabildo to fulfill his obligation to 

teach in the escoleta and had been wamed that if he did not attend, he would not be paid 

the stipend owed to him for these duties, a threat apparently carried out the following 

year. On May 19, 1711 Salazar is before the cabildo and "asks for ... 200 pesos that are 

owed to him for assisting at the school and to teach two or three smdents counterpoint 

and composhion." He appealed to their generosity, to his 23 years of service, and to the 

fact that he taught "counterpoint and composition ... to Manuel de Sumaya and is 
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presently teaching Juan Francisco de Orienze." He fiirther explained that "he didn't 

attend die schools because none of his predecessors had done it, but he would give 

Sumaya 50 pesos because he would go to the school in his place..." (Estrada 1973/1980, 

99). It is clear that by 1711 Sumaya is no longer a smdent and, by virme of the tasks 

Salazar has asked him to do, he is capable of fulfilling many of the cathedral duties. This 

is also the only reference that specifically mentions that Sumaya was a smdent of Salazar, 

but further evidence will be given once Sumaya has reached the post of chapelmaster. 

According to Estrada, ft is likely that Sumaya was formally named second 

chapelmaster that same year and would evenmally add principal organist to his 

lengthening list of titles and duties. In the records of June 20, 1714, he was named 

organista mayor with a 100 pesos salary and had the additional obligation to "teach an 

infant of the choir" to which Sumaya answered that he would "teach however many the 

cabildo sends." Then they appointed Juan Tellez Giron to replace Sumaya as second 

organist. Giron would serve as organist until at least 1746, during and after Sumaya's 

tenure as chapelmaster. But it was not long before he would be named principal organist 

as Antonio de Salazar died March 25, 1715. 

Mexico City Chapelmaster 

The years from 1715 to 1738 could be called the middle period of Sumaya's life. 

Having grown up and established himself as a musician and composer he became an 

influential figure in the musical life of New Spain as the chapelmaster of the Mexico City 

Cathedral. After his successful bid for die mastership, he would take certain steps that 
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fransformed the musical life of the cathedral and New Spain. Sumaya served as a conduft 

through which the influence of Italian Baroque music would flow into the New World 

and indeed, had already begun in 1711 with La Partenope. 

The Examen de Oposicion 

The day after Salazar's death, the cabildo moved quickly and sent out the requhed 

edict announcing the vacancy and request for applications. The detailed records usually 

kept regarding the examination have vanished. AVhen the cabildo was preparing to 

examine Jerusalem in 1750, they requested the records of this 1715 contention only to 

discover that they had been lost (Estrada 1973/1980, 112). But the records that remain do 

show that "The presbyter Sumaya makes a petition to the cabildo, calling himself the 

major organist and second chapehnaster in the cathedral: representing his petition to be 

candidate for die post of master of the chapel..." (Estrada 1973/1980, 109). Anodier 

petition was brought by Don Gabriel Navarro, a royal scribe and citizen of Mexico City, 

to enter the name of Francisco de Atienza, former rival. The cabildo then set the 

customary 15-day period after which the exam would be held. 

While Puebla had afforded Atienza the opportunity to prove himself as a 

competent maestro, it had not cooled his desire to gain the position he had felt pulled 

away from him in 1710 by the cabildo. His bravado apparently matched his ego for the 

records show that he later requested that the competition between himself and Sumaya be 

set up as a public competition. As described earlier, the custom was for a jury of 

cathedral employees knowledgeable in music to act as judges in closed sessions where 
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the opositores were examined over a period of days in general music theory, plainsong, 

counterpoint and conducting. Estrada relates that the exam was highly anticipated for ft 

was no secret that Atienza had a "rough and jealous namre" but die cabildo put it down 

succmctly. "The Bachelor Atienza, the opposer of Sumaya, requests that the exams for 

the mastership of the chapel be public. But die cabildo determines that tradition be 

followed, and the secretary [likewise should], in the same way and place that they have 

been done in other occasions..." (Esfrada 1973/1980, 112). The dates of the exam come 

directly from the title page of die composition that Sumaya wrote at the end of the 

competition (Stevenson 1970, 105). 

Solfa de Pedro es el llanto. Precision Villancico for 4 that was 
written at the Oppsocion for the Mastership of the Chapel of this Holy 
Metropolitan Cathedral of Mexico on the 27*''of May, 1715. Composed 
by the Senor Maestro Don Manuel de Sumaya. A public examination on 
June 3. And voted on by the illustrious cabildo on the 7"̂  day of the 
present month. 

According to Sumaya, the exam began on May 27, the villancico was performed 

on June 3, and it concluded with a vote on June 7. From the previous discussion in 

Chapter III, it is clear the exam itself lasted 4-7 days and it was not uncommon for there 

to be a period when the compositions were rehearsed and performed. When Salazar won 

his oposicion in 1688, there was a period after the exam when the compositions were 

performed, from August 20 to August 25 (Stevenson 1996, 28). It appears that Sumaya's 

was performed on June 3 and the outcome is recorded in the entry in the Acts on June 7, 

1715 (Estrada 1973/1980, 112-113). 

In the first round were read the opinions of Bachelor Don Juan 
Francisco de Orense, Don Juan Tellez Giron, of minor orders, Miguel de 
Ordonez and Miguel de Herrera, musicians and instrumentalists of this 
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church; and judges were named who were to give their evaluation of die 
compositions and odier items that were requested of the candidates. And 
having heard all from beginning to end, diey mmed in their evaluations 
sealed and sworn, it was mandated that the evaluations be placed in the 
recorded proceedings made for the compethive examination of said 
teaching position and then diey proceeded to vote; and the Bachelor Don 
Manuel de Sumaya was elected with all die votes, unanimously, with the 
salary of 500 pesos per year, with the respective corresponding bonuses; 
and that he be dispatched a full title according to the manner in which it 
was dispatched to his predecessor. 

The 500 pesos was considered a base salary and this was the amount paid to 

Salazar both in Puebla and Mexico City and had been the standard. The bonuses 

(obenciones) were no small matter. In 1741, after Sumaya had left Mexico City, that 

portion of the salary was advertised as being 800 pesos. These bonuses were given for 

writing music or performing at special services (such as weddings and fimerals) and the 

amounts that were commensurate for each person's position was kept in a libra de 

obenciones (Bonus Book). Sumaya was also awarded 200 pesos for teaching in the 

escoleta, the same 200 pesos Salazar had petitioned to receive in 1711. According to 

Salazar no former chapelmaster had been required to carry out that duty which is bom out 

by cathedral records. The escoleta duty was added around 1700 with commensurate raise 

of the 200 pesos. In order to avoid the conflict that arose during Salazar's time, it was 

spelled out qufte clearly to Sumaya. "Adjointly he is awarded 200 pesos per year for 

having Public School..." (Estrada 1973/1980, 113). 

It is clear here and elsewhere that the Public School was a new idea. Estrada goes 

to great length to explain diat this is the beginning of public music school in Mexico, an 

historic and laudable event. Other conservatories would soon arise but none was 

organized as this one was. The famous college of Santa Rosa de Santa Maria de 
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Vallodolid (now Morelia) would become a center of music durmg the next 100 years but 

it was essentially a girls' finishing school m which music was only a part and to which 

only girls widi proper blood lineage could obtain entrance. The cathedral records prove 

diat dieir music school was free and open to any smdent (boy, no doubt) interested in 

learning. It was also where the seises prepared for their musical duties. While the 

aforementioned requirements of Mondays and Thursdays was required by chapelmasters, 

other members of the musical chapel (singers, instmmentalists, etc.) were also paid to 

give lessons in the various musical disciplines. Additionally, the chapelmaster had added 

responsibility to give overall supervision and guidance to the escoleta. 

Mexico City Music Style 

After this period of relatively abundant data regarding Sumaya's life, in the years 

immediately following his ascension in 1715, there are precious few cathedral events to 

relate involving Sumaya. According to TeUo he took "care to renew the supply of 

musicians and to incorporate violin, viola, cello, oboe, and tmmpet instrumentalists, [and] 

to re-copy choir books in 1717..." (Tello 1998, n.p.). The two choirbooks referenced 

here were copied by Simon Rodriguez de Guzman, handsomely bound, and one is in the 

archive of the Mexico City Cathedral while the other is in the Museum of the Viceroyal 

Period in Tepozotlan. We also know that "in the chronicles from this period the cabildo 

frequently received applications by instrumentalists demanding salary increases" 

(Estrada 1973/1980, 114). Other instrumentalists wanted to join the chapel, needed help 

to buy a bassoon, or some other instrument. The cathedral seemed to be full of the 
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activity, especially relating to instiaunentalists and organists. This activity alludes to die 

changing style referenced numerous times that Sumaya brought into his music. Widi a 

number of years intervening before the next significant event, a brief examination of the 

stylistic transition between Salazar and Sumaya will enable this to be understood more 

clearly. 

Salazar's Musical Style. Previously the name of Sor Juana Inez de la Cruz has 

been mentioned as an outstanding Mexican poet and writer; she also was knowledgeable 

about music. We have a detailed account from her concerning an intermezzo played 

between sets of a noctum she had written. In that 1691 account Salazar had assembled 

15 instruments that played short solo passages. They included the bugle, trumpet, 

sackbut, comett, portative organ, bassoon, violin, shawm, marine trumpet, bass viol, 

cittem, vihuela, small rebeck, bandore, and harp (Stevenson 1996, 28). The same year 

we have an inventory of cathedral instmments that included: violin, treble viol, tenor viol, 

rebeck, bandore, cittem, marine trumpet, harp, clarion, tmmpet, trombone, shawm, and 

bassoon (Stevenson 1952, 148). 

It should be noted that cathedral musicians performed in liturgical, non-liturgical, 

and even secular events. From Salazar's extant villancicos, it is clear that no idiomatic 

writing was being used and that the instrumentation used was probably similar to that 

described above. The only instrumental part was that of the accompaniment and it 

specified no instrument, leaving it to the chapelmaster and the improvisation skills of the 

players to color the performance, orchestrate it m a fashion, according to their tastes. 
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Sumaya's Early Style. The early pieces of Sumaya are of die same type as diose 

used by Salazar. In fact, there are duee Latin motets included in the 1717 choirbooks just 

mentioned in which Salazar wrote the prima pars and Sumaya die secondapars, and 

possibly a fourdi in the same choirbook (Russell 1996, 4). They are four-voice motets 

that show the trust Salazar placed in Sumaya and his learned skill. This is not only 

fiirther evidence of Salazar's teaching of Sumaya but fiirther shows one of the teachmg 

techniques that Salazar used, one that Sumaya would use later in Oaxaca with his own 

pupil. There are at least three villancicos in the Mexico City archive from 1710-1711. 

They also share many of the same characteristics as Salazar's villancicos yet in one he 

uses only 2 voices with continuo, signaling the willingness to reduce the thickness of the 

polyphonic texture. Sumaya's Missa Te Joseph Celebrant is also from this period. 

Written in 1714, this cantus firmus mass further shows his connection to the previous 

centuries in his early period with each of the six movements beginning with the hymn 

tune Te, Joseph, celebrent. 

Evidence of the Emerging Mexican Baroque. Without the music, the opera La 

Partenope is only circumstantial evidence of the existence of Baroque practices in 

Sumaya's music. The clearest evidence will be shown in a detailed analysis in Chapter V 

and in an overview of his works later in this chapter but there are several references that 

should be mentioned during this historical account of Sumaya. In addition to the shawms 

{chirimias) and trumpets that had been used, an April 20, 1734 entry in the Acts refers to 

"violins, violas, violons, homs, frumpets, bassoons, soprano bassoons {bajoncillos) and 

other wind instmments" (Estrada 1973/1980, 116). Apparently this was part of an 
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expansion of the musical chapel diat occurred in 1734 because a July 20 entry that same 

year asserts diat violinists are being sought more than wind players (Stevenson 1965, 

132). Another took place in 1736 where it is noted that the new instrumentalists can play 

"violin, viola, violon-cello, bass-viol, tmmpet, clarion, and others" (Stevenson 1965, 

133). These changes are somewhat reflected in his works (below) but many are missing 

or are not dated. Since they fianctioned as both administrator and musician, these records 

are important because they give dates when it had become necessary to add new 

insfruments, instruments no doubt called for in their music. 

Final Years in Mexico City 

The references for Sumaya's final years in Mexico City, 1728-1738, are short and 

limited. Sumaya composed music for a variety of functions that we know of during this 

time. RusseH's research has found that vespers and matins services for St. Peter in 1728, 

the Resurrection in 1730, as well as elaborate vespers services in 1731-1733 for the 

Congregation of the Oratory, all required music to be composed by Sumaya {Gacetas de 

Mexico). Also, during the years 1733-1734 and 1736-1737 Sumaya was responsible for 

the elaborate celebration spectacles in honor of San Pedro Arbues held by the diocese. 

No doubt there were many others whose records are now lost like his examen de 

oposicion of 1715. However, entiies in the Acts warn everything was not going weH. On 

July 6 and 20, 1731, five seises were dismissed because they "prove so sickly and hiept." 

July 29, 1732, the master of the infants is charged with neglecting die teaching of 

plainsong and two years later the escoleta is suspended ahogether. Sumaya's protest to 
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this is recorded in the Acts January 12, 1734 (Stevenson 1965, 132). That same April 

Sumaya requested the new instrumentalists mentioned above. So it seems that while 

there were musical advances being made, there were serious problems in some areas. 

The imfortunate closing of the escoleta could have been due to poor adminisfration or 

even to the advancing civil stmcture that had begun to take place. This was the period of 

the Bourbon kings and new policies were probably already taking hold. Evidence of this 

can be seen in the college of Santa Rosa de Santa Maria de Vallodolid in 1743, the girls' 

finishing school that would maintain prominence unth the middle of the 1800's. 

Continuing evidence of the importance of instrumental music is found in the 

prominence placed on the organ. An entry on May 11, 1734, relates that Joseph Nazarre 

repaired one organ and had agreed to work on another, perhaps a smaller organ in a 

chapel. On May 18, Archbishop Vizarron y Eguianeta shows interest in Nazarre's plans 

to build an organ to match the great organ installed by Sesma in 1688. Apparently it did 

not take long for the idea to take hold for on May 22 Sumaya and the two organists swear 

that 48,000 pesos is not an excessive amount for repairs to the old organ and to build a 

new matching one (Stevenson 1965, 132). Nazarre had finished matching organs m 

Guadalajara in 1730 and one in Morelia in 1731 and this project was one of his last. 

Between 1734 and 1736, the organ was buift and installed but not without complications. 

Confroversy was so heated that the chantre called for the dismissal, unsuccessfiilly, of 

both organists in 1736 (this was resolved within three days) and was fiudier complicated 

by the death of Nazarre in 1739 before all the repairs to die old Sesma organ had been 
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completed. When ft was dedicated August 5,1735, ft boasted 3,350 pipes, 86 mhcture 

stops, and five hidden bellows (Stevenson 1952,153). 

Undoubtedly the festivals, new emphasis and hiring of instmmentalists, the 

closing of the escoleta, and the mirelenting duties that arose from a major organ 

installation took their toll on Sumaya during the 1730's. Addftionally the Acts relate that 

"decimated by plague, the choir sings short, easy masses especially composed by the 

acolyte Joseph Lazaro de Penalosa" (Stevenson 1965, 133). Esfrada contends that 

perhaps from the sheer exhaustion of 30 years of work Sumaya suddenly left Mexico City 

to live in Oaxaca and never returned (Estrada 1973/1980,119). The Acts of August 29, 

1739, inform us Sumaya has accepted Bishop Tomas Montano's invitation to be his 

personal chaplain in Oaxaca and has left without the cabildo's permission; they 

commission a letter to be sent to Oaxaca requesting his immediate return (Stevenson 

1965, 133). 

His departure must have been an immense shock and embarrassment to the 

cabildo in Mexico City. Table 4.1 shows the circumstances leading up to and following 

Sumaya's unexpected deparmre. In a series of letters, the cabildo tries to persuade and 

then threaten him to return. In one letter to the Oaxacan cabildo they wrote "you are 

admonished and notified about bachelor Sumaya that in the two months since he came to 

serve in your employ... that he has not responded to three letters that were written" 

(Estrada 1973/1980, 118). After veiled threats to the Oaxacan cabildo, it responded to 

Mexico City that diey needed to send an order to the Govemor of Oaxaca if they wanted 

to force Sumaya to retum. The response was, "you are wearing out this cabildo's 
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compassion, he [Sumaya] is wamed to come and perform his duty...that ft is not 

necessary for those legal matters to remove a minister." But Sumaya had been personally 

invited to Oaxaca by the Bishop and he did not answer their pleas or retum. 

The extent of the Mexico City cabildo's disarray and confusion can be further 

seen by the fact that they pursued Sumaya for so long and did not replace him for over 10 

years. Perhaps these events also show the extent to which Sumaya was respected. 

During that time Domingo Dutra served as interim chapelmaster but was never 

considered for the permanent post. After Sumaya's tenure there, the musical chapel 

suffered years of problems while Dutra was in charge and even after Jerasalem was 

chosen as chapelmaster in 1750. In any event. Table 4.1 shows that the brightest days of 

the cathedral, like Sumaya, had departed. 
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Table 4.1, Mexico City Cathedral Timeline: 1737-1750 

July 23, 1737 

Augusts, 1738 

December 21, 1738 

August 29, 1739 

Unknown 

January 15, 1740 

February 19, 1740 

June 2, 1740 

September 16, 1740 

November 28, 1741 

March 28, 1741 

[unknown], 1742 

February 10, 1742 

January 8, 1743 

October 9,1745 

1746 

1747 

November, 15, 1748 

January 7, 1749 

1749 

1750 

Montano is elected Bishop by Oaxacan diocese (Tello 1998, n.p.). 

Montano leaves Mexico City (as Dean of the Cathedral) for Oaxaca. 

Montano is consecrated Bishop of Oaxaca (Stevenson 1979, 196). 

Mexico City (MC) cabildo sends first letter to Oaxaca cabildo. 

Three more letters are sent from the MC cabildo. 

Sumaya has not responded at all, a fourth letter is sent by a courier, 

Jimenez. He will also retrieve the Book of Bonuses. The choir has been 

in disarray because Sumaya took it with him to Oaxaca. 

Juan Antonio Perez Zamora certifies illness and requests a month's leave. 

Jacinto Zapata, second harpist, has been subsfituting for his "sick" father 

for 8 years; yet, the father is always present for services with large tips. 

Edicts for Examen de oposicion sent out, 90 day application period. 

Puebla and Valladolid swear the edict has been posted. 

Joseh Gavino Leal irom Valladolid is the only person examined and his 

skills are declared to be insufficient for the job. With a 1500 peso annual 

salary they appeal to Seville for help. 

Giron (organist since 1715) is so old they reduce his pay and duties; he 

petitions for more. 

Giron is asked to retire with the reduced pay. 

Montano has died in Oaxaca. The cabildo agrees to ask Sumaya to come 

back since he is only a priest in their cathedral, no musical duties. 

There are no bass singers left in the choir. 

Giron is now getting 450 pesos and he will not stop coming. The principle 

organist is dying and the trainee is too young to fill in. 

MC officials all agree the music is getting continually worse. 

Instrumentalists are not willing to play bassoon or comet, only violin. 

Instrumental and vocal music is deemed as unfit. 

Ignacio de Jerusalem, theater violinist, is hired as interim chapelmaster. 

Jerusalem successfully completes the Examen de oposicion and is named 

chapelmaster. 

Source: Stevenson 1965, 132-135; except where noted 
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Oaxaca 

Priest in Oaxaca 

The reasons for Sumaya's departure must remain a mystery. There are no 

records, letters, or other documents that give us any other reason for his sudden move to 

Oaxaca other than what has been suggested by Estrada. From the cabildo's letter and 

from Oaxacan cathedral records we know that he was employed there as the personal 

chaplain of Bishop Montaiio, but the exact date of the move cannot be determined. It had 

to be between Montaiio's depariiire and the Mexico City entry that Sumaya was gone, 

September 5, 1738, to August 29,1739. His position as chaplain, a non-musical position, 

and the cabildo's shock of his departure are evidence that it was a sudden event. 

Montano apparently had been Sumaya's personal friend even while they were both in 

Mexico City (Stevenson 1965, 133). Montano was bom in Mexico in 1683, making him 

about 5 years younger than Sumaya, and both had been in Mexico City for much of their 

life and at the cathedral together since the early 1720's (Tello 1998, n.p.). Regardless of 

why and when he departed for Oaxaca, it is safe to assert that Sumaya must have thought 

there was some kind of fumre in Oaxaca and Montaiio certainly played a major role. 

There was no friction apparent with the Mexico City cabildo which is borne out in the 

relentless efforts they took to get him back. It might not ever be known what Sumaya 

thought was in his future in Oaxaca but from the records diat remain we know he 

evenmally found stability foHowing six years of instability and uncertainty from 1739-

1744. 
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The only suggestion of what Sumaya might have done during his earliest years in 

Oaxaca, 1739-1741, comes from the eariiest source franslated in its entirety at the 

beginning of this chapter. The audior, Beristain y Sousa, gives Sumaya credit for 

translating a biography from Italian into Spanish and specifically states "It is a different 

franslation from the one made by die P.[resbiter] Mora, Mexican Jesuit." Stevenson 

notes that it is unlikely Sumaya would have undertaken the translation of a 539-page 

book that was umelated to music and diat a more plausible explanation is diat Sumaya 

merely finished the book (Stevenson 1979, 197). Juan Antonio Mora died July 17, 1737, 

making ft chronologically feasible for Sumaya to have completed his work and also 

would explain why he is not mentioned in the cathedral records before 1741. Neither 

translation has been found and there is no way to either prove or disprove Beristain y 

Sousa's claim, though his assertion that Sumaya only carried out priestly duties was 

incorrect. 

During this time, the musical chapel of Oaxaca cathedral was already 

experiencing a lack of leadership that would evenmally result in Sumaya's appointment 

to the post of chapelmaster. Tomas Salgado had been employed as a bassoonist since 

1716 and later won the chapelmastership, the cabildo named him to the post December 6, 

1726 (TeHo 1994, 15). Salgado's troubles seemed to be more personal than musical. 

Under his leadership the cathedral had already begun to incorporate some obbligato 

violins while continuing to maintain the seventeenth-century ideals evident in his 

conservative music style. Cathedral records show that by 1730 the chapelmaster was 

having debt problems that continually reoccurred. Each time he successfully sought the 
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help of the cabildo to pay the debts but they increased his workload to justify the extra 

salary. 

Early evidence that the cabildo was interested in replacing the debt-prone Salgado 

is seen in 1741, the first appearance of Sumaya in the cathedral records. On April 21, 

1741, Sumaya is asked to examine don Manuel Balthasar de Azevedo in order to hhe him 

as a contralto for the second choir. After receiving his favorable report on May 18, the 

cabildo hired him at 100 pesos per year (Stevenson 1979, 197; A.C. V., fol 101). 

Stevenson has suggested that Sumaya was the acting chapelmaster at this point but at the 

very least he is carrying out significant musical support functions. 

The next four years were a time of constant change for Sumaya. On October 24, 

1742, Bishop Montano died leaving him without a job since he was the Bishop's personal 

chaplain. But the cabildo showed deference to his service by naming him to the vacant 

post of Interim Curate of the sagrario with a 200 peso salary and continuing to include 

him in the musical chapel (Tello 1998, n.p.; A.C. V, foL 120v). The very next month, 

November 16, they required him to examine a recent arrival from Malaga, Spain for the 

position of assistant sochantre. The Acts state that (Tello 1998, n.p.; A.C. V, fol. 129v): 

In reference to the aspirations of Dr. Diego Philix [sic] de Zavala, 
it is the determination of the honorable Sirs, that the Maestro Bachelor 
Don Manuel de Sumaya, interim curate of the Sagrario of this Holy 
Cathedral, examine him, and to offer his opinion on the quality of his 
voice, and if it will be advisable to admit him into the Chapel Choir. 

Several days later they hired Zavala at 150 pesos per year based on the positive 

report by Sumaya, who was soon to go through another change. In January of 1743, the 

cabildo suggested that Sumaya retum to his previous duties in Mexico City (Tello 1998, 
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n.p.). It is likely that the January 8, 1743, letter from Mexico City had arrived, the final 

request by the Mexico City cabildo asking Sumaya to remm. No response is recorded 

but he must have been resolute to stay in Oaxaca, even though he was not qualified for 

die post he now held. Among die requirements for the post of sagrario curate was the 

ability to speak 4 Indian languages used in the area and a theological degree. Sumaya 

was not qualified to fill the permanent post but chose to stay anyway; on May 2, 1743 he 

was replaced as curate (Stevenson 1979, 197). 

Chapelmaster in Oaxaca 

It is imclear what Sumaya did for the next 18 months. There have been no 

records uncovered that have any information to suggest what he did to earn a living or 

occupy his time. This is compelling evidence that Sumaya had no interest in the Mexico 

City position which he could have re-assumed in January 1743. His patience and 

determination to remain in Oaxaca is finally rewarded at the end of 1744. It is stated in 

the Book of Payments, 1744, fol.77 that the cabildo informed Thomas Salgado that he 

would be demoted to Second Chapelmaster and his salary cut effective January 1, 1745 

(Tello 1994, 14). This was followed on January 11, 1745, with the following resolution: 

And having conferred about the remaining in this city of Maestro 
B[achelo]r. Don Manuel de Sumaia [sic] for teaching the seises, music 
composition and supervision of the musicians for the major divine worship 
and recognizing him to be very useful for said effects as seen by his skill 
of the music as well as by the virtue and attributes of a good clergyman 
that serve him well and have been experienced in all the time that he has 
been in this city, by unanimous accord in vote and opinion ft was 
determined that the said B[achelo]r Don Manuel Sumaia should stay... 
(Stevenson 1979, 198; AC. V, fol.181) 
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... for the referred employment, for whose work and assistance to 
the choir on the accustomed [festive] days he is awarded 400 pesos a 
year... 

(Tello 1998, n.p.; .4. C. V,fokl81) 

Stevenson goes on to explain diat this essentially charged Sumaya widi teaching 

the seises and composition, conducting only on Sundays and feast days, and presumably 

leaving the other duties to the demoted Salgado. This was accomplished by reducing 

Salgado's salary from 300 to 200 pesos, reassigning 40 pesos from the current teacher of 

the boys, using 100 pesos from the salary of a retiring comettist, and making up the 

difference from the cabildo's funds. Thus, by reorganizing the musical chapel, they were 

able to make a place for the famous maestro, most likely 67 years old by this time. 

Sumaya would share the responsibility of the seises with the bassoonist Bernardo Tmjillo 

and the oboist Andres Espinosa de los Monteros (Tello 1994, 18). It should be noted that 

in the unanimous vote for Sumaya, no mention of an examen de oposicion was made, 

suggesting the esteem they accorded him in the above entry was genuine. 

From the details we have, it appears that Sumaya continued with many of the 

activities that he had been doing in Mexico City. Cathedral records from January 22, 

1751 indicate that Sumaya continued to update die archives, paying Fadier Clemente 

Guzman 137 pesos for copying the "Kyrial" (Tello 1994, 15) and had another choh book 

repaired. Guzman was hhed in 1753 and again in 1754 for more work, showing diat 

Sumaya continued the efforts he had begun with the Mexico City choirbooks from 1717. 

He also must have remembered his composition lessons in Mexico City because he 

repeats the lessons that he learned there with his smdent in Oaxaca. Juan Mathias de los 

Reyes y Mapamundi was hired as a harpist and singer April 27, 1750 (TeHo 1994, 18). 
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Just as Salazar and Sumaya collaborated in Mexico City, Sumaya and Mathias co-wrote a 

Bonitatemfecisti that survives in Oaxaca. This smdent of Sumaya also served as 

organist, harp and organ teacher and would evenmally become chapelmaster after 

Sumaya's death. 

No other significant events in Sumaya's musical life are recorded m Oaxaca. 

There are surviving works in the cathedral archives and many lack a composition date. 

But a number of diese works are attributed to his tenure in Oaxaca, and it is clear that he 

continued to advance his style even during diis final phase of his life, details about which 

are discussed in the following section. An early confiision about the death date of 

Sumaya was cleared up by Tello's discovery of this death notice in the Book of die 

Deceased from the cathedral archives (Tello 1998, n.p.). 

In the city of Antequerra de Oaxaca, the twenty-first of December, 
1755, passed away in obedience of Our Holy Mother the Church the Br. 
Dn. Man. Sumaia [sic] Presbyter Clergyman, Chapelmaster of this Holy 
Cathedral, he executed his testament in the presence of Don Joachin 
Amador... on December 20, 1755, leaving as Executor the attorney Don 
Joseph Alexander Mhanda, Doctor of said Holy Church and the Bachelor 
Don Joachin de Monmfar, clergyman Presbyter Chaplain of the Choir of 
said Holy Church declaring some orders, that appear in other wills, so that 
these Honorable Gentleman may execute them, and with these fulfilled he 
leaves as heiress in the will of his property Our Lady of the Defense of 
this city. He received the holy Sacraments of Penitence, die Eucharist, 
and Extreme Unction that I administered as the Official and he was buried 
in the Chapel of S[eno]r Sa[n] Annto[nio] of said Holy Church of the 
Cathedral and so that it be evident I signed h. Official Antto[nio] 
Amador. 

Libra de Difuntos de la catedral de oaxaca XI, fol. 169 
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The Music of Sumaya 

General Description 

There are a substantial number of Sumaya's works preserved in several locations 

in South America. Mexico lost a considerable amount of its musical heritage during the 

turbulent years of the nineteenth and twentieth cenmries when it fought continual battles ' 

of Independence and Revolution. Churches were often used by national and foreign 

armies as barracks or field headquarters during these conflicts resulting in the theft and 

destmction of the adornments and contents of churches across Mexico, especially 

smaller, provincial churches. Barwick (1949) noted that he was surprised at the dearth of 

extant music in Mexico yet since that time much more has been uncovered. The extant 

repertoire that we have is partly due to the efforts of chapelmasters such as Salazar and 

Sumaya. They made it a priority to repair and copy music so that the cathedral archives 

would have usable music. Also, many cabildos made a practice of collecting works. In 

Mexico City, Salazar was required to place his compositions into the cathedral archives 

just as he had done before as chapelmaster in Puebla. After Sumaya's death in Oaxaca, 

the cabildo ordered the payment of "136 pesos 6 r[eales]... to said Senora Miranda de 

Valor for the music papers of Maesfro Sumaya that [should] be bought for the service of 

the Church' on May 29, 1756 (Tello 1994, 15). 

The majority of Sumaya's works are preserved nearly equally between the 

cathedrals of Mexico City and Oaxaca, each having over fifty works. The remaining 

extant works are spread between Guatemala Cathedral (12), Durango Cadiedral (1) in 

Mexico, Lima Cathedral (1), the Tepotzodan Museum of the Viceroyal Period (8), 
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College of the Roses in Morelia (1), and a private collection in Mexico City (1). Oaxaca 

is simated almost midway between Mexico City and Guatemala which created an 

ongoing relationship between the two cathedrals that explains the number of Sumaya's 

works diat are found there as well as the movement of musicians between the two 

cathedrals during the era. Among the works there is Sumaya's villancico that won hhn 

the Mexico City post. Sol-fa de Pedro. 

In fact, all extant works exist in only one copy and many are incomplete making 

die fiill extent of Sumaya's output difficult to surmise beyond saying that it is extensive. 

Even during die twentieth century his music has come and gone. Saldivar franscribed a 

piece that appeared as an example in his 1934 publication, and when early catalogumg 

began in die 1950s, ft had vanished leaving only Saldivar's transcription. Every hst 

published since that time has proved to be only a transitory compilation and the most 

recent publication by Russell in the 2001 Grove Encyclopedia also appears to be missing 

pieces, even though ft is the most complete list published at this time. Brill has recently 

attributed five motets and a mass to Sumaya that eluded Tello in his cataloguing of the 

Oaxacan archive. They were apparently in Mexico City for cataloguing and were 

remmed after Tello's work and then inadvertently placed in a comer; they also do not 

appear in Russell's list (Brill 1998, 303). TeUo has also continued to add pieces to his 

own list of works by Sumaya that do not appear anywhere else (Tello 2000[?]). A further 

complication is that some of the pieces, such as some by Brill and Tello, are unsigned and 

are attributed to Sumaya based on style and, in some cases, date of composition. No 

doubt as the cataloging of more churches and cathedrals take place in Mexico even more 
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pieces will be found and some of the present attributions that are included in these 

various lists will be clarified. 

Theater and Latin Works 

Having nearly exhausted the discussion of Sumaya's theater music earlier, there is 

only one final detail to highlight. Though we only have the libretto of Partenope and an 

attribution for Rodrigo, we are left to wonder if diere were any others. Beristain y Sousa 

states that Sumaya was esteemed by the Viceroy and that he "set to music various Italian 

operas" (Beristain y Sousa 1883 III, 325). Either Beristain y Sousa simply assumed he 

wrote more or he had some idea that Sumaya did indeed write more. Certainly, it is 

possible that the Viceroy would have requested more if he liked the first one and Sumaya 

was not weighed down with the responsibility of the chapelmastership until 1715. Even 

though he had the time, talent, and knowledge, without real evidence the question still 

remains. 

Like all of Sumaya's extant music, his Latin pieces are still being transcribed 

though there have been notable efforts. All together we have 3 masses, 3 magnificats, 2 

lamentations, and an assortment of motets that bring the number of Sumaya's extant 

Latin pieces to over 40. Transcriptions of 1717 Mexico City choirbooks by Barwick 

show the conservative style that existed in Mexican cathedrals during that time. The 

four-part texmre has as its foundation the contrapvinta\. prima prattica that is evident in 

the melodic consfruction as well as in the use of a cantus firmus. But the Baroque style 

can be seen in the homophonic sections that show the harmonic tendencies of tonality 
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beginning to become evident (Barwick 1982, xi). While many of these works are typical 

of Renaissance practices, there are also many concerted works that seem to come from 

later in his life. 

Tello published three of Sumaya's masses, two of which are concerted, and Brill 

published a lengthy Lamentations which includes winds and strings with the voices. The 

third mass in Tello's publication is Sumaya's Misa a 8 de tercer tono, a double choir 

mass with harp, two violins, and continuo. According to Tello it is a tonal work that 

shows fdrther evidence that Sumaya moved beyond the conventions of his teacher, 

Antonio de Salazar in his cathedral music (Tello 1996). Brill has even more recently 

brought to light a Lamentaciones de Jeremias del Jueves Santo that he believes to be 

Sumaya's "based on stylistic and handwriting comparisons" (BriU 1998, 303). This work 

is scored for 4-part choh, 2 flutes, 2 frombones, 2 violins, and continuo making it one of 

the most heavily orchestrated pieces that exists by Sumaya. It follows the style of Italian 

sacred music in the nearly exclusive use of homophonic texture, arioso style, and use of 

dissonance. In fact, in one of the pieces he ascribes to Sumaya, the Sequencia de 

Difuntos a 4, there is direct borrowing in the Dies Irae movement of material from 

Pergolesi's Stabat Mater of 1736 (Brill 1998, 303). 

History of the Villancico 

General Description 

The villancico is an important genre in relation to Spanish and Mexican music 

and is a large portion of Sumaya's extant music. His villancicos must be understood in 
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dieir historical context near the end of a long, and often unknown, history. A form that 

evolved from Medieval closed forms, ft is highly ethnocentric, has a long history in 

Spain, and held an important place in Latin American music. The term villancico literally 

means "little peasant" and has consistently been applied to a piece with altemating 

estribillo (refrain) and coplas (verses) sections of a popular, or folk nature. Originally, 

they were simple secular songs but underwent a series of changes from the fifteenth to 

the eighteenth century and ultimately took on a more elaborate form resembling the 

sacred cantata. In this form they were used in non-limrgical services for special feast 

days. They declined in popularity and use throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries in Spain but they continued to be an important form in Mexico, especially in the 

provincial areas. 

The earliest uses of the name ''villancico'" for a poem are found in a poem written 

after 1445 by the Marques de Santillana (Laird 1997, 4) and in die Chansonnier Espagnol 

d'Herberay des Essarts (ca.l463). It is likely diat ft also has roots in the zajal, an 

octosyllabic form with a refrain-verse-refrain stmcmre from Arab-dominated Spain. The 

earliest musical example is "Andad, pasiones, andad" by Pedro de Lagarto, found in the 

Cancionero Musical de la Biblioteca Colombina around 1490. Musical prototypes 

appear in Cantigas de Santa Maria compiled in the court of Alfonso El Sabio of Castile 

and Le6n between 1252-84. 

Poetically, it is similar to die Spanish cancion which has been a point often 

confused and therefore misunderstood by some. According to a description in Juan del 

Encina's "Arte de Poesia castellana" from 1496, a cancion has four lines and a villancico 
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has 2 or 3-1/2 lines of the composer's own invention. But Encina's definition described 

little outside his own music and the case has been made that die two forms are m fact 

quite similar (Laird 1997, 9). But what is evident in his description is the close 

relationship between the villancico's music and the poetry which had shnple, folk 

characteristics. The refrain was usually ahemating lines of rhyming verse, normally 

octosyllabic. This was followed by die coplas which were divided into mudanza and 

vuelta sections. The mudanza did not follow die rhyme of the refrain but the vuelta 

rettuned to the rhyme of the refrain. Thus, a refrain-verse might have the form abab-

cdab. Sometimes the music followed this same pattern by repeating the music of the 

refrain in the vuelta and at times ft did not. Villancicos that follow the poetic form are 

defined as symmetrical while those diat have all new music for the verse are known as 

asymmetrical. The existence of the mudanza and vuelta, the use of simple rhyming 

verse, and the refrain-verse structure are the most defining characteristics of the 

villancico throughout its history and can be traced to Mexico through a series of 

collections and composers. 

Sixteenth Cenmry Villancico 

The Cancionero Musical de Palacio (ca.l 505 - ca.l 520) is one of the earliest and 

best collections containing 463 pieces, 300 of which are villancicos. The composers 

represented are mainly from the courts of Ferdinand and/or Isabella and include Juan del 

Encina, Juan de Anchieta, Francisco Millan, Pedro de Escobar, Juan Ponce, and 

Francisco de Penalosa. Characteristics by this time are 3-4 parts, melody in the top voice 
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(no odier is texted), mainly syllabic with short melismas, narrow ranges, less contrapuntal 

style dian earlier examples, duple mensuration predominates, and regular octosyllabic 

lines. In many ways it is almost identical to the frottola, the contemporaneous Italian 

form (Laird 1997, 11-12). By the middle of the cenmry there was a slightly different 

style as seen in die Cancionero de Upsala (1530-50). The 55 villancicos included have 

2-5 voices, imftative polyphony, more use of triple meter, symmetrical vuelta and often 

have a single refrain and verse. A new feature that appears here and remains as a part of 

the form is a reduction of number voices used in the coplas. Gombert is identified as the 

composer of one piece and the others were anonymous, although some can now be 

attributed to Cristobal de Morales, Matheo Flecha (i), P.J. Aldomar and Bartolome 

Carceres. While 39 are secular, the other 16 are dedicated to the Virgin. Riu, riu, chiu is 

the most well-known villancico found in the collection which is one of 12 Christmas 

villancicos included. 

Another significant development found during the 1550's is Juan Vasquez' 

'madrigalesque' villancicos which feamred an expanded and through-composed refrain 

that imitated the word-painting and more finely crafted poetry seen in the Italian 

madrigal. However, the use of more sophisticated poetry did not continue and the 

villancico retained its folk roots. Instrumental villancicos were also prevalent during this 

time in collections for vihuela or keyboard that were written for instruments with voices 

as well as alone. Luys de Milan's Libra de Musica de vihuela de mano intitulado El 

Maestro from 1536 was the first and was followed by publications from Luys de Narvaez 

in 1538 and Alonso Mudarra in 1546. 
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Religious Villancicos 

Villancicos with religious or devotional texts are encountered in collections as 

early as the Cancionero Musical de Palacio (40 of 463) which is less frequent than in the 

Cancionero de Upsala (12 of 55, all related to Christinas) according to Laird (p. 18). 

Even at diis early time diey were used at the Matins, often as a part of a dramatic 

presentation, seen in the works of Fray Hernando de Talavera (1428-1507) where this 

practice seemed to begin. After his death, the use was banned by the Pope but ft had 

already become a part of special festivals related to Christmas throughout Spain and the 

practice was not abandoned. The fust collection enthely devoted to sacred villancicos 

was Francisco Guerrero's Canciones y villanescas espirituales of 1589. During this tune, 

the terms villanescas and villancicos were more or less synonymous and this collection 

included 31 pieces for 3-4 voices that have the characteristics often associated with the 

Spanish-style villancico. The rhythmically lively pieces are usually triple meter with 

frequent syncopation, hemiola figures, and changes of meter. The syllabic settings 

include dance-like rhythms, accessible melodies with narrow ranges, altemating refrain-

verse structure both with and without the fraditional vuelta, and included a reduction of 

voices in the verses. As with those of Talavera, these were mainly for Christmas but also 

for Marian festivals and saints feast days. These appeared in apparent conjunction with 

other elements of the Counter-Reformation and were not universally accepted, as seen in 

the Papal ban after Talavera. 

The most prominent dissenters included Philip II, Pedro Cerone, and Pope 

Benedict XIV. The earliest is quoted here: "Royal decree by King Philip II, 11 June 
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1596. I order that in my Royal Chapel villancicos will not be sung, nor any piece in a 

romance language, but all in Latin as you have disposition from the Church. I, the Kmg. 

To Garcia de Loaysa, my first chaplain" (Laird 1997, 29). The strong language, 

however, was effectively nullified by December of 1597 when villancicos were copied 

for use at the King's chapel for Christinas. Philip II's decree was cited in 1613 by Pedro 

Cerone in El melopeo y el maestro as a part of the argument against the use of 

villancicos. He specifically denounces the comical use of different dialects (Basque, 

Italian, German, Gypsy, Negro) that destroy the worship atmosphere as well as the 

commenting on those non-faithful who would miss Mass but would get up at 12 a.m. to 

hear villancicos (at Matins). This inclusion of dialects is found in extant Mexican pieces 

as well. While neither of these detractors had any significant impact on the spread and 

use of the villancico, the encyclical Annus que issued by Pope Benedict in 1571 led to the 

evenmal banning of them from most dioceses. The result was that by the beginning of 

the nineteenth century the form had practically vanished from all but the most remote 

cathedrals except on rare occasions. But from 1600-1800, the religious use was so 

extensively cultivated that it was essentially a rehgious geme, the secular villancico was 

replaced or subsumed within the romance. 

Seventeenth Cenmrv Villancico 

By the seventeenth cenmry, all the important cathedral composers wrote 

villancicos as seen in the works of Ruimonte, Comes, Romero and Duron. Pedro 

Ruimonte (1545-1627) published 12 villancicos in his Parnaso espanol de madrigalesy 
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villancicos a quatro, cinco. y seys (1614) which were similar to the style of Guerrero's 

except he balances the use of imitative polyphony with homophony, especially seen in 

the verses. The earliest extant examples of poly choral wrfting are by Juan Bautista 

Comes (1582-1643) who worked at the cathedral in Valencia. "Works for single 

choirs... are often in imitative polyphony, while poly choral works tend to be 

homorhythmic and antiphonal" (Laird 1997, 39). The majority are for 5-8 voices but 

examples are found for 3-15 parts. They did not rigidly follow a definite form although 

the use of three sections still is common. An additional change was the frequent deletion 

of the repeat of the refrain after each verse. These are also some of the earliest 

indications of the use of instruments: organ, harp, bassoon, various wind instruments, and 

perhaps the use of a basso seguente. Another prominent composer was Mateo Romero 

(1575/76-1647) known as "El Capitan" who, in addition to the dominant features noted, 

also incorporated the use of word-painting as Vasquez had done in his "madrigalesque" 

villancicos. 

The immense popularity of the form can be seen in the collection of John IV, 

King of Portugal from 1640-56. His love of music is evident from the music collection, 

begun by his father and grandfather, that was lost in the Lisbon earthquake of 1755. Only 

the first volume of the catalogue survives, the 521 pages, 2000 prints and 4000 MSS 

compositions, are believed to list only 1/3 of the total collection. Villancicos accounted 

for 1,477 of the 6,000 pieces in tiiat volume (Laird 1997, 52). 

In Mexico, an outstanding collection is found in Oaxaca cadiedral diat includes 

over 250 villancicos by Caspar Femandes, as well as other vernacular pieces, composed 
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m 

between 1609 and 1620. This style is also seen in the celebrated works of Juan Gutierrez 

de Padilla in Puebla. There are fragments of 2 sets used for Corpus Christi and 8 

complete cycles dating from 1651-59, an astounding rarity. In Mexico, villancicos 

often substimted for Latin responsorics during Matins. Like them, they were grouped 

3 nocmms of 3 responsorics so a cycle would include 9 pieces; often a tenth was added 

after the last set. 

As the end of the seventeendi century approached, a final change began to occur 

in the villancico form. The later works of bodi Juan Hidalgo (1614-1685), Matias de 

Veana (ca.l656-ca.l708), and Sebastian Duron (dates unknown) show the contmumg 

signs of the concerted forms of the Italian Baroque. Polychoral villancicos dominate 

even more than earlier in the cenmry and usually outnumber single-choir pieces. Typical 

performing groups are four voices (SSAT), eight voices in two choirs (SSAT SATB) and 

12 voices in three choirs (SSAT SATB SATB) with continuo parts for each choir. Use of 

the concertato principle can especially be seen in Duron's villancicos. 

Eighteenth Cenmry Villancico 

The most distinctive traits that mark the Italianate villancicos are the concerted 

use of instruments and the inclusion of recitative and aria in multi-movement villancicos. 

While this development can be seen in Spain in the works of Torres, Rabassa, and 

Iribarren from the beginning of the cenmry they do not appear in Mexico until perhaps 

the second third of the cenmry in the villancicos of Sumaya. 
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Spain. Juan de Torres (dates unknown) adopted a style similar to Corelli and his 

extant works are often called cantadas, but perhaps are more appropriately called 

cantada-villancicos (a term used by Gonzales). They often combine a refram-verse 

alternation and Spanish text widi the use of arias, recitative, and idiomatic instiaimental 

parts. Odier composers included Pedro Rabassa (1683-1767) and Juan Frances de 

Iribarrren (1798-1767) who has over 500 extant villancicos in Malaga that are a mixmre 

of Spanish-style and Italinate works for 1-8 parts. 

Mexico. As discussed previously, the villancicos of Antonio de Salazar at die 

tum of the cenmry show some signs of the use of instmments, including the untexted bass 

that probably functioned as a basso continuo, but mainly follow the Spanish-style 

fradition that prevailed during the seventeenth century. These were used on special 

festival days as they were in Spain. One not mentioned was the celebration of Corpus 

Christi, often accompanied by elaborate processionals and dances by the seises. As 

mentioned earlier, the use of dialects is also found, including some pieces in Nahuatl, the 

Aztec language. Such forms included the gallego, tocotin, negrillajdcara, and others. 

The Spanish-style villancico with its mensural notation, modal harmonies, imitative 

polyphony, triple meter predominance with prevalent hemiola and dance rhythms gave 

way to the hybrid Italian form of the cantada-villancico as well as an Italianate 

polychoral villancico. This used the form of the Spanish-style but made use of modem 

notation, florid and ornamental melodies, idiomatic insfrumental writing, and the definfte 

establishment of tonal harmonies, essentially updating the Spanish-style villancico with 

Baroque elements while maintaining the refrain-verse stmcture. 
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Sumaya's Villancicos 

The most popular form for chapelmaster composers in Mexico was the villancico. 

New villancicos were expected from chapelmasters to enliven the special services and 

feasts for dignitaries, various saints, and especially the Virgin Mary. While they were 

expected to provide music for the weekly services, it was the composition of villancicos 

that was greatly admired, as seen in the villancico de precision required at the examen de 

oposicion. The villancico form Sumaya inherited was typical of the kind found in Spain 

and Mexico during the seventeenth century. During a time when paper was a premium 

commodity, chapelmasters were often granted paper as a salary incentive, villancicos 

were printed more than any other type of publication. The most noted Mexican poet, Sor 

Juan Inez de la Cruz, wrote many complete villancico cycles that were published and 

often set by composers, e.g., Antonio de Salazar. Unlike Salazar, there are few 

attributions to Sumaya's librettists. According to Stevenson, Pedro Munoz de Casfro was 

supplying him with texts and probably wrote the text to Como es principe, the villancico 

transcribed by Saldivar that was composed in 1715 but is now lost (Stevenson 1952, 

151). Another reference to Sumaya's librettist comes after his departiire from Mexico 

City. In 1753 Jemsalem expressed great frastration with the poor poetry of Francisco de 

Selma who supposedly had been supplying texts in the New World for 33 years since he 

left Segovia (Russell, Craig, "Jemsalem, Ignacio," in The New Grove Dictionary of 

Music and Musicians, 2"'' ed.). This would mean Selma was supplying text as early as 

1720 while Sumaya was chapelmaster. 
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The refrain {estribillo) began the piece followed by several verses {coplas) before 

finishing widi a repeat of the refrain. At the close of the seventeenth cenfriry, Salazar was 

writing villancicos for 4, 6, 8 and 11 parts, all of which were vocally conceived, aldiough 

die bass parts of many were untexted, giving rise to performance questions diat will be 

discussed in the foHowing chapter. As early as 1698 Salazar was also writmg an 

accompaniment part, most likely for bassoon or harp, but it differed very little from the 

untexted bass line of the choir. The eariy villancicos of Sumaya, 1710-1719, are in the 

same style but as the eighteenth cenmry progressed the villancico began to acquire some 

of the characteristics associated with the Italian cantata, especially the solo villancico. 

Solo Villancicos 

The earliest and most definmg Baroque feature found in Sumaya's villancicos are 

in his solo works. Pares scan echo from 1710 is one of the earliest examples of the 

reduction in texmre that resuhed from the influence of Italian monody. The ''villancico a 

duo'" with very simple accompaniment can be seen as a forerunner of Sumaya's elaborate 

solo villancicos, e.g., Ya la gloria accidental, Ya la naturaleza redimida, and Siya a 

aquella nave. In these pieces all the florid, virtuosity of Italian vocal solos can be seen as 

well as the forms that were written for them, recitative and da capo aria. Another early 

piece is Oy sube arrebatada which forms a distinguishing barrier in 1719 between the 

early and middle villancicos. This 6-voice villancico is accompanied by 2 violins and 

only the tenor part is texted, making it the earliest solo villancico by Sumaya. 
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Choral Villancicos 

The richness of Sumaya's compositional style can be seen best in his choral 

villancicos. Sumaya's contrapuntal training and skill is evident in his early period pieces 

that follow the seventeenth century style of Salazar. In the subsequent years he 

progressively freed himself from the contrapuntal constmction, modal harmonies, and 

instrumental doubling that were the basis of those villancicos and began incorporating 

new idiomatic string and wind instrument parts (for violin, tmmpet, and flute) as well as 

writing with more homophonic textures and tonal harmonies. Among the feamres that 

separate his later works is the fiill acceptance of tonal harmony, homophony, and modem 

musical notation. These are mainly seen in the works preserved in the Oaxacan archive 

where the most of his later works are found, as would be expected. 

The Esfrada Collection 

The four choral villancicos transcribed and analyzed in this work are from a 

collection of villancico manuscripts that are housed in the Mexico City Cathedral archive. 

The original MSS were not available for study so this work is based on the microfilmed 

MSS. These MSS were under the care and smdy of Jesus Estrada, organist of the 

cathedral and author of Musica y Musicos de Epoca Virreinal {Music and Musicians of 

the Viceroyal Era), when he died November 22, 1980. Esfrada had made arrangements 

for tiiese pieces to be microfilmed and remmed to die cathedral upon his deadi but the 

pieces were not discovered for some time. After theh discovery, diey were mventoried 

and microfilmed widi the help of Dr. Andres Lira Gonzalez and Berta Gardufio and 
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fmally placed in the cadiedral archive in December of 1998 (Lira Gonzalez). The Estrada 

collection consists of over 100 villancicos: 51 by Antonio de Salazar, 39 attributed to 

Sumaya, 11 by post-Sumaya composers such as Antonio Juanas, Matheo Tollis de la 

Roca, and Ignacio de Jerusalem, as well as addftional anonymous manuscripts. These 

pieces were apparendy not catalogued by anyone before die late 1990s as they have just 

now begun to appear in publications such as this. There are still two pieces by Sumaya in 

ft that do not appear in Russell's Grove listing, in addition to another that was attributed 

to him by Esfrada but is possibly by Antonio Juanas, Cielo y mundo estdn de fiesta. 

This collection greatly enhances our understanding of Sumaya's villancico 

repertoire and provides the basis for being able to more accurately smdy his stylistic 

development. Before this collection was retumed to the Mexico City archive there were 

only 41 known villancicos by Sumaya, the additional 37 (not including Cielo y mundo) 

axe generally in an excellent state with the majority of them complete. More importantly, 

24 of the 37 are dated and thus give us the most accurate information to date regarding 

his compositional output. The earliest pieces are both from 1710, Pregon Old 

Moradores, a 5-voice villancico, and Pares scan echo, the 2-voice villancico mentioned 

before, while the latest two are from 1729. One of those will be discussed in the 

following chapter, De las flores y estrellas, an 11-voice villancico written for the feast of 

the Assumption of Mary. Villancicos for 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, and 12 voices are all 

represented in a variety of forms. Some are titled "Romance" and are a simple strophic 

form, some follow the conventional villancico form of refrain with verses while others 

include more forward looking Baroque features, e.g., recitative, aria, and toccata. The 
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pieces represent the early and middle periods of Sumaya's life but stop ten years before 

his departme from Mexico City. In all of Sumaya's works, only one has a date later than 

1729, Resuenen los clarines from 1738. Although we know Sumaya wrote works later in 

life and are certain many date from his later-middle and final period, none of them are 

dated, making any definitive chronological listing impossible. Only more source 

research is likely to add any clarity to this subject, it is left to the analysis of his works to 

further define the progression of Sumaya's style and more definitively place them within 

certain periods. 
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CHAPTERV 

ANALYSIS OF FOUR CHORAL VILLANCICOS BY SUMAYA 

Introduction to the Analysis 

During the first years of the eighteenth century, Spain and Mexico finally began 

the musical shift from stile antico to stile moderno. The fact that it occurs one hundred 

years behind Europe is not particularly surprising for several reasons. The spread of 

musical styles was a slow process until the twentieth century. A good example could be 

the delay between the development of the Italian madrigal and frottolo and that of the 

English madrigal. From the time of Cipriano de Rore and Willaert, the Italian madrigal 

was of paramount importance in Italy. It was more than a half cenmry before these forms 

took hold in England. In Spain and Mexico, the conservative religious nature of the 

church simply resisted many of the innovations of the Italian Baroque until just before the 

eighteenth cenmry. Mexican composers such as Sumaya were only slightly behind their 

Spanish counterparts such as Dur6n and Veana. 

As we discussed in the previous chapter, the early mdications of the Baroque can 

be seen in Antonio Salazar's music in the 1690s but ft is Sumaya's music that blossoms 

with these new innovations that had already fransformed the music of Europe. Sumaya's 

music straddles the ti-ansition from Renaissance to Baroque compositional practices in 

Mexico in a way that is very much like Monteverdi's music in Italy a century before. 

Renaissance polyphony and modality are mixed with the Baroque polychoral alternation 
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and monodic texmres. Additionally, Sumaya's own musical tastes can be seen m 

recurring melodic, cadential, and rhythmic traits. 

In diis chapter, four pieces from the microfilmed collection of Jesiis Esfrada will 

be examined. These pieces are characteristic of Sumaya's choral villancico writing 

during his Mexico City period. After an infroduction to each piece, it will be possible to 

show how Sumaya balances and moves between the established compositional practices 

of the Renaissance and the new ideas of the Baroque while at the same time leaving his 

own stylistic signature. 

Renaissance Characteristics 

Sabio y amante Overview 

Sabio y amante fue Pedro was composed in the year 1719 when Sumaya had been 

the chapelmaster in Mexico City for four years. This unaccompanied villancico to St. 

Peter is for four voices, alto, tenor 1, tenor 2, and bass. However, the bass is untexted 

and probably served as an instrumental accompaniment. Only the incipit is present, 

perhaps to insure the players were playing the same piece as the singers since each part 

was untitled. It is unlikely that this bass part was intended to be simg for several reasons. 

First, this feamre is typical of almost all seventeenth-century villancicos and it is surely 

impossible to suspect that only the bass part was madvertendy left without text over diose 

many years and different composers. If the text was intentionally omitted, the most 

logical conclusion is that the part was not meant for singers but for instrumentalists. 

Secondly, Sumaya's parts are often not well-suited for the voice; for example, some notes 
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are excessively low for singers. Finally, later villancicos have parts labeled 

"accompanhnent" and share the same characteristics seen in this untexted bass part. 

The dedication to Peter is seen both in the title, Sabio y amante fue Pedro (Wise 

and Loving was Peter) and in the dedication written on the title page. Peter and die 

Virgin of Guadalupe were the main personages to whom the villancicos of Sumaya were 

dedicated. Both were quite common because there were many special feast days that 

honored these two saints in the Catholic calendar and villancicos were always performed 

diuing the festivities (Tello 1994, 23). The entire work is much like a solo quartet. In the 

refrain each of the three upper voices sing a solo passage, with the bass, in succession. 

At the end of the refrain the voices join together for a choral closing section. A notation 

on the parts designates this section as a response {respuesta) to the verses. Each of the 

verses has the same pattern: solo followed by four-part mtti. A response section was 

common in this geme. 

Of primary importance to any composer is his choice of text. The poet of this 

villancico, like most of Sumaya's, is unknown but he seems to lack the polish of a fine 

writer. Overall it has a feeling of repetition and simplicity, usual characteristics of the 

villancico but elements that are more carefully handled by more skilled poets. It has the 

character of a simple dialogue with no use of imagery or allusion. Each line ends with a 

cadence and there is a major cadence point at the end of each strophe. The verses are 

each six lines of text of seven or eight syllables with a cadence after every two lines. The 

three-strophe refrain consists of nine lines of text, varymg in lengdi, widi the foliowmg 

rhyming scheme: abb bcc ccb (Table 5.1). The first three lines of the verse, the mndanza. 
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infroduces two new rhyming syllables, dee, which also begin the second three Imes, the 

vuelta. But as widi the traditional vuelta it closes with a rehim to the rhyme of the 

refrain, ddb (in diis case the second and third lines of die refrain). The next verse adds 

one new rhyming syllable but continues the rhyme of die first \exse,fee. The second 

verse vuelta again remrns to the rhyme of the refrain,^. Overall the text has an 

unpolished candor due to the constantly changing syllables in each line of text. This 

creates unevenness to the phrases that no degree of musical craftsmanship can overcome. 

At the top of several MSS. pages ft states "Respuesta (response) for each verse of 

the solos." The overall form of a villancico would often be refrain-verse-refrain 

(A-B-A) but each verse closes with the respuesta, so die initial refrain would not be 

repeated between verses in this villancico, though perhaps it would be repeated at the 

end. For the entire song, with all four verses, this would give it the musical form AB-

CB-DB-c'B-d'B-AB. The only effective difference between the refrain and the verses, 

then, is the length and placement within the piece as the respuesta is the more defining 

section. The response section warrants another musical comment. Not only does it 

define the piece due to the repetition, but also it is the only mtti passage in the enthe 

work. The remainder consists of solo passages accompanied by the bass. Thus, only 45 

of the 128 written measures are choral. But how does this piece show that Sumaya is a 

transitional figure in the music of the Renaissance and Baroque in Mexico? 
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Table 5.1. Text of Sab io y amante 

Measure 

1 
4 
8 
12 

16 
21 
27 
30 
33 

39 

46 
47 

53 

56 
60 
65 

71 

93 

100 

107 

Text 

A - Refrain 
Sabio y amante fue Pedro 
en el mas alto primor. 
^Mas cual fiie mayor. 
de Pedro el saber, 
0 de Pedro el amor? 
El amor fue mas cresido. 
fue en ciencia mas elevado 
mas el amor ha salvado 
mas por la ciencia ha subido. 
Luego queda conocido 
que siempre fue superior 

B - Response 
de Pedro el saber, 
de Pedro el amor. 
^Mas cual flie mayor, 
de Pedro el saber, 
0 de Pedro el amor? 
[no text...continuo extension] 

C - Verses 1 & 3 (3 not shown) 
Por dejar y por seguir 
tanto se lleg6 a exaltar 
que el premio de aquel dejar 
fue silla del presidir. 
Luego se debe inferir 
que ocupa trono mayor 

D - Verses 2 & 4 (4 not shown) 
Por lo que alcanzo entender 
file su amor mas singular. 
que el amar no puede estar 
distante del conocer; 
y asi se debe creer, 
que eje se dio en todo rigor 

Syllables 

8 
7 
5 
5 
6 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 

5 
5 
5 
5 
6 

7 
8 
8 
7 
8 
8 

7 
8 
8 
7 
8 

1 S 

Phrase 
Length 

3 
4 
3 

4 
5 
6 
3 
3 

7 

7 
1 

7 
2 

4 
4+1 

6 

5 

7 

7 

5 

Voicing 

tlb 
tlb 
tlb 

tlb 
ab 
t2b 
ab 
t2b 

tlb 

at2b 
tlb 

atlt2b 

t2b 
tlb 

t2b 

t2b 

ab 

ab 

ab 

Cadence 
Tone 

D 
C 
C 

g 
d 
F 
C 
C 

g 

Bt 
Bk 

g 

d 
C 
Bt 
d 

8 

d 
d 
F 
Bk 
D 

8 

Overview of Renaissance Practice 

The prima prattica is in many ways synonymous with the music of Palestiina. 

That tradition can be described as vocal music that is polyphonic in nature and 
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encompasses the full sonority of a choir. Most often it was written for four and five 

voices though examples of double-choir music are abundant. Among others, good 

examples can be seen in the motets of Palestrina, die chansons of Sermisy, and the 

madrigals of Marenzio. The features most closely associated with the Renaissance style 

are confrapuntal imitation, independence of line, and word painting. These 

considerations pushed composers to fashion music with balanced and smooth melodies 

that carefully confrolled dissonance widiin a prescribed set of conventions. It allowed for 

dissonances of a passing nature on unsfressed syllables and, when on sfressed syllables, 

limited their use by proper preparation and resolution. If this accurately summarizes the 

Renaissance style that was known to Baroque musicians as the prima prattica or stile 

antico, how does Sabio y amante compare to that tradition? 

Sabio y amante as a Renaissance Example 

In fact, this piece does show that Sumaya is well grounded in the Renaissance, the^ 

prima prattica, and was continuing to write in that style even in 1719. The four-voice 

texture is certainly in keeping with the style as is his conservative use of dissonance, 

including its preparation and resolution. The harmonic language is filled with the typical 

uses of passing tones and neighbor tones with an occasional escape tone. As a further 

example of the conservative harmonic style, the 7"' is never treated as a chord tone but as 

a dissonance. Each 7'*' occurs as a suspension, properly prepared and resolved. These 

traits are typical of modal counterpoint. 
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But imitative polyphony is perhaps the most singularly defining hallmark of the 

Renaissance style and in Sabio y amante ft is very evident. Imitation takes many 

different forms in Sabio y amante; diere is echo-like repetition, motivic imitation, and 

phrase imhation. The use of an echo is seen in several places. For example, in m. 8 die 

third phrase of the tenor 1 is echoed two measures later by the bass as an untexted 

extension of die phrase (Example 5.1). This same device is used again between the alto 

and bass in mm. 19 and 20 and die tenor 2 and bass in mm. 23 and 24. The second 

Example 5.1. Echo in Sabio y amante 

Tenor 1 

Bass 

N o n 
cual fue ma - yor. 

^ P ^ mm 
melodic device found prominently is several uses of motivic imitation. In m. 70, the final 

phrase of the fust and thhd verses begins in the bass with a descending melody that is 

echoed by the tenor 2 one measure later, an octave higher (Example 5.2). Similar 

instances are found in the second and fourth verses. In mm. 93-97 the imitation is at the 

measure and an octave lower. 

Example 5.2. Melodic Imitation in Sabioy amante 

A 70 

dir. 
mar. 

^ ^ ^ 
Lue go sc de be in fer ir 
Lue go en mas al to lu gar 

que o 
rei 

m ̂
 W^^ 

The best example of phrase imitation is found in the response section, mm. 39-55. 

The alto and tenor 2 begin the response passage in a freely imitative style that does not 
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involve the bass. There are acmally two points of imitation that both have the text "de 

Pedro." The first is a leaping, hemiola figure while the second is a stepwise melodic 

ascent. Sumaya takes the hemiola figure and sequences it backwards, then forwards, 

duough a portion of die circle of 5"*" (Example 5.3). In m. 39 the sequence begins on the 

tenor 2 leap of a P4 from G to C. It is picked up in the alto move from C to F and dien 

continued in the tenor 2 motion from F to B-flat. The remm back to G is accomplished m 

the subsequent hemiola sequence in the last half of the response section, mm. 47-52. The 

series of pickup leaps, diis time in m3 intervals, begins in die alto, D to F, moves to tenor 

1, A to C, and concludes in the alto motion from E to G just before the 

Example 5.3. Phrase Imitation in Sabio y amante 

iro el st.-

cadence. Additionally, the fourth voice is finally added in m. 47 for this concluding 

hemiola sequence. In it, the hemiola "de Pedro" only leaps an ascending 3'̂ '* this time but 

Sumaya has manipulated the stepwise figure; the second time it has been reversed and 

ornamented (Example 5.4). 

Example 5.4. Motivic Manipulation 

40 41 48 

t ^ r If c : : ; m 
de Pe dro el a mor, 

original 

de Pe dro el sa ber. 

reversed and ornamented 
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In passages like these Sumaya proved himself to be a worthy sUident of 

confrapuntal technique. Additionally, with a composition date of 1719 it shows diat he 

was writing in a Renaissance style well into the eighteenth centtuy. Sabio y amante is 

indicative of that early style but it is only the genesis of his genius. It was his use of die 

newer Baroque compositional practices begun by Salazar that made Sumaya's music so 

pivotal in Mexico. The new techniques he began using should become more evident with 

a thorough examination of a later piece. 

Baroque Characteristics 

^Quien es aquella? Overview 

In 1725, six years after Sabio y amante, Sumaya wrote iQuien es aquella 

Paloma? which translates as "Who is that Dove?'''' It is typical of Sumaya's larger 

villancicos in many ways. The seven parts call for three instmmentalists and four 

vocalists. Two of the three instmmental parts are untexted bass parts like the one in 

Sabio y amante. They are listed as bass 1 and bass 2 while the third is titled "Acomp.'°," 

though it does not specifically name the instrument for which it is intended. The 

continuo is not figured but other villancico "accompaniment" parts by Sumaya do have 

some figuring. Stevenson quotes Albert Geiger's research regarding some seventeenth-

century Spanish continuos (Stevenson 1974, 21). 

The accompanying instrumental bass parts for villancicos in our 
[Munich] Spanish codices are headed accompanamiento.. .In polychoral 
works, each coro is provided with fts own continuo. As a mle any given 
continuo part consists of an unfigured line that merely duplicates the 
lowest sounding voice of its coro.. .The continuo part for vocal solos 
usually looks like just another voice part. 
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We know diat the harp was commonly used to accompany villancicos in Spain 

and Mexico, and on occasion Latin pieces in Mexico (Tello 1996,12). The voices called 

for are alto 1, soprano 2, alto 2, and tenor 2. The result is two unequal chohs, alto-bass 

land soprano-alto-tenor-bass 2, supported by a basso continuo part. Of the 13 multi-

choir pieces in the Estrada collection eight are for unequal choirs and five have SATB 

voicing. Three of the four pieces from Tello's anthology of Oaxacan villancicos are also 

imequal (Tello 1994). Choh I is always the unequal choh that was intended for soloists: 

here ft is alto and bass. Choir II is most typically as ft appears here: SATB. These 

voicings are well within the Spanish villancico practices discussed previously with the 

exception of the two-voice Choir I. Most polychoral villancicos of the seventeenth 

century do not have a two-voice choir; they are more typically three or four voices. This 

reduction of voices is further evidence of the changes in the traditional villancico by 

Sumaya. 

The text is one of the many written in Mexico to the Virgin of Guadalupe and this 

one is one of the earliest extant examples set to music. There are a total of four pieces in 

this collection alone dedicated to her. The story of the Virgin of Guadalupe is a cultural 

and religious focal point for the Mexican people. As the story is told, the Virgin Mary 

appears to Juan Diego, a mestizo (Spanish-Indian) as he is walking in the snow one 

winter. The apparition reveals herself, however, as a dark-skirmed woman and not the 

fair-skinned woman depicted in European paintings. During a series of appearances, she 

asks him to build her a church. As proof of her appearance, she evenmally takes Juan 

Diego to the top of a mountain where, in the dead of winter, roses are blooming. He 
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picks the roses and carries them in his robe to Bishop Zumarraga. When he takes die 

roses out to show the Bishop the image of the Virgin of Guadalupe is revealed, impressed 

on the material. The Bishop is convinced and a church is buih in Mexico City to honor 

her. This story has filled the hearts of the Mexican faithful with pride in theh heritage as 

Indians and given them a sense of the acceptance of God for their people. 

In this villancico, there are numerous references to the events of that apparition 

(Table 5.2). The poetry invokes the events through direct references of snow and roses 

while evoking the Virgin's power to bring light and peace. The refrain is divided into 

quatrains and the verses are eleven lines of similar lengths. The rhyming scheme varies 

from one section to another. A 1715 composition with the same title is listed in the Cadiz 

Cathedral but no further connection has been established at this time (International 

Inventory of Villancico Texts). 

The music is through-composed but there are several lines of text that repeat. 

Most notably, the last four lines of text, 13-16 (in bold), are stated three times, each time 

with increasing intensity. This passage is one of the most memorable sections in the 

piece. In the fust statement, die text is presented in the alto 1 in imitation with the bass 1. 

(Example 5.5) This is sequenced two more times, each time a step lower. In the second 

statement each line of text is begun in choh II and finished by choir I (Example 5.6). 

This figure is also sequenced three times: lowered stepwise each time. In the final 

statement, choir I starts each line of text echoed by choir II at a different pitch level. 
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Table 5.2. Text of iQuien es aquella? 

Line 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

Spanish 
/.Quien es aquella paloma 
que en un lienzo se nos muestra. 
que aiumbra los cielos 
y alegra la tierra? 
Es nieve y es rosa. 
es paz y fineza. 
es flecha y es arco, 
es fuente y estrella. 
Nieve y flores la adoman. 
Paz y amor la celebran. 
Arco y flecha la cinen. 
Fuente y luz la rodean. 
La paz en el arco, 
amor in las flechas. 
la nieve en lo pure, 
y luz en belleza. 

Coplas 1 
Llamas difimde. 
luces campea. 
soles esparce. 
rayos obstenta. 
y el sacro amor 
que inflinde, obstenta, 
esparce, campea. 
difunde, y en su lienzo 
se admiran los mayos 
con llamas, con luces. 
con soles, con rayos. 

Coplas 2 
Ave nos guia. 
fuente nos templa. 
madre nos mira. 
luz nos alienta. 
Y en amante 
porfia, alienta. 
nos templa, nos mira. 
nos guiay se mira 
en el lienzo suave 
cual madre, cual luz. 
cual fuente, cual ave. 

Syllables 
8 
8 
8 
8 
6 
6 
6 
6 
8 
8 
8 
8 
6 
6 
6 
6 

5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
7 
6 
6 
6 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
6 

English (literal) 
Who is that Dove 
that in the cloak is a sign to us, 
that illuminates the Heavens 
and cheers the Earth? 
Is snow and is rose. 
is peace and fineness. 
is arrow and is bow. 
is source and star. 
Snow and flowers adorn her. 
Peace and love celebrate her. 
Bow and arrow embrace her. 
Source and light surround her. 
The peace in the bow, 
love in the arrows, 
the snow in purity, 
and light in beauty. 

Verse 1 
Flames diffuse. 
Lights appear. 
sun is scattered. 
rays are blocked. 
and the sacred love 
that blocks, infuses. 
scatters, appears. 
diffuses, and in your cloak 
are admired the mays 
with flames, with lights. 
with suns, with rays. 

Verse 2 
Blessed fMotherl guide us. 
source temper us. 
mother watch us. 
light encourage us. 
And in love 
persist, encourage. 
temper us, watch us. 
guide us and see yourself 
in the smooth cloak 
as mother, as li.ght. 
as source, as blessed. 
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Example 5.5. First Statement 

47 

There is a different pattern set up this time. The motive, similar in rhythm and contour to 

the first part (Example 5.5, above), centers on the B-flat in the alto 1. The next two 

repetitions for them are on G, then A, then closing on G at the flnal cadence of the 

Example 5.6. Second Statement 

Choh I 

Choh II 

u 57 . 

en el . 
? i U J J s 

a r - CO, en las _ 

^ I \\ ^j^'U \r^ 1 I \i [J n 

refram. The soprano 2, though, begins on A and with each sequence ascends by step 

until reaching D at the penultimate cadence of the refrain. This final part of the sequence 

passage creates an exuberant flourish of altemation and imitation, bodi choirs joining in 

overlapping entrances in a stretto-like msh to the final cadence of the refrain. 
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This brief introduction serves to enrich our understanding of Sumaya but a fiuther 

analysis will show how this piece moves beyond his early techniques. As with the 

analysis of Sabio y amante, a brief overview of Baroque compositional practices should 

give this examination of iQuien es aquella? fiirther context. 

Overview of Baroque Practices 

The basso continuo is perhaps the most defining characteristic of the Baroque and 

the most prominent way music was concerted. The bass line that was a basso seguente in 

the early Baroque began to take on die tonal implications that we associate with a figured 

bass line and movements of the 4"" and 5'\ especially at cadential points. The addition of 

melodic instrumental parts to vocal ensembles was also widespread. These techniques 

transformed existing gemes such as the madrigal and motet. They also became an 

integral part of new concerted gemes such as oratorio, opera, and cantata. Second, the 

use of the major-minor 7"" chord as a modulatory tool became a staple harmonic device 

from the time of Monteverdi on. It provided the vehicle needed to effectively change 

tonal centers, the essence of tonally related modulation. Third, as evidenced by the 

proliferation of instrumental dance suites during the Baroque, a marked change in the 

rhythmic underpinnings of music also took place. The dance rhythms that had flourished 

in secular monody and in selected instrumental music of the Renaissance spread to all 

gemes in the Baroque, including vocal music. The chant-based idioms that denied 

metrical division began to be influenced by the pervasive energy of rhythm. Finally, 
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greater use was made of homophonic texttires diat relied more on the upper voice to carry 

the melody. 

These changes mark a significant difference in compositional practices that 

evenmally reached the shores of New Spain and Sumaya's iQuien es aquella? is a good 

example of these new characteristics. In order to show this the discussion will emphasize 

these four major Baroque style fraits: die concertato principle, harmonic characteristics, 

rhythmic content, and homophonic texmres. 

^Quien es aquella? as a Baroque Example 

Concerted Feamres. The use of a basso continuo is the prominent characteristic 

of the concerted practices of the Baroque and is also a distinguishing feature that shows 

iQuien es aquella? is essentially a Baroque piece. As discussed before, he leamed this 

practice from his teacher Antonio Salazar. Sumaya's villancicos axe similar to those by 

Salazar in the Estrada collection, including the use of continuo. The title "Acomp.*°" on 

the MSS page clearly refers to an instrument that would play the line. We know that the 

traditional instrument to accompany villancicos was the harp, a regular feature of the 

musical chapel. It is difficult to know to what extent they added notes as they realized 

the continuo in performance. The line does not have added figures yet, according to the 

resuhant chords of the choral parts, some adjustments would be necessary if diey were to 

fill in the harmonies to match that of the parts. There are many instances of fust 

inversions, some second inversions and less often a 7* (which would have no effect on 

the root). Presumably, the well-trained musician could hear these inversions and 
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adjusfrnents could be made because they followed established harmonic practices of die 

day. What remains unknown is whether they were realized simply or with much 

elaboration, with the added difficulty that we "still lack data on the national 

idiosyncrasies of seventeenth-century Spanish continuo instruments and do not even 

know what could be played on them" (Stevenson 1974, 22), 

The use of figured bass appears in later pieces and increases in complexity 

parallel to the advancing date of composhion, especially those from Oaxaca at the end of 

his life. Further signs of the concertato principle can be seen in the addition of other 

tmtexted bass parts in each choir. These do not exist in the motets of Sumaya, only in the 

villancicos and masses. Most likely some combination of bassoons, string bass, and harp 

would have been used, the organ being reserved for Latin pieces. The records from 

Oaxaca during Sumaya's tenure show there were always two bassoonists in the chapel 

but only one bass player. 

Tonal and Harmonic Characteristics. The transition from modality to tonality, a 

highlight of the Baroque period, is seen here in his use of the major-minor 7*, and in the 

root movements that have tonal implications. The verse is an excellent example of how 

Sumaya used these new compositional techniques. Although the key signature would 

indicate the key of F major, the consistent flatting of E as well as the starting and ending 

pitches of G lead us to G as the tonal center with a minor inflection. After a strong G 

minor cadence choir I begins die verse in m. 77 in what appears to be G major. The fust 

section of the verse is essentially a "hemiola-driven melody" sequenced three times 

through a stepwise succession of descending keys. Table 5.3 shows die chord 
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progressions for the first half of the verse. In mm. 77-79 the G major chord concludes 

die first progression and dien, with the addition of die minor 7*^0 form a major-mmor 

7*̂ , tonicizes C major. The pattern is then repeated: I - IV - V - 1 in F followed by a 

secondary dominant to tonicize B-flat major in m. 84. Following a brief move to E-flat 

major the section ends with a half cadence in c minor. 

Table 5.3. Chord Progressions in the First Half of the Verses of iQuien es 
aquella? 

Measure 

77-79 

79-80 

81-83 

83-84 

84-86 

87-89 

Chord progression 

G-C-D-G 

G'^-C 

F-Bt-C-F 

F'-Bt 

Et-F-Bt'-El, 

Et-d^-G-c-G 

Tonal Implications 

I-rV-V-I in G major 

tonicization of C major 

I-lV-V-1 in F major 

tonicization of Bl, major 

I-II-V -I in Ej, major 

III-ii°-V-i-V in c minor, 

the relative minor 

Key: lowercase = minor chord; ex. d = d minor 
UPPERCASE = Major chord; ex. D = D major 

Choir I introduces the second section in mm. 90-93 (Table 5.4) with a chord 

progression similar to the one used in mm. 77-79. This is immediately followed by a ten-

measure progression through the circle of 5"'^ mm. 93-103. This progression is created 

through the use of secondary dominants. A minor 7"' is added to an existhig major chord 

to create the secondary dominant, exactly as he did in mm. 79-80. After this passage, the 

verse concludes by re-establishing G minor in mm. 103-109. 
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Table 5.4. Chord Progressions in the Second Half of the Verses of iQuien es 
aquella? 

Measure 

90-93 

93-96 

97-103 

103-109 

Chord progression 

c-f-G'-C 

C'-F-F^-Bt-Bt^-El, 

A'-D-D'-G-G'-C-C'-F-F'-BI.-EI, 

Et-Bt-F-c-g-d-D-g 

Tonal Implications 

i-iv-V -I from c minor to C major, a 

modulation to the parallel major 

circle of 5*̂ ' 

circle of S""* continued 

Vl-III-VII-iv-i-v-V-i in g minor 

Key: lowercase = minor chord; ex. d = d minor 
UPPERCASE = Major chord; ex. D = D major 

In Example 5.7, the beginning of this secondary dominant sequence can be seen 

as choh II joins in altemation with choir 1 in m. 93. The soprano 2 moves to the B-flat in 

Example 5.7. Secondary Dominanat Sequence in iQuien es aquella? 

Chohl 

Choir II 

m. 93 to form the minor 7"' interval of the secondary dominant. This results in die 

resolution to the F in m. 94, beat 2. The very next beat the alto 1 moves to form the next 
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secondary dominant and propels the pattern forward. Additionally, die descending 5*̂  

bass movemems can be seen in mm. 94 and 96. These and odier movements of the 

descending 5'*' and ascending 4̂ ^ found throughout the piece are fiirther evidence of the 

tonal functions in iQuien es aquella?. 

Rhythmic Content. The same passage just examined shows some of die rhythmic 

content derived from dance that also permeates Baroque music. The very meter of 3/4 

gives the immediate connotation of a lively dance, one of die very characteristics of 

villancicos. In m. 93 choir II has a hemiola figure that begins with the rest on beat 1. 

Because of the pickup to beat 2 of die hemiola ft has the feel of a skip. Even before die 

first hemiola is finished choir I begins the same hemiola figure in m. 94. A similar 

example can be found at the beginning of the verse. The fust twelve measures, mm. 77-

88, are dominated by a hemiola-derived pattem, 12-12-12-123. Three measures m triple 

meter should yield 123-123-123 but Example 5.8 shows that the hemiola displaces the 

normal metric sfress to creates a duple feel (or a slower three feel). The first section has 

four complete hemiola patterns like this example, though the first one is not regular. 

Example 5.8. Hemiola-derived Pattem in iQuien es aquella? 

I 1 I 1 r 1 I — I — I 

^ ^ ^ ^ — J- J- •• J) 1 J cJ 1 
ces cam pe a, 
te nos tem - pi a, 

These are just two of the rhythmically derived figures that make up the piece but they 

show the dance-like rhythmic interest that permeates the music. 
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Another interesting feature is that so many rhythms rely on patterns that begin 

with a rest. They are found throughout this piece, e.g., numerous entrances on beat 2 and 

anacmcial entrances, a featiire common to the seguidillas that were a popular poetic form 

m Mexico. There is also a passage in mm. 93-99 where the 3/4 meter is displaced by an 

extended hemiola figure. It has die effect of supplanting the faster three with a slower 

three for several measures. The nature of these particular rhythms brings up a relevant 

question. Are there hidigenous dances that use these rhythms? In Mexico it was 

common to allow the Indians to exercise more individuality and use native customs in 

non-limrgical music in order to draw people in, especially evident in the work of the 

regular clergy. In fact, there are many accounts noted in Chapter III that describe native 

instruments being used in religious ceremonies in the church. But these were mainly in 

provincial churches away from places of power such as Mexico City, where this 

villancico would have been used. But this argument is strengthened given Sumaya's 

move from Mexico City to the provincial city of Oaxaca. This could be one of the 

elements of syncretism that Brill asserted would show up under closer scrutiny (Brill 

1998, 137). 

Homophonic Texture. Finally, the homophonic style of the Baroque is evident 

throughout the piece. Although the two choirs alternate throughout the piece ft is still 

homophonic. Example 5.7 (above) shows diis altemation which lies well within the 

parameters of a homophonic texmre. The melody in the upper voice predominates and 

the voices proceed together with die same text. 
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Transitional Namre of Sumava's Mn.sin 

The two pieces discussed to this point are good examples of how the practices of 

each period predominate in certain works. However, Sumaya's music exists during a 

time of overiapping use of Renaissance and Baroque stylistic elements, especially die 

earlier music composed in Mexico City. The existence of Sumaya's music withm diat 

fransitional framework is made clearer by a brief view of how each piece does not remain 

entirely within the period diat it is most like. 

Sabio V amante 

Monodic Influence. The influence of monody is clearly evident in the extended 

solo-like passages. They occur between die untexted bass and one other part, seen hi the 

first fifteen measures which are for tenor 1 and bass. Following are seventeen measures 

of either tenor 2 or alto paired with the bass. The next seven measures retum to the 

original tenor 1-bass pairing (see Table 5.1). Thus, the opening thirty-eight measures of 

the villancico are sung in a monodic style. A three-part choral texture is first used in m. 

39 and not until m. 49 do all four voices join together. (This passage is the response 

section discussed earlier that concludes the refrain and every verse.) Only 17 of the first 

55 measures of the refrain move beyond this monodic texture. Since the verses follow 

this same pattem, the response is the only choral passage in the villancico. Of the 128 

measures in modem notation, only 45 measures use a 3- or 4-part texture. These solo

like passages between the bass and another part are used so extensively they are 

indications of a style that is moving away from polyphonic texture. 
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Rhythmic Emphasis. Also of note is the use of a recurring rhythmic paftem that 

has the feel of a dance rhythm. Sumaya consistently moves back and forth in a regular 

pattem: two measures of cantabile 123-123 followed by a measure with a stress or strong 

movement on beat 2. It yields the pattem 123-123-12 seen in Example 5.9. Eight of the 

nine phrases that make up the refrain clearly begin with some form of this pattem and an 

argument could be made for the ninth as well. Three of the four phrases in verses 1 and 3 

also have the same pattem while the fourth phrase has the variation 123-12-12. There is 

not a regular pattem in verses 2 and 4 but the altemation is still present. Whether this is a 

conscious allusion to a dance form he knew or merely a convenient structural device is 

not clear but the altemation between the two motions clearly exists throughout much of 

the piece. 

Example 5.9. Recurring Rhythmic Pattem in Sabio y amante 

27 

iQuien es aquella? 

The transitional namre of his compositional style is also found in iQuien es 

aquella?. Specifically, die tonal framework of diis piece shows how Sumaya's music 

uses both modal and tonal elements. Aldiough the key signature would indicate the key 

of F major, the consistent flatting of E as well as the starting and ending pitches of G lead 

us to G as the tonal center widi a suggestion of minor. Table 5.5 shows the cadential 
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points for every phrase in the piece. There are some feamres that would be common to 

tonal music. Every cadence is an Authentic cadence (AC) or Half Cadence (HC) in F or 

G. What seems imusual is the prominence of F as a tonal center in the first half of the 

refrain. After establishing G minor the next diree cadences seem to move immediately 

away from G minor and establish F major as the tonal center using the strong dominant 

function of the B-flat major cadence. Sections "B" and "C" flucmate back and forth 

between F and G as well as between major and minor. This tonal framework creates 

ambivalence in the key strucmre that is not resolved until the final three phrases which 

conclusively close the refrain in G minor. However, the flucmation between major and 

minor continues into the verses in section "E" and "F". 

There is a common technique that all three "D" sections share that belies a modal 

orientation. The progression seen in Table 5.5 for phrases 8, 9 and 10 are formed from a 

motive that is sequenced down by step several times to make a phrase. The result is a 

chord progression that descends by step in phrases 8 and 9 and is also seen in the verse. 

Section "E" has a descending sequence that produces a circle of 5*''̂  quickly followed in 

section "F" by another sequence. This one produces a descending, stepwise progression 

from G major down to C major before quickly cadencing on G minor and retuming to the 

refrain. These descending stepwise progressions are rare in truly tonal music. So, it 

appears that Sumaya constiiicts a somewhat ambiguous tonal framework in which the 

descending sequence creates a cadential pattem of stepwise and cyclical descent. 
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Table 5.5. Cadences in iQuien es aquella? 

Section 

Refrain 

A 

B 

C 

D' 

D^ 

D^ 

Verse 

E 

F 

Phrase 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Measures 

1-7 

8-16 

22-26 

27-30 

31-34 

35-41 

42-47 

48-56 

57-65 

66-76 

77-89 

90-109 

Cadence 

HC in g minor 

AC in F major 

AC in F major 

HC in F major 

AC in g minor 

AC in F major 

AC in G major 

HC in g minor 

AC in g minor 

AC in g minor 

AC in G major 

AC in g minor 

Selected Progressions 

D-C-Bi, 

g-F-Ei, 

a-F-D 

G-C-F-Bi,-Et 

G-F-Et-D-C 

Key: lowercase 
UPPERCASE 
HC 
AC 

= minor chord; ex. d=d minor 
= Major chord; ex. D=D major 
= Half Cadence 
= Authentic Cadence 

Summary of the First Two Pieces 

These two examples serve to demonstrate the nature of the changes in Mexico at 

that time. The beginiung of the eighteenth centiiry was a time when Renaissance 

practices were beginning to give way to Baroque ideas. Since Salazar's music also used 

continuo-like, untexted bass as far back as 1693, ft shows that diere was an overiapping 

of the two practices. And even though each piece shows this overlapping use die 
use 

whole of this evidence suggests that in iQuien es aquella? Sumaya is using 

compositional techniques consistent with Baroque composers while in Sabio y amante 
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the vantage point is closer to that of a Renaissance composer. But with only six years 

separating these works it is striking that so many differences are apparent. The basic 

assertion that Sumaya's music is transitional in namre cannot be fully seen with just these 

two pieces. Therefore, an analysis of two other villancicos by Sumaya follows. These 

pieces may clarify the inferences made above and serve as further elucidation of 

Sumaya's compositional development. 

Pues que triunfo de las sombras 

Overview 

A problem exists when considering the third example; a date cannot be fixed. It 

appears in the Estrada collection without its title page and has no date marked. Title 

pages are formulaic in Spain and Mexico for the villancico, listing, in order: the geme, 

voices, occasion of use, text incipft, composer, and year (Figure A.2, A.6). When all 

these parts are present ft is mdeed rare. The composer's name on individual sheets is rare 

so when the tide page is missing identification becomes difficult (Laird 1997, 63). In this 

case ft is attributed to Sumaya due to the appearance of his name on the upper right hand 

comer of each part and from the inscription on the bass 1 page: "To the purest conception 

/ to Our Lady / Maesfro Sumaya." Therefore, ft was most likely written for tiie Feast of 

the Annunciation celebrated each year on March 25'\ Though it cannot be exactly 

identified, it is similar in style and appearance to die other MSS. that are from the same 

period in Mexico City as the previous two pieces. Like iQuien es aquella?, it has seven 

voices but uses tenor-bass for choh I instead of the formerly used alto-bass. This 
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villancico is a song of praise diat personifies the heavens, the air, the earth and the water 

giving praise to God. The most distinctive frait of this piece is a line of text diat repeats 

duoughout die refrain, jcdntenle salval, translated, "let them sing Him praise" (Table 

5.6). 

Table 5.6. Phrase Analysis of Pues que triunfo 

Measure 

1 

8 

12 

17 

22 

26 

29 

34 

37 

41 

44 

48 

56 

61 

Text 

Pues que ... 

jcdntenle salva! 

Los cielos ... 

icdntenle salva! 

por que aplaudan ... 

jcdntenle salva! 

del dngel... 

jcdntenle salva! 

y verdn ... 

yverdn ... 

y verdn ... 

los cielos ... 

jcdntenle salva! 

yverdn ... 

Voicing 

choir I 

tutti 

choir I 

tutti 

choir II 

tutti 

alternates 

tutti 

choir I 

choir II 

tutti 

alternates 

tutti 

tutti 

Phrase Length 

7 

5 

4 

5 

5 

3 

5 

3 

4 

3 

4 

9 

4 

10 

This text repetition serves as the central unifying device for the piece. Each time 

the 2-measure motive returns it is somewhat different through repetition of one or both 

measures. The first two, beginning in mm. 8 and 17, respectively, are 5-measure 

statements of the motive; these are followed by two 3-measure statements, mm. 26 and 

34, and fmally by a single 4-measuTe statement in m. 56. These passages alternate lines 

of unequal syllables set in musically imequal phrases, although each phrase is essentially 

similar. In Example 5.10, choir I begins the motive with "jcan-ten /e" and the odier choir 
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echoes this in the next measure. There is no repetftion of text in this example. While 

choir I is die first to enter here, choir II begins first in every other entrance. This canonic 

figure is also harmonically static each time it appears. In this example it is stated in F 

major, tonic, and over the five repetitions ft creates die progression I-IV-I-V-IV because 

each time it appears on a new pitch level. 

Example 5.10. "jcdntenle salval" Motive 

" J I J ^ ^ J J J IJ. I 
^ 

^ 

jcan - ten le sal del an - gel, del 

m ̂ 

i ^ 
* j 

J J J I J. ; d ^ 

ican- ten le sal del 

JSi ZZl 

i c ^ - ten le sal 
m za. 

122 ^ ^ 
i del 

^ ^ 
dn- ten le sal va!. del a ve, 

^ # ^ 

m ̂  ^ 

As with most other double choir pieces, this villancico relies heavily on the 

interaction between the choirs as a method of growth. Each passage begins with choir I, 

choir II answers and, after several repetitions, is followed by a short mtti section. The 

begirming of the first of these can be seen in measure 28-30 of Example 5.10 above. It 

also serves as the basis for the three repetitions of ">' verdn" seen in Table 5.6: beginning 

measure 37, 41, and 44. This call and response approach is found in many of Sumaya's 

other compositions as well. 
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Period Traits of Pues que triunfo 

The composition techniques found in Pues que triunfo are most closely associated 

with the Baroque period and fev^ prima prattica characteristics remain. Fhst, the 

continuing presence of die continuo part (the untexted bass) is of primary importance. 

This aspect has been covered before and for this discussion, needs only to be mentioned 

as a point of comparison widi the previous pieces. Second, the overall textiue is 

homophonic. There is only one 12-measure passage like the polyphonic imitation 

indicative of the Renaissance style, mm. 61-72. But even in this passage, excerpted in 

Example 5.11, the rhythmic pattem is unified and consistent. Thhd, die tonal harmonic 

stmcture defines Pues que triunfo as a Baroque example, even more clearly than the fhst 

two. 

Example 5.11. Excerpt of Polyphonic Passage in Pues que triunfo 

su be lie za y su gra ' cia 

This is evident both in chord progressions and in the broader aspect of cadential 

patterns. One particularly notable passage occurs in mm. 48-56. Example 5.12 shows 
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that Sumaya begins in F major with the progression I-IV-V'-I. It is immediately 

followed by a similar progression in G major that begins with V'/IV and is then followed 

by a variant in C: (I-IV-V-i). It concludes after this example with a final passage in B-

flat major diat sets up the following "jcdntenle salval" on B-flat. This passage clearly 

shows that Sumaya understood the basic tenants of tonality as used early in the Baroque, 

seen especially in the exploitation of the modulatory possibilities of the major-minor 7*. 

Fmally, the overall framework portrays die presence of tonality exemplified in the 

cadences. The first section begins and ends in F major followed by another section m B-

flat. By following the major cadences throughout the refrain it yields the cadential 

progression I-IV-I-V-II-IV-IV-IV-I which indicates that the seeds of tonality were 

present and flourishing in Sumaya's music. 

Example 5.12. Modulating Passage in Pues que triunfo 

J^ \ \ , , 1 k 521 
^ ^ 

> ^ 

2 

los la tier - ta 

^m 
:t==: ^ • — & ^ 

del an -gel, del a - ve. del 

^ 5 ^ l 
del an - gel, del a ve. del 

^ 
del an -get 

wm 
del a ve. f 

^=^ 
^ ^ ^ 

^ 
F 

F: I 

Bb 

rv 

* • 

C7 F 

V7 I 

^ ^ E 

G7 C 

G: V7/IV rv 

D7 G 

V7 I 

r 
C F 

rv 
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De las flores v estrellas 

The inclusion of De las flores y estrellas is important in diis sttidy if for no other 

reason dian to show the diverse namre of Sumaya^s compositions and his ability to 

handle larger forces. It is a tribute not only to his skill but also to the stamre and 

prominence of the Cathedral in Mexico City. Only the cathedrals had skilled musicians 

diat were able to competently perform an 11-part villancico with basso contmuo. But in 

diis discussion of die transitional nattire of Sumaya's music there is a more hnportant 

reason to include ft; De lasflores is the most tonally convincmg work presented here. 

Overview 

This piece is one of two pieces from the Esfrada collection diat are dated 1729. 

The 11-part texture shows the skill of a composer who is well established in his art. 

Chohs II and III ofDe lasflores are equally voiced SATB while choir I is voiced ATB. 

Only one other piece in the collection shares this three-choir voicing, Ola, ha del mar 

Pescadores, although unfortunately ft is not dated. Aplauda la tierra, dated 1718, is a 12-

voice villancico of three equal choirs which is much less common in polychoral 

villancicos than the unequal choirs of this piece. 

The text was written for the Feast of the Assumption of Mary celebrated each year 

on the same date, making the initial performance August 15,1729. As a song of praise, 

this villancico celebrates the assumption of Mary into heaven. "From the flowers and 

stars, two sighted fields / granting Salvation he thundered to the Heavens saying: / in 

beauty it is agreed that the Queen of the Heaven and the Earth / will ascend to her 
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palace." The second half of the refrain continues: "to celebrate, they play dieh bells / 

widi resounding trumpets, homs and dmms." With this bit of allusion Sumaya proceeds 

to paint die text with the music in the most memorable section of the piece. In the first 

passage, "widi resounding tinmpets," choirs I and II have a trumpet-like statement of the 

text (Example 5.13). This is immediately followed in choir I with a longer melismatic 

figure that is similar to a passage in iQuien es aquella?: a long altemating, descending 

melodic line (Example 5.14). The second phrase, "homs and drums", is accompanied 

Example 5.13. Word Painting in De lasflores 

con so - no ros cla ri nes. 

Example 5.14. Altemating Melodic Line in De lasflores 

S 
« j 

,! | . m n | j j j : j 3 | j j j j j j | ^ ^ 
con so - no ros cla ri 

rjir' a^ if/iTr-'iir^r-rirrrrrritiYr^i 
no ros cla ri 

by an energetic 8"̂ - and 16*-note motive that is fiill of the rhythmic vitality evident in 

much of Sumaya's music (Example 5.15). This passage is also further evidence that the 

untexted bass parts were not intended to be sung. This bass line is clearly instinmental as 

it is not vocally performable. 
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Example 5.15. Instrumental Bass Motive 

51 

r ir ̂ n 
trom pas y ca jas, 

51 

m ^ : ^ 

^t-0-0. 

Most villancico verses are shorter than their refrains but the 8-measure verses 

found here are surprisingly short compared to the 66 measures of the refrain. The 

conclusion is a 3-measure imitative polyphonic passage in Renaissance style. The 

descending melodic gesture is begun by the bass (Example 5.16) and then imitated by the 

other two voices as the verse comes to an end. 

Example 5.16. Imitative Polyphonic Passage in De las Flores 

71 

A l t o l 

Tenor 1 

Bass 1 

nn.rT3/] in 
* J ^ * 

sua ves no d^in-cien-sos a su Au-ro 
- o -
ra. 

r«rrMf JJ r; c^riucrrcr^i-
sua - ves no dein-cien-sos a su Au - ro 

S 
^ 

S u 
^ 

3 5 1 

Period Traits of De las flores 

Since these three measures represent the only imitative polyphonic section in this 

74-measure work, ft is logical to assume that the predominant namre of this work is 

essentially Baroque. The presence of a basso continuo and the homophonic texture has 

been well noted in iQuien es aquella? and Pues que triunfo. These traits are both 
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evident in De lasflores and valid as continumg evidence of a composer consistently 

workmg toward a new style. If Sumaya is writing in a transitional time, then this later 

piece should have die most Baroque traits, just as Sabio y amante exhibited the fewest. 

There is convincmg proof diat Sumaya is moving further away from Renaissance 

practices in this piece and ft lies in the tonal characteristics. In the previous pieces there 

are many tonal characteristics mixed with a few modal traits. De lasflores is more 

tonally conceived than die odier three. The modulatory use of the major-minor 7"" chord 

is accompanied by a tonic to dominant root movement in a more tonal framework. 

Sumaya's use of the major-minor 7* is pervasive in this villancico and its most 

common use is not as a dominant but as a secondary dominant on scale degrees 1 and 6. 

Of the 26 occasions of the major-minor 7"̂ , seven are V'/IV and seven are V^/II (or ii). 

The dominant 7'*' occurs five times and V^/VII, VW, and V%i each occur two to three 

times (see Table 5.7). In every case the major-minor 7"* chord resolves normally to the 

chord a 5 below. To whatever extent Sumaya understood the theoretical practices of 

tonality he certainly understood their application. The number of times that Sumaya uses 

the 7* in a harmonic sequence can also be seen in this table. Fourteen times the 

resolution of the major-minor 7* is followed by another major-minor 7"̂ . In these cases 

Sumaya extended the displacement of the tonal center and thereby delayed the remm to 

the original key. They show that Sumaya imderstood the ability of the major-minor 7"" 

chord to create a harmonic sequence that necessitated a specific bass movement. 

The descending 5̂*̂  occurs in the normal resolution of the dominant and secondary 

dominant and does so in each occturence here. Additionally, the chord following the 
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resolution is most often a descending or ascending 5* from the resolution chord. This 

occurs in 19 of the 26 instances of the major-minor 7*. Thus, the bass movement started 

by die major-minor 7'*" resolution is continued in the following chord. If, as noted above, 

diis following chord is also a major-minor 7"" then die pattem is extended agam. 

Table 5.7. Use of Major-Minor 7'*̂  Chord 

Chord 

C' 

A' 

G' 

F^ 

D' 

E' 

Times 

Used 

7 

7 

5 

3 

2 

2 

Function 

V'/IV 

vVii 

V'/I or i 

V' 

V'/VII 

v^/v 

V''/vi 

Resolution Chord 

IV 

V/V (4 times) 

ii (1 time) 

I and i in D major 

(1 each) 

I 

tVII 

V 

vi 

Chord FoHowing 

Resolution 

V'/IV, V^/IV, I, I, i,VII, 

V'/IV, i,VII 

N\ V\ V, V 

V^/ii 

v /̂v, vW 

vW, vWii, vWii, 
v \v 
V^/IV, V^/ii, IV 

VLu 

IV, u 

Example 5.17 shows both the tonal bass movement and the sequential use of the 

major-minor 7"̂  just discussed. This passage begins in choir I with three occurrences of 

the major-minor 7'\ The first two creates a portion of die circle of 5"'': A ' - d - G^ - C 

before remrrung to G major by way of D^. The same sequence is then recreated m choir 

II and choh III but this time it is extended: A^ - d - G ' - C - F'' - B-flat before rettunmg 

to F via C .̂ In the example ft has also been analyzed as a secondary dominant 

progression that begins in the key of C and concludes in F. Each of diese harmonic 
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sequences is accompanied by die descending 5'*' in the bass, which then ascends by 4"" to 

the following harmonic sequence and continues to repeat. 

Example 5.17. Reduced Score Showing Circle of 5"" in De lasflores 

^ I ' S I 
15 

I ^ 
i> 

>• > J 

ta-ron al cie - lo di-cien-do 
Choir I 

^ 
M • _ 

-̂  T 

Choir II se a-fron - ta - ron al cie - lo di - cien-do. 

I ^ r r -p- ' ' J ^ y tj 

^ 
r 

A7 d 

C: V7/ii ii 

Choir III se a-fron ta-ron al cie- lo di - cien-do 

^--£ ^ _U *---

G7 C D7 G A7 d G7 C F7 Bb C7 F 

V7 I V7/V V V7/ii ii V7 I 

F: V V7/IV IV V7 I 

The final frait that identifies this piece as distinctly Baroque is the overall tonal 

framework. This tonal organization can be seen in Table 5.8. In this table, each phrase 

of the refrain is separated so that the final cadence is easily identified. Several 

implications can be derived from this table. To begin with, only the phrase beginning in 

m. 26 does not conclude on I, V, or IV. (There is one instance in the verse as well.) This 

exclusive cadential use of the dominant and subdominant scale degrees helps to establish 

the foundation for tonal movement. Next, the phrase beginning in m. 26 cadences on D 

major and serves as the dominant of the dominant since ft is immediately followed by a 

retum to G major in m. 35 (as does the other instance in die verse). Furthermore, each 

phrase follows normal tonal progressions. Several, as noted above, follow a harmonic 

sequence of 5"" while others follow a progression widiin a single key, e.g., mm. 1 and 35. 
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One additional passage should be highlighted from this table. Beginning in m. 26 

Sumaya makes a foray into die tonal center of D. Given the key of C major, a passage in 

D major is interesting. What makes it interesting is diat Sumaya seems to treat die tonal 

center widi ambiguity moving between the major and minor tonic (D and d) as well as the 

major and minor dominant (A and a); diis is a feature not inconsistent with Baroque 

music (La Rue 1992, 53). The passage begins convincingly in D major until the E^ 

progresses to the A minor chord, V /̂V to v. This is followed by a V^ to i and V''/V - v -

i. However, it concludes sft-ongly with a V' - 1 in D major in preparation for a rettrni to 

the dominant. 

Table 5.8. Tonal Implications in De lasflores Refrain 

M. # 

1 

7 

14 

16 

22 

26 

35 

37 

41 

45 

51 

59 

Chord Progression 

C - G ^ - C - G ' - C - G 

G - C - F - B k - F - C - G 

G - A'' - d - G -̂ C - D'' - G 

G - A ' - d - G ' - C - F ' B t - C ' - F 

C ^ - F - C ' - F - F - C - g - G - C 

D - g - A'' - D - E^ - a - F - e - A ' -

d - E ' - a - d - e - A ' - D 

G-d - D^ - G 

G - d - F - C 

C 

C ' - F - C - b ° - C - G 

Ĝ  - C' - F ' - Bl, - F - C - G 

G - C - G - C - g - G - C 

Resultant Harmonic Progression 

C : I - V ' - I - V ' - I - V 

circle of 5"" from G to Bt to G 

circle of 5*' (AdGC) in choir I 

longer passage in choir 11 and III (AdGCFBt) 

C: V'̂ /IV - IV - VVIV - IV - I V - V - I 

D: I - i v - V ^ - 1 - V ^ A ' - v - I I I - i i - V ^ - i -

V^A' - V - i - ii - V^ - 1 (y/W in G) 

G : I - v - V ^ - I 

C: V - ii - IV I 

C:I 

C: V /̂IV - IV -1 - vii" -1 - V 

same progression as in m. 7, adding the use of 7*̂  

C: V - I - V - I - v - V - I 

In comparison to Sabio y amante, the earliest piece in this analysis, there is a 

distinct development toward the hierarchical harmonic strucmre of tonality. It is the 
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intention of Table 5.9 to demonstrate that De lasflores is ftilly within a tonal framework 

while Sabio y amante uses a modal cadential framework. 

Table 5.9. Cadential Comparison of Two Villancico Refrains 

Piece 
Sabio y 
amante 

De las 
flores 

Cadential sequence 
D - C - C - g - d - F - C - C - g -
Bt - B t -g 

G - G - F - C - D - G - C - C - G 
- G - C 

Resultant Progression 
V IV - IV - i - V - VII - IV - IV - i - III - m - i 

V V - IV - I - VA' - V - I - I - V - V - I 

Conclusion of the Transitional Analysis 

This final table seems to be the most concise summary of the assertion that 

Sumaya's music functions within a fransitional framework and exhibits the overiapping 

characteristics of the Renaissance and the Baroque. The extent of the Renaissance fraits 

dimmished the further Sumaya progressed into die eighteenth centiiry and the presence of 

Baroque ideals increased proportionally. These pieces span the years 1719-1729, 

presuming that the undated Pues que triunfo lies within these dates also. In practically 

every area this continuum holds true. Sabio y amante contains a 4-part texture, modal 

harmonies, and monodic influence. iQuien es aquella? moves further into the Baroque 

with a seven-part, two-choir setting that contains spans of harmonies that function tonally 

and increases the use of instruments to three of the seven parts. Further progress toward 

tonality is made in Pues que triunfo which is thoroughly homophonic and nearly divested 

of polyphonic imitation save one 12-measure passage. Finally, in the 3-choir De las 

flores from 1729 Sumaya uses the major-minor 7* and tonal progressions in a 

convincingly tonal display of homophonic textures. Thus, Sumaya is as pivotal a figure 
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in Mexico as Monteverdi was m Italy, in whose music the transition and adoption of a 

new style can be followed from its infancy to its maturity. 

Traits of Sumava's Villancico Style 

The analysis to this point has been directed at comprehending the basic nature of 

each piece and discussing the relevant characteristics diat help to place it within the 

broader view of a stylistic fransition. Renaissance to Baroque. But what is also apparent 

is that several compositional fraits occur with enough frequency that they need to be 

examined as potential style traits unique to Sumaya, even though there is still a large 

amount of music that needs to be transcribed and smdied. While they may or may not 

prove to be imique to Sumaya, these examples are certainly persuasive and clear enough 

to view as early evidence of his transitional style that more intensive smdy may verify. 

Cadential Cross-Relations 

"Close juxtaposition of major and minor forms of a chord and various types of 

cross-relation - not excluding vertical major-minor clashes - were favoured expressive 

devices; they were to become much rarer towards the end of the [seventeenth] century 

without, however, varushing altogether" {The New Grove Dictionary of Music and 

Musicians, 2"^ ed., s.v. "Musica Ficta"). Sumaya's music is proof that diey did not 

vanish completely. The appearance of cross-relations at final or major cadences occurs in 

every piece except the earliest, Sabio y amante, and continues in many works found in 

the Oaxaca cathedral archive and published by Tello (1994). Not only is it a favorite 
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device for Sumaya, it is applied with an almost singular technique. Of die twelve 

instances found only two do not fit a certain pattem. 

In eleven instances, the device occurs in the dominant chord before the movement 

to the tonic. On beat 1 die natiiral 7'*' scale degree in an inner voice produces a mmor 

dominant. On the following beat the leading tone 7"' is introduced in anodier voice. This 

major dominant (V) then resolves to the tonic on the downbeat in the next measure. In 

iQuien es aquella?, Pues que triunfo, and De lasflores this occurs on the last cadence of 

the refram. Additionally, in De lasflores there are two other cadences in the refrain that 

have a cross-relation. Pues que triunfo has a second occurrence at the close of the verse, 

which is the only time it appears outside die refrain in any piece. Example 5.18 shows 

the essential voices in the cadence as it appears in iQuien es aquella?. The natural 7^ 

occurs on beat 1 of m. 108 in the Alto 2. On beat 2 the leading-tone is infroduced in the 

Soprano 1. 

Example 5.18. Cadential Cross Relation 

107 108 109 

Al to l 

Soprano 2 

Alto 2 

\ ::a = ^ 

so -les, con ra yos. 

" ^ ^ ^ ^ 

ra -yos, con ra 

5 

yos. 

ra 

^ 
^ 

yos. 
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Interestingly, of those published by Tello from the Oaxacan archive, it occurs in 

every villancico with six or more voices. In m. 38 of Del vago eminente it is placed in 

the cadential sequence but not in the chord immediately preceding the final cadence. It 

occurs in the same measure m Angelicas milicias and twice in Celebren, publiquen (mm. 

26 and 45). The one in m. 26 is slightly varied widi the insertion of a V/V chord between 

the minor V and major V. Albricias mortales contains the only use on a chord other than 

the dominant. In that piece the first of die two examples (mm. 23-25 and 56) employs the 

device on the tonic with the resultant progression of i V'/V - V^ - 1 , which, due to the 

fact that the natural 7"̂  is a half note, has an even more striking effect. Perhaps there is 

some coimection to its use in larger villancicos since in the examples I smdied it only 

occurred in villancicos with 6 or more voices. 

Cadential Melodic Movements 

Closely related to the use of cross-relations is the way in which they are 

introduced and resolved. Sumaya is almost uniform in the way he does this and in the 

other melodic movements found at these, and other, cadence points. Using Example 5.18 

above we can see these feamres. As noted, the ^ scale degree always occurs in an inner 

voice, m this case the alto 2. The complete pattem is actually a rise and descent that 

begins in m. 107: 5-6- h 7-6-5. The other voice involved in the cross-relation is most 

commonly in the top voice, as it appears here, with the melodic motion of 1-7-1. Two 

other feamres commonly appear. They are bodi seen in the motion of the soprano 2: 2-3-

4-3. This line is distinctive because ft contrasts the descending line of die j| 7 and ft is the 
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concluding motion of the cadence. The final featiire to note is the conclusion of diis line 

on the 3"* scale degree in the highest voice. Since this cadence is most commonly the 

final cadence of the refrain, and therefore of die piece also, it gives a unique quality to die 

closing cadence. Perhaps what makes it even more pronounced is the movmg line diat 

precedes it. It pulls the ear to that voice and makes die fmal note seem more 

pronounced.' 

Not only do similar melodic movements occur in every other cross-relation 

cadence, the two cases in Pues que triunfo use die exact same figures as the example 

above from iQuien es aquella?: although the movements occur in different voices. 

Overall, every cadence has the h 7 figure. In some ft is 5-6- h 7-6-5 while in others it 

continues further: 5-6- h 7-6-5-4-3. The figure that moves to the 3'̂ '' has several variations 

that descend or ascend to the 3'̂ '* with longer or shorter movements. The complete listing 

is found below in Table 5.10. These same figures also do occur at other cadential points 

that do not have a cross-relation. iQuien es aquella? has another cadence in m. 74 that 

resembles it in every way except the h 7 figure while O que milagro, another piece from 

the Esfrada collection, and Celebren. publiquen both use only some of the melodic 

figures. 

' There is a marked tendency for the highest voice to cadence on the 3''' throughout his pieces. In 
Quien es aquella the cadences in m. 16, 30, 32, and the series of cadential figures from mm. 44-53 show 
this tendency. While these other uses could be significant, it is the use at these major cadential points that 
seems most important. If indeed this is a particularly uncommon use it could indicate either a personal 
preference or perhaps a reflection of the musical culture in Mexico. 
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Table 5.10. Cadential Melodic Movements in Sumaya's Villancicos 

Location 

iQuien? m. 74 

iQuien? m. 108 

De lasflores m. 25 

De lasflores m. 36 

De lasflores m. 65 

Pues que m. 71 

Pues que m. 90 

Celebren m. 6 

Celebren m. 45 

Albricias m. 56 

Angelicas, m. 38 

O que milagro m. 51 

|| 7 Figure 

(or other) 

3-2-1 inT2 

1,7-6-5 in A2 

J, 7-6-5-4-3 in A3 

1̂  7-6-5 in A3 

(continues in T2) 

1, 7-6-5 in A2 

(continues in A3) 

M 7-6-5 in A2 

Ij 7-6-5 in S2 

^ 7-6-5-4-3 in T2 

[, 7-6-5-4-3 in T2 

(doubled in VI2) 

1, 7-6-5-4-3 in T2 

j, 7-6-5 T2 

Leading 

Tone Figure 

I-7-I inAl 

1-7-1 inAl 

1-7-1 in A2 

1-7-1 inTl 

1-7-1 inA2 

1-7-1 inTl 

1-7-1 inTl 

1-7-1 in SI 

1-7-1 inA2 

Movement to 3"* 

5-4-3-2-3 in SI 

2-3-4-3 in S2 

2-3 in S2 

5-4-5-4-3 in T2 

(dovetails w/A3) 

2-3 in S2 

5-6-5-4-3 in A3 

(dovetails w/A2) 

2-3-4-3 in S2 

2-3-4-3 in Tl 

2-3-4-3-2-3 in Al 

5-4-3 in S2 

2-3-4-3 in S2 

Highest 

Chord Tone 

3 

3 

5 in S3 

1 

5 in S3 

3 

5inS2 

1 inS2 

1 inS2 

1 inS2 

(3 in Trpt) 

3 in S2,V11 

Use of Melodic Sequences 

A favorite device of Sumaya was the use of a descending sequence to build 

melodic phrases. They are further characterized by the combination of these sequences 

with imitation in other voices. As Schenker made clear in his writings, the descending 

line carries with it a sense of motion toward an end so it is not surprising that many of 

these passages occur before major cadential points. The passage leading to the close of 

the refrain in Pues que triunfo is an excellent example (Example 5.19). The melody, fust 
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heard earlier in the piece, is a simple ascending step that is sequenced down diree thnes, 

widi omamemation, and then inverted on die fourth repetition to descend by 

Example 5.19. Descendmg Melodic Sequence in Pues que triunfo 

64 
ti J iJ- ^ I J 

y ve r̂ n su be lie za y su gra cla 

Step to B-flat, thus completing a 5* descent from the initial note of F. Beginnmg with the 

tenor 1, it is then imitated in a stretto passage by each of the vocal parts. It approaches 

die final cadence widi a final fragmented statement by the tenor 1 to bring the piece to a 

close. Although there is not a good example in Sabio y amante, perhaps because it relies 

so heavily on imitation as a method of growth, die other three pieces smdied here contain 

fifteen examples of this device ranging from two measure passages to five and nine 

measure passages. 

Additionally, Tello's transcriptions also show significant use of this device. The 

most well known passage comes from the closing measures of Celebren, publiquen 

where the descending sequence is combined with the harmonic use of the chcle of 5'*'\ 

The final nine measures of the refrain use the text "por pura, por reina, por vhgen, por 

madre." Each word pair is set to an energetic sixteenth-note figure, which is sequenced 

down by step for each of the four sets. The initial three measure passage by choir I is 

followed by an imitating passage by choir II shown in Example 5.20. Then, immediately 

following this example, both choirs join together for a dynamic, descending rush to the 

final cadence. Throughout the passage the harmonies continuously descend by 5"'^ 

Though never fiilly completing a chcle of 5"̂ ^ it moves through a partial segment several 
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times and relies heavily on the use of secondary dominants. These splendid sequences 

are an example of die rhythmic energy that infuses all of Sumaya's villancicos. 

Example 5.20. Descending Sequence in Celebren, publiquen 

per pu ra, por rei na, per vir gen, por ma dre 

por pu ra, por rei na, por vir gen.por ma 

Altemating Figure 

There is one additional melodic figure that warrants mentioning and can be 

thought of as a subset of these sequences. While it perhaps is not pervasive enough to be 

called a trademark figure, it does occur in five choral villancicos among the sixteen with 

which I am familiar. The figure is an altemation between two adjacent notes, usually 

descending, like a measured trill that is always sequenced down by step. iQuien es 

aquella? has a wonderfully invigorating example. It occurs when die alto 1 and the bass 
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1 frade the altemating eighth-note figure (Example 5.21). This in tum is followed by a 

different descending sequence in mm. 57-62 which is then followed by a remm of the 

Example 5.21. Altemating Figure in ^iQuien es aquella? 

48 so 52 

^ w-m 
^ - ^ 

^J;;[l>jJjJJ. 

^ 

La paz_ en el ar - co, a -mor_en_ la s_ fie- chas.ia nie - ve enlo 

cr t rcr f r ,(i|Q'tr& m 
same altemating figure in mm. 47-54, this time fraded between choirs as it closes the 

refrain. Another example can be seen in Example 5.14 discussed earlier. 

Rhythmic Figures 

Sumaya's melodic sequences often employ energetic rhythms. The oscillating 

figures just examined and, especially, the closing sequence of Celebren, publiquen 

(Example 5.20) are good examples. As noted much earlier during the discussion of 

iQuien es aquella?, there is an almost dance-like quality to diese villancicos. The most 

pronoimced traits I have observed to date are a pronounced stress of beat 2 in triple meter 

and eighdi-sixteenth rhythms in common meter. 

In triple meter there are extended passages and recurring mstances of rhythms that 

sfress beat 2. Example 5.17 (above) is a passage in which the continuo line has a quarter-

half pattem that extends for nine measures: two measures beyond die example. 

Additionally, it is common for Sumaya to begin a new phrase on beat 2 widi a dotted 

quarter-eighdi note rhythm as seen in Example 5.22 and Example 5.23. In Example 5.19 

(above) Sumaya places the text "y verdn" at the beginning of the measure when syllabic 
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stress should dictate that die fust syllable,"/', be placed as a pickup to "verdn." Instead 

it occurs with the quarter-half pattem beginning on beat 1. 

Example 5.22. Enfrance on 2 in De lasflores 

26 

m 5 

que la Rei na del Cie 

Example 5.23. Enfrance on 2 in Sabioy amante 

go que da co 

The other pattem occurs in practically every common meter piece I have seen by 

Sumaya, especially concerted villancicos. In fact, Celebren, publiquen begins with this 

pattem (Example 5.24). The 8"'-16"'-16* / 8"'-8"' figure is sounded by all die msti-uments 

(trumpet, 3 violins, and continuo) in a martial call to praise. It is surely no coincidence 

that it appears in the concerted choral and solo villancicos since it is an instrumental 

figure like those that appear in the choral music of Bach. It appears only in De lasflores 

of the four villancicos transcribed here. 

Example 5.24. Martial-like Motive in Celebren. publiquen 

A more specialized smdy of Spanish and Mexican villancicos would be necessary 

to determine if some of these rhythmic featiires are derivative from the larger geme or if 

they are specific to Mexico. A detailed study of other composftions by contemporary 

composers would be necessary to draw any definite conclusions. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY 

The main factors diat combmed to create the society in Mexico also caused a 

resistance to change that had a profound affect on die music composed during the 

Colonial Period. The military conquest by Cortes was followed by the spirimal conquest 

of the church and the economic exploitation by the Crown, in the midst of which music 

had become a central element. Early missionaries such as Pedro de Gante discovered the 

Indians had a love and nearly endless aptimde for music and used that knowledge as a 

tool for conversion and later for edification of the lives and spirits of the new converts. 

The sacred European music tradition used by Spain was quickly established in Mexico 

and its cultivation was fiirthered by the discouragement of many native elements. 

Suppression of native customs and traditions coincided with the establishment of 

Medieval Spanish ideals, which included the conservative practices of the church. In 

their effort to assert their will on the Mexican people the church and the state adopted an 

unofficial policy of conservatism seen quite clearly in the examen de oposicion used to 

select new chapelmasters. The church stubbornly held on to the ideas of the 

predominance of plainchant and polyphony that had reigned from the beginning of die 

Renaissance. From the early sixteenth-century chapelmasters such as Hernando Franco 

until the time of Sumaya in the eighteenth century, the use of chant and modal polyphony 

predominated in all the sacred music of Mexico. 
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Under die mle of the Hapsburg kings. Spam had conquered and converted Mexico 

and many other parts of the worid and established there a conservative, religious 

audiority. Theh dynasty ended widi Charles II and die ascension of Bourbon king Philip 

V to die Spanish throne in 1701. This turned the tide of conservatism at the very moment 

Manuel de Sumaya was smdying and preparing to reach the pinnacle of Mexico's 

musical world as Mexico City chapehnaster. The prima prattica style contmued to hold 

die central emphasis in the litiugy of the church during the eariy 1700s in Mexico but ft 

quickly began to give way to new ideas in both Spain and Mexico that had been 

spreading from Italy since the early 1600s. As a non-limrgical form, the villancico was 

perfectly suited for composers who wished to incorporate new compositional ideas. 

Sumaya's villancicos, performed at sacred festivals, are the first musical evidence of the 

Italian Baroque that began to infiltrate the conservative practices of the Mexican church. 

When they are examined closely it is clear that they retain many Renaissance 

characteristics which were a part of the Spanish-style villancico, e.g., imitative 

polyphony, modal harmonies, and colle voce inclusion of instmments. 

The transitional namre of his work becomes more apparent as the mix of elements 

changes from his earlier works to his later works. These works stand out for their 

inclusion of basso continuo, more homophonic framework, tonal harmonies, and 

independent instrumental parts. As the date of composition advances, so does the greater 

inclusion of these typically Baroque elements in his villancicos. And while the early 

indications of this change can be seen in Antonio de Salazar's music in the 1690s, it was 

not fully realized until after Sumaya became chapelmaster in 1715, well after its initiation 
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in Europe but just behind that of Spain. Thus, the genesis of the Mexican Baroque is 

evident in Sumaya's music and it warrants careful and considerate study, not just for its 

transitional nature but also for its innate worth. Now resurrected from the dust of 

oblivion, his music has begim to be recognized for its clarity, innovation, and brilliant 

polychoral style. While his compositional style includes many traditional Baroque 

features such as basso continuo and use of the major-minor 7"', his own distinct style can 

be seen in his use of altemation figures, cross relations, and melodic sequences. 

Researchers such as Esfrada, Stevenson, and Russell have asserted that Sumaya 

could be one of the greatest composers of the entire Colonial Period. As more of 

Sumaya's music, and that of his contemporaries both in Mexico and in Spain, is 

franscribed into the modem light of scholarship and performance, ft is likely that more 

evidence will emerge to support these claims. This should undoubtedly include more of 

his solo villancicos, beyond the scope of consideration of this dissertation but filled with 

some of the most forward looking vocal and instrumental elements aptly described by the 

term cantada-villancico. At this point, Sumaya remains a pivotal figure in Mexico due to 

Partenope and to the emerging elements of die Baroque style he infused into his music. 

These are found in the transcriptions of Tello and Russell as well as the pieces 

transcribed in this dissertation. 
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APPENDIX A 

PERFORMANCE EDITIONS 
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Performance Edition Note.s 

Manuscript Characteristics of Sabio v amante fue Pedro 

The title page states, "Villancico for 4 to Sefior Saint Peter, Sabio y Amante fiie 

Pedro, by the Seiior Maestro Don Manuel de Sumaya, 1719" (some words are 

abbreviated). There is also a note that there are four papers, which must be front and 

back because there are eight microfilmed pages. The condition of this piece is quite poor 

in microfilm due to a dark band that stretches across the middle of the pages. It has the 

appearance of a water stain on the manuscript. In several places, the only reason the text 

is known is from the repetition of die same phrase at the end of each section. This piece 

resembles those that Tello (1994) regards to be the handwriting of Sumaya. The music is 

in white mensural notation. Filled-in note heads are used fahly consistently as 

indications of a hemiola. 

As with nearly all of these pieces, there is one page for the refrain and another for 

the verses. The second tenor, which does not sing any verses, has only one staff on what 

should be the verses page titled, "Response to each verse; of the solos;" In general there 

are very few articulations noted in the manuscript. There are four to five slurs in each 

part that clarify the texting and fermatas that mark the end of each section. The majority 

of the accidentals are flats on E, sharps on F and naturals on B. Strangely, only one note 

in the bass part is figured (m. 17) and ft appears to be incorrect. Table A.l lists each 

editorial decision in the piece. Additionally, there are several marks on each part that 

look like a circle with an X inside resting on the top fine. My presumption is that these 

were made by the copyist in order to maintain his place while copying. 
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Table A. 1 Editorial Notes for Sabio y amante fue Pedro 

Measure(s) 
General 
Note 

5, 36, 50, 
87, 123 

5,6 

14 

17 

35 

40 
46 

50 

Voice 
All 

Tenor 1 

Bass 

Tenor 1 

Afto, 
Bass 

Tenor 1 

Tenor 2 
Bass 

Bass 

Editorial Notes 

In the few instances where there were differences in the 
spelling between Colonial and modem Spanish, the 
modem spelling was used in this transcription. 
The sharps were in the MSS. In modem notation it 
results in a Bh. 

These sharps are necessary to maintain the G major 
tonality established in m. 4 that lead to the cadence, D-
G-C, in mm. 5-7. They were probably inadvertently 
left off or assumed to continue through the bass 
passage begun in m. 4. 
The MSS actually has an A and a B\, superimposed, 
probably due to a mistake, then correction, by the 
copyist. Stylistically the B|, makes more sense as it 
creates the frame of a major-minor seventh chord. 

The "3 flat" is written in the MSS and it is the only 
figuring of the bass part. It makes best harmonic sense 
that the copyist was mistaken and acmally meant the 
flat for the E in the alto on beat 2 
The syllable "si" was written on beat three at one point; 
it looks as if it was erased and the "no" was extended. 

See m. 5 Tenor 1 note. 
The MSS water stains blurred this measure. The flat is 
inferted from the E\, in the Tenor 1 on b.2. 
This F, while it appears to be a mistake is acmally the 
7* of the chord on beat two. It appears two more times 
in the MSS exactly the same: mm. 87 and 123. 
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Table A. 1 Continued 

Measure(s) 
51,52 

60, 102 
66,67 

74,75 
77 

83 

87 

88,89 

105 

110 

113 
124,125 

Voice 
Alto 

Bass 

Bass 

Tenor2 
Tenor2 

Bass 

Alto 

Alto 
Bass 

Alto 

Tenor 2 
Alto 

Editorial Notes 

There is no indication of a sharp in the MSS. Consider: 
1) the importance of this closing cadence 2) a very 
similar cadence in mm. 13-15 that uses F|| 3) even in 
the older Renaissance practice common practice was to 
raise the leading tone, especially at a final cadence 4) 
every other hemiola in this sequence is a leading tone 
figure. 

See m.5, Tenor 1 note. 

This flat was probably left out, it is inconsistent to have 
use E\, in mm. 65 and 68 but not mm. 66 and 67. It 
could have been an omission or assumed to be a 
continuation of the flat in m. 65. 

See notes on m.51, 52. It is the same progression here. 
The previous statement of this exact same phrase in 
m.39 has a sharp notated. This sharp in modem 
notation results in a Bk 
No flat is written, it is inferred from the E|, in the Tenor 
1 on beat 2. 
Due to a smudge on the microfilm two notes are 
possible. This is the most logical solution. 
See note on mm. 51, 52. 
There was one extra measure in the bass part. The E 
and F were repeated in the MSS. When these were 
removed the piece lined up precisely. 
See note on mm. 51, 52. It is a stronger case here with 
the presence of an F-sharp in mm. 109 and 111. 

See note on m. 77. 
See note on mm. 51 and 52. 
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Transcription Notes for jOuien es aquella Paloma^ 

This was originally wriften widi only B-flat indicated m the key signature diough 

it mainly functioned as if in the key of G minor. G minor, with its two flats, was used in 

the analysis as a more exact point of reference for comparison to the other pieces and for 

accuracy. In the performance edition diat follows the key of B-flat minor is used. Since 

the piece functioned in a key different from the key signamre there are some differences 

in the alterations as they would have appeared in the MSS. All the E-flats that were 

notated in the original MSS. were not specifically notated in the transcription. It follows, 

then, that all E's in the original were franscribed here using a preceding natural sign. In 

this edition in B-flat minor, consequently, all G flats would have received an alteration 

(flat) in the manuscript while G namrals would have appeared without alteration. All 

alterations in parenthesis are reminders only. The key of B-flat minor was chosen to 

place the piece in the most effective range for mixed choirs who do not rely on only boys 

and men as Sumaya did. 

Manuscript Characteristics of jOuien es aquella Paloma? 

The manuscript is generally in very neat, white mensural notation. There were 

only two small spots where water, 1 assume, has darkened the parchment causing a dark 

spot on the microfilm. There is irregular use of bar lines that are concentrated in sections 

with moving eighdi notes which, no doubt, helped the performers to keep their place. As 

another point to emphasize the nature of notational development, die alto 2 refrain has a 

modem namral sign in the second staff, m.30. This is one of the few occurrences m 
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Sumaya's music I have seen. As is common in his early music, there are no indications 

of dynamics or tempi, only an occasional slur to indicate text placement. The 

accompaniment is not figured. Table A.2 explains each editorial decision made in the 

franscription. 

Table A.2 Editorial Notes for iQuien es aquella Paloma? 

Measure(s) 
General 
Note 

1-109 

10 

20,22 

29 

36 

37 
39 

50 

61 

Voice 
All 

All 

Alto 2 

Ace, 
Bass 2 

Tenor 2 

Bass 1 

Bass 1 
Alto 2 

Altol 

Ace. 

Editorial Notes 

In the few instances where there were differences in the 
spelling between Colonial and modem Spanish, the 
modem spelling was used in this transcription. 
This was originally written with only B], in the key 
signature. It is transposed a minor 3''' higher. 
An Ajj would be in keeping with the chords in mm. 9 
and 11 but no namral is indicated. As Aj, it retains a 
modal flavor (lowering the tone on a descending line) 
and as Ak it retains the tonal color of the passage. 
In the original these notes would have been On but it is 
clearly notated as Gj, in the Bass 1 (m. 20) and Alto 2 
(m. 22). 
El, is written but the F fits within the Dl, chord and 
makes more melodic sense. 
In the MSS the E\, was notated as a half note which 
created an extra beat in m. 37 and would have called for 
a tie across the bar. Probably the copyist forgot the stem 
creating a half note instead of a quarter note (this is the 
case in mensural notation). 

See m. 36. 
An Aj, is written but does not fit die Bl, triad. The Q^ 
maintains the parallel melodic motion of the other 
voices and fits the chord. 
Though Q^ would fit the sequence, ft was specifically 
notated Gj, by Sumaya. 
The Q, was indicated but Gl, is needed to match the 
other parts. 
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Table A.2 Continued 

Measure(s) 
68 

86 

92 

95 

97 

108 

Voice 
Tenor 2 

Ace. 

Ace. 

Alto 2 

Altol 

Alto 2 

Editorial Notes 

C was written but was probably a mistake given the Gj, 
triad. 
Gi| was indicated but Gj, is needed to match the other 
parts. 

The 3[| is inferred from the Dij in m. 93 to realize the bass 
line. It matches the dominant seventh to tonic 
progression dirough the circle of fifths that begins here 
and continues through m. 103. 

The flat on G is not in the MSS but is implied in the 
measure before and after. It also copies the sequenced 
pattem in m. 93 with this alteration. 
No natural was indicated but ft is needed to match the 
tenor 2. 
This is a unique cadential figure that is common in 
Sumaya's music. The natural 7"̂  is approached by an 
inner voice from below on beat one and resolves down. 
Then, on beat two the raised 7* is approached from 
above to create a leading tone cadence. This also 
creates the cross relation from beat one to two. 

Manuscript Characteristics of Pues que triunfo de las sombras 

The transitional nature of the notational practices during Sumaya's time are 

evident in this piece. The refrain in each part is written in white mensural notation while 

the verses are written in a nearly modern notation. The only remnant of mensural 

notation is the occasional use of mensural rests for a 3- or 4-measure rest. It appears as if 

both parts were from the same copyist so perhaps the regular choir members could not 

read the modern notation, maybe it was not taught at the escoleta, while the more 

advanced soloist sang the refrain as was commonly practiced. This same use of mensural 
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notation for the refrain and modem for the verses can be found in several other pieces by 

Sumaya in the Esfrada collection. The accompaniment part has five places where the 

bass line is figured, also in die verses. They include "6-flat" and "3-sharp." A complete 

listing of editorial decisions follows in Table A.3. 

Table A.3 Editorial Notes for Pues que triunfo de las sombras 

Measure(s) 
General 
Note 

39 

63,64 
42 

79 

81 

85 

61 

62 

Voice 
All 

Tenor 1 

Bass 1 
Bass 2, 
Ace. 
Tenor 1 

Tenor 1 

Bass 2, 
Ace. 

Bass 2, 
Ace. 
Tenor 1 

Editorial Notes 

In the few instances where there were differences in the 
spelling between Colonial and modem Spanish, the 
modem spelling was used in this transcription. 
This sharp is inferred from the sharp four beats before 
and because it fits the sequence. 

The namral is inferred from beat 1 of m. 63 
This flat is indicated in the alto 2 part but not in these 
two parts. 

The MSS does not indicate an accidental so the pickup 
Fa in m. 78 is not retained due to the harmonic structure 
in the other parts. 

As in m. 79, no accidental is indicated though the flat 
fits the other parts. 
The flat is not printed following the sharp (transcribed 
as a natural) indicated on beat 1. This flat is inferred 
from beat 4 in the tenor 2 which does have a Bl,. 
The tri-tone leap from Bl, to Eh seems out of place. No 
flat is indicated until m. 62 in the tenor 1. 
There is a flat noted on the last half of beat 2 and in m. 
63 but not on beat 1 of m. 62. It is added to match those 
and to avoid the fri-tone listed in m. 61. 
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Manuscript Characteristics of De las flores v estrellas 

This is one of die cleanest MSS. by Sumaya. The notes and text are clear and 

well-drawn and everydimg is evenly spaced and neat. The tide page clearly, and with a 

more elaborate flourish than many other MSS., states "Villancico for 11 / To the Glorious 

Assumption of Our Lady. / De las flores, y estrellas. / By the S.' M.° D." Manuel de 

Sumaya. / Year 1729." As noted in Table A.5, there are only two apparent mistakes in 

die manuscript and given the neatness of the papers and the well-scripted tide page it 

could indicate diat diis piece was used for some special purpose. Another interesting 

feature is that the printing of "Sumaya" in the top right comer of each MSS. page appears 

in distinctly different handwriting. All but two appear to be die same writer as the title 

page while the alto 1 and tenor 1 are each unique. 

Table A.5 Editorial Notes for De las flores y estrellas 

Measure(s) 
General 
Note 

55 

56 

Voice 
All 

Tenor 1 

Alto 2 

Comment 

In the few instances where there were differences in the 
spelling between Colonial and modem Spanish, the 
modem spelling was used in this transcription. 
The Bl, is not written but is implied from the previous 
measure. 

The Bl, is not written but echo's the tenor 1 in m. 55. 
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Sabio y amante fue Pedro 

Refrain 
^- Alto 

Manuel de Sumaya, 1719 
trans. Michael Dean 

m 
V Tenor 1 i^r r Ir I . n r ^'V'l J ' I f f ^ P ^ 

Tenor 2 
Sa bio y a man-te fue Pe dro en el mas al 

S 
' Bass 1 

T If r 
[«] 

ip 

^ ^ 
^ P 

to pri mor. ^Mas cual fue ma-yor. 

I rJ 
^ w ^ ^ 
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^ 
^ ^ 

Jii 
^ ? ^ ^ 

de Pe dro el sa ber, o de Pe dro el a - mor? 

11 ^^m 
? J J 

[̂ ] 

^ 
fe 

El a mor fue 
f 

P 

ci do 
# 

16 

^ E ^ ^ i T If r IT' f ^ 

i r 

^ r p^ i^^cJ 
21 

fue en cien 
0' 

cia mas e le 

i 
^ 

0 m 0 

P e^ 
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w^m 
mas el a mor ha sal va do 

26 
do 

d * 
^ ^ ? 

^ P^ 
mas por la 

i r p ^ i 
[•1 

Lue go que da co no-

31 
cien - cia ha su bi do 

i i 
Response 

f > — * — - — 
Pe dro el a 

,i J t 
de 

"hp Mr Pr W :si 

ci do que siem pre fue su per - ior 

^ ^ r ' i r r P 
36 

de Pe dro el sa-

^ # 
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f tĵ J I J J U-
mor, de Pe dro el amor, de Pe dro el a mor. 

;.Mas 

m ^ ^ I I ' ^ I I I ' ^ ^ 
4., ber, de Pe-dro el sa ber, de Pe dro el sa - ber 

^% J r~r IJ J p f^mm 
5 ^ 

Ad' f 
de Pe dro el a - mor, de Pe - dro el a 

cual fue ma yor, 
' ^ r i r f p 

de Pe dro el sa-

r ir LJcj ^ 
^ 

5 

46 

3 [̂1 
de Pe-dro el sa ber, de Pe-dro elsa-

ii ^ P ^ — ^ 
[*] 

[#] [»] r> 
^ ^ 

^ 

mor, de Pe dro el a mor? 

m 0—•• 

? 
ber o de Pe - dro el a mor? 

i ' . ! > J r ' r -̂ p I f 
ber o de Pe - dro el a mor? 

^ 
^ ^ 

5 ^ 
r>i 

^ 
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56 Verses 1,3 

56 

J J J i f J f • I f i"^ . r I i f-' r ir'w 
Por de jar y por se 
Pa ra He - gar - le a en tre 

gun-
gar. 

^ P i 

^ ^ 

m 
tan to 
Ha - ves 

J r ' I f f p 
61 

se He go a 
de cer - rar 

ex 
y 

al tar 
a brir 

mrn^m 

i 
que el pre-mio de a-
no se le vol-vio 

r i r ' T r 

# r r ir P r p 
66 

quel de jar fue si Ha del 
a in quir ir el sa ber si 

i ^ 

pre - SI 

no el 
dir. 

P^ ^ 
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-p p- ^w ^ t»1 I I I W| ^ 

71 

Lue - go se de be in - fer ir 
Lue - go en mas al to lu gar 

que o cu pa tro 
rei naen so ber 

no ma 
an o ar-

J J IJ W^ p 

E=^5 f f "*—* •0 0 _̂_Pf d 
de Pe - dro el a mor, -de Pe dro el a- mor, - - de-

[«] 

^ ^ r I r V p ? ^ «^—#-
yor de Pe 

76 dor 
dro el sa ber, de Pe - dro el sa ber, de Pe 

^ ^ f ^ ^ 
a4 

i r̂  =5 
V^ 

Pe dro el a 
O 

-mor. 

^ r -̂ P I f 
dro el sa ber. 

81 

? 

- 0 -
de- Pe 

«l 0 

dro -el a-

-*—L J ^ # s ̂
 

;Mas cual fue ma yor, 

r If Uu\ 
[k] 

de Pe-dro el sa-

? 
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' d * d—. 

J] 
I g 

[i] 
£ 

/ ^ 

mor. 

^ 

de Pe dro el a -mor, -de Pe-+ 
de Pe 

r I f f p' r? 
dro - el a mor? 

P P 

^ 

dro el sa ber, o de Pe dro el a - mor'' 

J'i J. I r ir J. " 
86 

ber, de 
r i r -̂ p I f 

^ 

Pe-dro el sa ber, o de Pe dro el a mor? 

^̂  * ^ ^ 
^ 

Verses 2, •̂ 

« < — # • 

"* 9 

Por lo que al can - zo en-ten der 
Cuan-do en doc to res-plan dor 

^ 
/O 

P^P ^ 

f # -s> --̂ ^̂ ^ W * 
su a mor mas sin 

"* p-
gu 
fe sar, 

lar. 
—* '— 
que el a 

a Cris • 

fue 
su pe Pe - dro con 

^ P mz: 
^ 

:]'^~gr 
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-¥d- $ 
•^^'' "o P"e de es tar dis-tan te del co no 

lai to alli fue al can - zar por-que alli fue me 
re 

f J J h i 5 
0 O- p 

cer; 

cer. 

^ 
P J J i| 

[*] y a - sf se de be ere er, que eje se dio en to 
y a - SI de el se po se er so lo fue el me 

^ P? ^ 
^ ^ 

;5 
Response 

a4 

f t £ 
T* * 

de Pe - dro el a 
—• 0 
dro el a-do ri 

dio me 
gor 
jor 

mor, de Pe 

w 
^ ^ ^ r 1 r f P ' P ^ 

p 
a4 

de Pe dro el sa ber, de Pe - dro el sa 

J N r p i ^ 
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£ t 
mor, de Pe-dro el a mor. de Pe 

§ kJ J^^l f 

^ 

(.Mas cual fue ma yor, 

i r^r ' P $ 

116 
ber, de Pe dro el sa ber 

^ 
de 

n^^m ¥ 

* 0 
5 

m J n / ] I I h 3 
^ d dj J :-^^-44L-J 

[it] 

1 1 ^ ' " ^ " t t 
:£ 

dro el a mor, de Pe-dro el a mor, de Pe dro el a-

^ ^ r i f f p I ^ 
P M 0 

^ 

de Pe dro el sa ber, o de Pe - dro el a 

r I r -̂ p ^ 

121 
Pe-dro el sa ber, de Pe-dro el sa ber, o de Pe dro el a-

^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ 

-9 P 

/ O 

mor.' 

r^ 

126 
mor? 

^ = ^ 
0^ 

S ¥ 
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iQuien es aquella Paloma? 

J, Refrain 

Manuel de Sumaya 
trans. Michael Dean 

Alto 1 

Bass 1 

Soprano 2 

Alto 2 

Tenor 2 

tQuien es a- quel la pa- lo-maqueen un lien- zo se 

n>k i! f J. i j j J ĵ \^ ^ 
SZJ-

t* 
^ 

t * m 
t* 

^ 

•>• ^' ' l>| Si Bass 2 

Accompaniment V' t,̂ [̂ k ^ J Ĵ 5 

J 
PP 

^ fe #5 

^ 

^^m 

mues nos tra, 

^M 

iQuien es 

iQuien es 

S 

a 

i 
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J, 
^ 

10 11 12 

^ 

que en un 
» • , 

t * 
^ p^if r "̂  - ' i f ^ 

iQuien es a que - Ha pa - lo ma que en un lien - zo 

P^ 
que Ha pa lo. 

- ^ • 

5 
J I ),i|j 
d J. ¥ ^ J F ^ 

^ 
c ^ s S 

ma que en un lien - zo 

que 11a pa lo ma que en un lien - zo se nos ^m • ^'\K I # 

^S ̂ 

^ • m 
m 

j \ tfc 
74 15 

lien 
^ ? 

zo se nos. 

-&^ 

mues 

^ ^ , ^ 

16 

tra, que a 

^ 
^ 

v ^ — ^ 
E=^ 

se nos mues 

t * ^ 

tra. 

M 
se 

^ 

nos mues 

ISI 

tra. 

S 
mues tra. 
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J''r. 
^\K I .J J 

18 19 20 

-d d-

lum - bra los cie - los y a le gra la 
m^S^ i- > 

EE 

t * 

tie 

^ 

1 ^ m 
^m ^ 

V^ J-i.h ^ ^ 

w 

^ ^ s 
22 23 24 

ra.' 

' / Î'l.h J-m 
t * 

^ J J I I J 
^ 

^ ^ 

que a lum bra los cie los y a le gra la 

f^ 
que a lum bra los cie los y a e gra la 

P 2 ^ 

^f f i 
que a lum bra los cie los y a le gra la 

? ^ ff 

w 
.v̂  L'-i.̂ , ^ i s ^ ^ 
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25. 

ifte 
26 27 28 

Es nie ve y es _ ro - sa. 

^ ^ U^^ 

t * 
tier ra? 

2=? 

tier 

t * 
ra.' 

es 

^ 

es 

^ P 
tier ra.' 

') A.h ^ r 
es 

£5 
•-'̂  ^" i .^ J f J r i L J i 

^ 

^ 9 / ^ 30 31 32 m m ^ 

es fie - cha y es ar co. 

^ ^ i ̂ m ^ 

# 
^ m v^ 
paz y fi- ne za, es 

^ W 
paz y fi- ne za. 

^ ^ 
paz y fi- ne za 

^ ^ 

^m ^ 

f 
B 

es 

es 
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i iffc 

m 

34 35 

f ^ ^ ^ 
36 

^ 

t̂  
fuen te yes- tre 

(| ^\K p [ J [ _ p ^ ^ 
Ha. 

5 

fuen te y es - tre Ha. 

E ? Ŝ 
fuen te y es tre Ha. 

^ ^ ^ ^ l I f ^ 

'•'̂ '̂1̂  r r 

^ 7 . 
tffc 

5S 59 40 

dor nan. 

^ ^^ ^ 
^ 

kk 
n 

^ m ^ r p i f - p ^ 

tt 
Paz y a mor la ce le 

E ^ ^ tjJ •̂  5 
FP* 

^ 

Paz y a mor la ce - le 

m m ^ 
Paz y a mor la ce m le 

^ ^ ^ # 
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^ ^ ^ ^ 

42 

^a 
^ 

J J J ^^* 
Ar coy fle cha_ la 

43 

m^ 
bran. 

i 
bran. 

fe^ 
bran. 

-̂ M^V-i: 
^jg t v F ^ ^ 

4-̂  

nen. 

S 
Fuen te y 

m 
[ ^ 

Fuen te y 

P^ 
Fuen te y 

pi 
? 

.-̂ 5. 

^S ̂ 

iffc 

46 47 

La 

45, ^ ( ^ 

paz_ en el. 

> p I •• ff F 

luz la ro de 

Ms^ 
an. 

^ 
# i P 

luz la ro - de 

ifte I 
an. 

luz la ro - de 

'•'iSh r J- ^ 

^ 
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4% 

^S^i3i=± 

51 50 [*] 

[.I f ] _n j-j I j ^ 
52 

5 ^ ^ 

^ 

i* S^ 

s H 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

J'^ if* 
54 

^ 

55 56 

y luz 
/2_ 

S * d 

pu ro. en be He za. 

y J-'ik _ = 

g n IP 

^ 

La 

La 

J = ^ 

j •- J' ^ ^ 

La 

: ^ 
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J\ i* î  ^ 

58 

m 
e n — el ar- co. 

^ I ̂  ^ ^ J 

••>\\ L 
tf* 

E:^ P ^ 

? i# 
paz 

:^ 

paz 

1̂1 V o 

60 

RHtrr ' ^ ^ ^ 
en las fle-_chas. 

a mor 

a mor 

^ 

la 

la 

paz A mor 

^S 
la 

^iS ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^m ^ ^ ^ 

j'h te g 62 65 64 

^^E^ f 
en lo pu ro. 

•'•• \\\ ' r J C J - I J i ^ > 
te 

^ E ^ 

me - ve luz en be He 

te s Ĵ  T V \> d '^ 

nie - ve luz en be He 

te; 
nie - ve 

W 

#=H^ 
^ 

^ 

^ 

3 

^ 

luz en be He 
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>i 

te; 
La paz en el ar co. a-

^ 5 
^ ^ 

za. 

te 
La paz _ en el ar - co, 

P (P m a-

2=f 
^ 

za. 

^M 
La paz en el ar co 

UlSUJ m ^ 

^m r i- J ' i [ j ^ [_[fir J. P ^ ^ 

J'n 
^ 

70 71 

^ ^ 

72 

5 S JT 7J J ^J\^ r •w-m 

fle- chas, la nie - veen_ lo pu ro, y luz en be 

^S ^ m fe 
^ 

i ^ ^ 

mor en las fle - chas, la nie - ve en lo pu ro, y 

W ^ ^ J J ' P i p p r !"'• ^ ^ ^ 

mor en las fle-_chas, la nie-veen lo pu ro, y 

ffl^^^y^^^ J*w^ 
^ 

mor_ e n _ l a s_ fle-_chas, la nie- veen lo pu ro, y 

Sft; LfLTre;' i ' ' ^ 
s ^sE^^^^^^^m 

Ef ^ ^ 

f — 
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J^ i* 
74 75 

=2=>= 

lie 
^ 

^m -&^ 

za. 

^m 
luz en be 

luz en be 

lie 

He 

i* 

za. 

Zal 

za. 

76 
/CN 

"~"fO-

Cs 

/CN 

r̂\ 

P -iS^ 

luz en be He 

^p^ia ^ 

za. 

^ 

^S 
/T\ 

a S ^ ^ 
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J\ ^g 
78 79 

Lla 
A 

}l 1' III J p 
mas di - fun - de, 
ve nos gui - a, 

80 

lu 
fuen 
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Jh 
±Ffc 

86 87 88 

par - ce. 
mi - ra. 

ra 
luz 

If 

t'- J'l̂ l r J 
^ 1 

yos ob sten ta, 
nos a lien ta. 

i * PE^ 
so 
ma '̂1.̂  \ nn 

les 
dre 

so 
raa 

n^ i Ĵ i'p 
les 
dre. 

so 
ma 

lbs 
dre 

m 
S P ^ 
ffi fi?E; P i i 

iffc 
90 97 92 

:s=z: 

ra 
luz 

ra 
luz 

I a 
luz. 

^ ^ 

^ LTCJIp v _ ^ l 
y el 
Yen 

sa cro a 
a man- te 

te 
f n iLr 

mor que in -fun 
por- fi 

de, 
a 

ob 
a 

sten 
lien 

^ \<^ 

yos 

yos 

S 
*. 

S 

yos 

r J'g i.n E^ 
ii 
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J] i* 
^ 

94 95 96 

1^^ 1;̂  ^ ^ 

ta, 
ta. 

^ ^ ̂ 
^ 

es par 
nos tem 

ce, 
pla. 

cam 
nos 

pe 
mi 

} [J [ r I r r ' [J U' 
i* E3 

M 
ob 
a 

sten 
lien 

ta, 
ta 

P 

!> i b ^ 

es 
nos 

par 
tem-

^ 

ce, 
pla. 

IZZ 

±Ft 

ob 
a 

sten 
lien 

es 
nos. 

[•] 

^ 

par - ce, 
tem - pla. 

m^ 
6b 
a 

sten 
lien 

^F^ 

ta, 
ta, 

-e— 

es 
nos 

par 
tem 

ce, 
pla, 

m 
V= \}'ih 1̂ ^'1^ f̂ f-

^ ^ ^ W 9S 99 700 

de, a, 
ra, 

di 
nos 

fun 
gui 

y en 
y se 

^ ^ 

su 
mi 

^ ^M m m^ 
i J J-iJ ?̂ ^ ^ 

i* 
cam 
nos 

pe 
mi 

M 

53 
cam 
nos 

pe 
mi 

i 
di 

nos 
fun 
gP' 

^^^^^ 
^ 

de, 
a 

a, 
ra, 
-19-

di 
nos 

fun 
gui 

P 
de, 
a 

cam 
nos_ 

pe 
mi 

a, 
ra. 

di 
nos. 

fun de, 
gui a 

''̂  t ' l .^ > J-
^p=i ^ 

^ 
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i * 

lien zo 
ra en 

702 

se ad - mi ran 
el lien zo 

S 
los 
su -

705 

ma yos 
a ve 

104 

con 
cual 

^S P ^ >' I J J- i.J> I J ^ 

i f f c 

i* 
con 
cual 

lla 
m 

P 
I 

mas, con 
dre, cual 

iffc 
con 
cual 

lla
ma 

mas, con 
dre, cual s 

con 
cual 

lla
ma 

mas, con 
dre, cual 

^ ^ 

^ ^ 

706 

^ 

707 70S i!l 709 

^ =2=P= zipi 

yos. 
ve. 

lla- mas, con 
ma- dre, cual 

^ î^ 
lu - ces, con 
luz, cual 

so - les, con 
fuen- te, cual 

ra 
a 

ZẐ  

^ 
/C\ 

P P -s^ 

te^ 
lu - ces, con so - les, con 
luz, . cual fuen-te, cual 

ra - yos, con ra 
a ve, cual a 

i E 

irt 
lu - ces, con so - les, con ra 
luz, cual fuen - te, cual a 

s 2Z 

yos. 
ve. 

yos. 
ve. 

lu - ces, con so - les, 
luz, cual fuen - te, 

^ 

2 ts 

T r 

con ra 
cual a 

yos. 
ve. 

Ov 
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Pues que triunfo de las sombras 
A la Purissima concepcion 

Manuel de Sumaya 
trans. Michael Dean 

m J J J iJ. ; . j | J J J I 
ba, jcan - ten le sal va! 

m 
icSn - ten le 

—0 0 m 
^ ^ ^ ^ E 
jcdn - ten le sal 

m p 0 

jcSn - ten le sal 

P 
Va! ican - ten le sal 

^ 

^ -&^ 
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' MT 11 n j i ^ n | . n . n . n i ^ 
sal va! 

^ ^ 

jcdn-ten le sal va! 

^ J J J IJ j 
icin- ten le sal va! 

* : 
^ f 

icdn- ten 

•) I r r 
le sal va! 

^ 

J' i J J J I J- 1> 20 

P d 

pla yas icSn - ten le sal va! jcdn - ten le 

iiig=i ^ ^ 

J J J iJ 0 # 

jcSn - ten le sal va! jcSn - ten le sal 

m s s m 
icSn-ten le sal va! ;cdn- ten le sal - va!. 

^ 

P p- f 
m 

icdn-ten le sal va! jcdn- ten le sal 

m^ 
va! 

i 
^ 
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M 24 

^ 

sal 
(3 

^=^ 
P P 

-J IJ J ,J 1,1 J, iJ=A 
por - que a - plau - dan su triun fo con VO ces 

m 
por - que a - plau - dan su triun fo con vo 

^ L/ir r r 
m :^=^ 

^ 

por - que a- plau- dan su triun- fo con VO ces 

^ 

0 0 -P-

^ 

di 

1 ^ 

^ 

ican - ten le sal va! — 

^ 

28 

icin- ten le sal 

^ ^ ^ 

del in - gel, 

i J J I J. 1> 
icin- ten - le sal va!. 

t 
^^m 

icin- ten le sal va! — 

^ 

del 

^ ^ ^ 

del a ve, 

del a ve. 

del a ve. 
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i 5± 
32 

^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ^ 

hom - bre y del a 

S 
•L 

^ 

gua 

m 
jcSn - ten le sal - va!. 

y del gua 

d 4 

y del a 
^ 

gua 

r r I r P ^ 
^ ^ ^ 

jcdn- ten - le 

jcdn- ten le 

y del 

^ ^ 

gua jcSn- ten le 

g 
V 

^ 
- ^ 

^-J w 40 

^ 

i 
sal 

^ 
^ 

^ 

1 
sal va! 

S 
sal va! 

y ve ran su be lie za y su gra cia. 

^ ^ 

^ ^ 

-rr 

y ve 

S 
y ve 

^ 
y ve 
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JJ I J J. J) s 
y ve - rSn su be lie za y su 

^ 5 

^ • ^ F # J ^ 
r I '? I r T (̂  s 

rdn su be - lie 

^ 

za y su gra cia su be lie za y su 

u -0^ 4 
rSn su be lie z; ja y SI 

* sr 
su gra cia 

J i .J i -0-
su be lie za y su 

W^ ran su He za y su gra cia 
-<9-

su be 

^ ^ 

lie za y su 

^ ^ a i M 

S r -̂  'r 
u 

^ î  ^ 

gra cia 

')• I "r r- J-' I r J- P 
los cie - los 

p_ 
los ai res 

1 M r f ^m 
^ ^ a 

del Sn -gel , del 

^ 
gra cia 

gra cia 

P ^ 5 
del dn -gel . del 

^ P 
del Sn -ge l . del 

^ 

^ 

= ^ ^ ^ 

j f e E E E ^ 
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^ 
52 

la tier - ra 

:, ^ | J J. J'I J .1 
las pla -yas del a 

i 
^ ^ - / ' I J J •' I-' 

a ve. del liom- bre, las pla -yas del 

P^ ^ 5 :5 u 

P 

~ * — w 
del hom- bre, las pla -yas de! a 

a ve. 
P ^ 

^ 

del hom - bre, las pla - yas del a 

*• ^ 

S i E ^ 

^ ^ ^ 

^ r J- •̂ ' »= r 

^1 J J J . ^ 60 

gua, jcan - ten le 

^ 

sal 

J J J i J i i 
gua. jcdn- ten le sal va! sal 

"ST. 
gua. jcdn- ten le sal va! sal va! 

P P^ 

^ ^ 
gua. 

^ 

icdn- ten le sal sal 

^ 
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^ 
iJa 

^ 

k -ULjL^li^ 
y ve - rin su be lie - za y su gra - cia 

^ i m 
[J 

d a 

J J iJ J. > 
y ve ran su be 

y ve 

^ 

u 
m ^ 

I ^ 

68 

i ¥E^ 

^ 

y ve ran su be He za y su 

^ ^ ^ 

i^:^ J. > i j J 
lie za y su gra cia su be lie za y su 

m 
ran su be lie za y su gra - cia 

P 

* 9 
su be - He- za y su 

m^ 
J'I J ,- J) 

y ve ran su be lie za y su gra cia y su 

£ 
* r 

m 
# 
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72 

gra -

i ^^^ jJ1i;]TJ^J 
[1.] Bien es -teob- se -quio me -re-cen cuan -do lo-gran con 
[2.] Por su no -ble-zay vir- tu - des la pub-Ii - can y 

S t^^e m * % ^ 

!• J J J m 
gra s 
gra cia. 

m 
gra cia. 

S * = f e 

1 ^ r-«ir 

76 

^ f-̂ J- ^ J j J li.Wr^ i ^ 5 
mir rar la luz, vi da y al 
la a cla man; Rei - na ju ra 

ma. Los cie los, 
da. Los cie los, 

la 
la 

^ r r ' •' M^ m eE3: 
^ ^ 

m ffl 
luz, vi da y al - ma. 
Rei - na ju ra da. 

los ai res, 
los ay res. 

^ES^ 
* ^ - # i i 7 1') 

3=# 
luz, vi - da 
Rei -na ju -pa J 

y al ma. 
ra da. 

los ai res, 
los ay res,. 

P d ^ 

res,. 

luz, vi da . 
Rei-na ju 

y al - ma. 
ra da. 

los ai res, 
los ay res. 

^ ^ 
: ^ m 
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u 
^ 7 J 7 I ^ 

80 

i3 
' " ^ — • • — * -

uer 
tie 

ra, 
rra 

pues le vf - a la no - che tan des ma 
tri bu - tan do ga Ian tas, hoy a sus 

^^ea m ^ ^m 
*EJ ^ 

-0t—# 
las a guas 
las a guas 

feU 
las a -guas 
las a -guas 

M 7 p ^ 
las a - guas 
las a - guas 

^ ? -̂  J' 

^ r p "r 

rrr^/Tn ^ ^ & ^ 
<=2* 

ya da sus lu 
a ras, sus as 

ces, su a - lien 
tros, sus plu 

to, sus fru 
mas, sus flo 

tos, su ga la, 
res, su ni car, 

5 m ^ ^ wm 
^ 

y re -
por que 

* * 
y re-

por- que 

y re -
por - que 

^ 

^ ^ ^ 
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i3i d H ^ ^ 3E3 
Los cie 
Los cie 

los, 
los 

^ 

los 
los 

^ ^ 3 ^ { V J) 

^ = ^ 
h. S 

CO - bran con ver hoy al al ba. 
ve - an sir - vien - do a su ga - la. 

sus lu ces, 
sus as tros. 

hj- g J J. j i ^ fc3^5 S 
CO - bran con ver hoy al ai ba. 
ve - an sir - vien do a su ga la, 

^ ^ 
m 

sus lu 
sus as 

~*— 
ces, 
tros. 

CO bran con ver hoy al kl ba. 
ve an sir - vien - do a su ga la. 

^ 

^ ^ ^ 

sus lu ces, 
sus as tros. 

:̂ S J J J J IJ 
^ ^ 

^ ^ u 

ra, 
ra, 

las a guas, su ga 
las a guas, su ni 

la. 
car. 

^ V M f [ J ^ 

^ be rJiJ j ^ i - ^ j m 
^ 

su a lien to, 
sus plu mas. 

^ 3 5 fi 
sus fru-tos, las a guas, su ga la. 
sus flo- res, las a guas, su nd car. 

^ ^ s fe TV" 

su a lien to, 
sus pip mas. sus 

sus fru-tos, las a - guas, su ga la. 
sus flo-res, las a guas, su nS car 

f^^ 
su a lien 
sus plu 

to, 
mas, 

^ . > : , 1 I = 

5 ^ 

# 

? vJ^ 

sus fru -tos, las a - guas, su ga 
sus flo -res, las a - guas, su ni 

la. 
car. 

^ 

T J ~ 
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De las flores y estrellas 
Refrain 

Choir I 

Alto 1 

Tenor I 

m 

Bass 1 

Soprano 2 

Alto 2 

Choir II 

Tenor 2 

Bass 2 

Soprano 3 

Alto 3 

Choir III { 
Tenor 3 

Bass 3 

Continuo 

Manuel de Sumaya, 1729 
trans. Michael Dean 

De las no - res y es - tre =. lias 

w 
De las flo - res y es - tre =- lias 

'.'- •.! - nil r ^ 

m 
m f 

^ 

m 
m 

^ 

^ 

De las flo-res y es-tre lias 

1 ^ 
De las flo - res y es - tre Has 

^ 

De las flo - res y es - tre lias 

1^-r-f^ 

De las flo - res y es - tre lias 

n i f r fMT 
De las flo - res y es - tre lias 

De las flo res y es-

m 
De las flo res y es-

=^si 
De las flo res y es-

r r i J J.J'i 

B.'ir I I f f i i ^ ^ 
De las flo res y es-

r r IJ 
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^ 

^ 

dos cam pos di 

dos cam pos di vi_ 

r r r ir 

m 
sos 

m 
ha -

# 

ha 

i 0 m 

dos cam pos di vi 

r r r If T ^ 
dos cam pos di 

i 

§ ^ 

dos cam - pos di 

J ir r r 

^ ^ 
lias 

wm 
tre lias 

P m P 

tre lias 

^ 

lias 

^ i 

dos cam pos di vi 

^ = ^ , 

dos cam pos di 

- ^ n» ^ ^ 

dos cam pos di 

# # ^ ^ 

dos cam pos di 

p^m 

VI 

^ 

^ 

m 
m 
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^^^ ta 
cien do la sal 

^ f f i f T r F 

> J J iiJ - n - n 
se a fron ta ron al 

p m. 

cien do la sal 

g^i 
se a fron ta ron al 

is 

m p p—p 

ha cien - do la sal 

[ I f r r ir 
ha - cien do la sal 

r r r ic/rr 

^ 

ha 

-V-
cien do la sal 

fe^E^ 

9̂ ^1 « « ^ 

ha cien do la sal 

m r r r i i ; 
ha cien do la sal 

m m -0 P—"—P m^ 
ha cien - do la sal 

i=̂  

-̂  ^p 

10 • _ fe^ 
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16 I , , 

cie lo di - cien do 
16 

^ ^ ^ 

cie - lo di cien do 
16 

iV. P P ^m 
16 

16 

a^sf 

?SE^ 

# = ^ # 
^i ^ 

se a - fron ta ron al cie lo di cien - do. 

P P 
se a - fron ta ron al cie lo di cien - do, 

16 

m 

' r r i"r \' r 'r r V i^ p̂ 
se a - fron ta ron al cie lo di cien - do. 

^ ^ f^ 9^ 

16 

r r r ir w 
16 

se a - fron ta ron al cie lo di 

^ ^ r 
16 

^ 
%* 

16 

se a - fron 

— • — 

ta ron al cie lo di -

se a fron ta ron al cie lo di 

f f ir r r V 

16 

'>•• r -1 ^ # 
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21 

J |X]J. h] ,1 
en be lias es - cua - dras: 

^m 
21 

^ 

en be lias es - cua - dras: 

i 
21 

^ 

21 

en be lias en be lias es cua 

^ ^ ^ ^ 

en be lias en be Has es cua 

21 

s 
en be lias, en be lias es cua 

^ 
^ ^ # 

21 

cien do 

^ ^ 
cien do 

cien do 

41 * 

en be lias es cua 

^ 
I J [Hi 

4 * '—P 

be lias es - cua 

W^^ 
en be lias es cua 

r iJ J J i r 

=5 

^ 
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26 

^ m p p 

que la Rei na del Cie lo y la Tier 
26 

i r Mir r" pir r p 

^ 
^-4^ 

que la Rei na del Cie - lo y la Tier ra 

P ^ 
26 

:;t 

dras: 
26 

que la Rei na del 

f J. i lJ J 
dras: 

26 

que la Rei na del 

i > r- p 
dras; 

^ 

que la Rei na del 

^ ^ 

26 

dras; 
26 m 

dras; 
26 

dras: 
26 

y- J ^ 
26 

^ ^ f 
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31 

31 

J |J J J 
su - bien - do a su al 

tr iT r =:g= 

31 
su bien - a do su al 

p p 

31 

Cie lo y la Tier - ra 
31 

J J. f . t J 

31 

Cie lo 
31 

^ 

31 

Cie lo yla Tier ra 

£ 
y la Tier ra 

e-^^m 

-p—p—p-

su bien-do a su al 

su bien - do a su al 

r ir r r 
su bien - do a su al 

i: P P 

0 P Pif r p # 0. 

que la Rei na del Cie lo y la Tier ra su-bien-do a su al 
31 

^ ^ ^ 
-P P • 

su - bien - do a su al que la Rei na del Cie lo y la Tier ra 
31 

^ ^ 
P I * 

^ = ^ ^ 
que 

31 

^ 
r pir 

la Rei na 

•0^ 

del Cie lo y la Tier ra su-bien do a su al 

* : 

r r- pii^ \ p 
31 

^ 
^ ^ 
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36 

cd 
36 

' ' M riHi'^^^^^^ 
zar ce - le - brar, les to ca - ba sus tim bres 

P P P m P i P r-^ 

36 

m 
cd 

^ 

zar ce - le - brar, les to ca ba sus tim bres 

r rc r i r ,, r ^ 

36 

s 
m 

zar con so -

36 i S m 

^ 

36 

36 

^ ^ 

zar 
36 

m ̂
 

36 

m f^^P \ J I 
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m J' 
con so - no ros cla -

s 
con so - no - ros cla 

r r F 
41 

* * ZZfL p r ] p m m 
no ros cla ri 

4r r r P=S?E 
^ 

no ros cla ri 

0 0. 

^ r 
no ros cla ri 

>>••! r r ir 
~ " i ^ 

41 
# p p r [J 

con so - no ros cla ri 

4 " -^if ^s 
I so - no ros cla ri nes, cla ri nes. 

u 
nif r r 

s w 
- no ros cla ri 

1 

; r r r if J if J if 
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46 

46 
0 m 0 

46 

^ g 

46 

46 

46 

46 

46 

46 

46 

46 

ll ii If 

-3 - ; 
nes, 

fe^ ^^m ^ ^ ^ 

^is^^^ 
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51 m j ^ * 
i d ^ 

trom pas y ca jas, 

f^^^ 
trom - pas y ca jas. 

^ P 
uom - pas y ca jas, 

m ms trom - pas y ca jas. 

^ 

51 

P-0-P 
^ ^ P 

trom pas y ca jas. con so - no ros cla m P ^ P? 
trom - pas y ca jas. con so - no ros cla 

^ 
P^^ 

trom - pas y ca jas, 

^2JLJP 

w^ 
con so - no ros cla 

m 
^ 

trom - pas y ca jas, 

^ C ; ^ r ir p̂ r 1 
trom - pas y ca jas, 

mm^ 
51 

m 
51 

trom - pas y ca jas. 

m m 
-i^p-V 

^-y^^ 

^ ^ 
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56 

niJ J J i n n ^ 
56 

con so - no ros cla ri 

L;ir r r lugs 
56 

con so - no ros cla ri 

S M irr^-~ 

p , p p 

nes. 

^ 

t] 

^ 

con so - no ros cla 

s f^^ 
56 

i 
n 

56 A 

^ 

nes. 

f » 
:;t 

con so - no ros cla 

m 
con so - no ros cla 

m 0 p 

56 

56 

56 

^ 

56 

3 

'I ^ 'r r 
so no ros cla ri 

con so 

r r r ^ 
: ^ 

so no ros cla ri nes. 

nes. 

LJ If r r ir ^ 
no ros cla ri nes. 

=s 
con so-

P 
con so -

m 
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mm j T " ! I ' l l ' \—,+ 
trom - pas y ca - jas, y ca 

^ 

nes. trom - pas y ca-
61 

S 
61 

i'JL;rrif PP 
nes. 

61 

nPrrlr^ i' W 

î f̂ ^ 

m 
trom - pas y ca 

m 

jas. 

jas, 

jas. 

F/ne 

S 

F/ne 

S 

Fine 

Fine 

S 

Fine 

S 

61 

«_«« « ^ 

trom - pas y ca jas. 

O N F/ne 

S 
ri nes, cla ri nes, 

61 

trom - pas y ca 

mm 
jas. 

i F/ne 
i ^ = P § S 

61 
t̂ 0 • 0p P , P m 

/ O 
Fine 

S 

no ros cla ri - nes, cla ri - nes, trom-pas y ca 
61 

n.Qrr\^i IJ J J II i', 
jas. 

Fine 

r r p \'-'^'a s 
no ros cla ri nes, trom-pas y ca 

61 

Hcj:;rrip r ip 
no - ros cla ri 

61 

^m 
nes, trom-pas y ca 

J If J J 

61 

i): \^- mm 

jas. 

jas. 

zzn 

r^ 

Fine 

Fine 

S 

Fine 

S 
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Verses for Two 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

No hay as tro que 

Sa era Em - pe-ra 

Sen - ta - da en ta 

Asi la in cul 

no se en cien 

triz la a cla 

la mo e te 

pa - ble Rei 

da, a ser 

man las es -

reo to do 

na, a man 

î P r L i i r i ; r ^ 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

No hay as - tro que no se en - cien 

Sa era Em - pe-ra triz la a cla 

Sen ta da en ta la mo e te 

Asf la in cul pa ble Rei 

^^.ur . r J 

da, a ser 

man las es 

reo to do 

na, a man 

^ ^ 

69 

J r^\n 
lam pa ra pre - cio sa, ni flor 

fe ras lu mi no sas, y las 

bien le ga lar do na, ce le 

te en su Dios re po sa. 

que en a ro mas 

man sion - es flo 

bran do con Dios 

do en un mar de 

ra pre - cio 

lu mi no 

ga lar do 

teen su Dios re po 

sa, 

sas, 

na, 

sa. 

ni 

y 

ce 

flor 

las 

le 

go zan 

que en a ro mas 

man sion - es flo 

bran do con Dios 

do en un mar de 

^ 
V i 
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71 

sua 

ri 

mis 

gra 

sua 

ri 

mis 

ves 

das 

mo 

cias 

ves 

das 

mo 

cias 

J~J n i -^n 
no de in-cien - sos 

Rei-na in - vie - ta 

fes ti vas e -

el Oc - cea no 

a su Au - ro 

le CO ro 

ter - nas bo 

de sus glo 

no de in-cien-sos 

Rei-na in-vie ta 

fes ti vas e 

el Oc cea - no 

a su Au -

le co 

ter-nas 

de sus 

ra. 

nan. 

das. 

rias. 

^ u^uu T T " 

ra. 

nan. 

das. 

rias. 

73 

^ ^^m JJZ 
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GLOSSARY 

Actas Capimlares - capimlar acts of the Cabildo; formal minutes of meetings 

Audiencia - The official judicial and administrative body in Mexico that carried out the 
wishes of the Council of the Indies. 

cabildos - chapter or ecclesiastical council that assisted the Bishop in managing the 
affairs of the cathedral 

caciques - the royal, ruling class of Indians 

cancion - literally, song; a geme musically similar to the villancico during the fifteenth 
century 

cantadas - the Spanish term for pieces that resemble the Italian cantata 

canto llano - plainsong; chant 

cantores - singers 

chantre - chanter; priest responsible for overseeing all functions of the cathedral services 

criollos - Spaniards bom in Mexico 

encomendero A Spaniard who had complete control over a piece of land and its 
inhabitants in exchange for taxes to the Crown. 

encomienda - A village and surrounding land that were given to a person, the 
encomendero, who was responsible for its welfare. 

escoleta publica - public school 

examen de oposicion - competitive public examination for chapelmaster applicants. 

Fuero Leal - This document by Alfonso el Sabio argued that God's temporal power in the 
world, granted solely to the church, could be extended to Spanish monarchs. 

hidalgos - Spanish nobility 

Leyes de las Indias - "The Laws of the Indies"; These laws were vmtten by the Council 
of the Indies to govern New Spain and all of the New World. 

Libro de Claveria - payment book 
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Libro de Tesorero - treasurer's book 

maestro de capilla - chapehnaster; literally "master of the chapel" 

mestizos - Mexicans of Spanish - Indian heritage 

ministriles - instrumentalists 

mozos de coro - choir boys 

mudanza - the first half of the coplas strophe 

mulatos - Mexicans of Spanish - Black heritage 

Nahuatl - the language of the Aztecs 

oposicion - see "examen de oposicion" 

opositores - literally "opposers"; candidates who competed for the post of chapehnaster 

orgEinista mayor - principal organist 

Patronato Real - The document signed by Pope Julius II in 1508 that gave the Spanish 
Monarchs authority over the Spanish Church. 

peninsulares - Spaniards bom in Spain 

Repartimiento - A law mandating that no Indian could be required to work more than 45 
days per year as tribute to Spanish masters. 

Requerimiento - Explorer and theologian Martin de Femandez Enciso wrote this 
document justifying the conquest of new lands using sources from the Old and 
New Testaments. 

respuesta - a response section; apparently applied to mtti sections following solo sections 

sagrarios - Catholic parish church in Mexico 

seises - the six; the boys choir 

sochantre - sub-chanter, assistant to the chantre 

Sublimis Deus - The Papal Bull signed in 1737 that declared Indians capable of reason. 
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tiple - soprano 

vuelta - the last half of the coplas strophe that remms to the rhyme of the estribillo 

villancico de precisi6n - a villancico that matches solfege pitches to the solfege syllables 
mentioned in the text 

villancicos - a sacred or secular refrain-verse song, most often with eight-syllable lines; 
in this dissertation they are always sacred 

villanescas - a term often used synonymously with villancico during the sixteenth 
century 

zajal - a refrain-verse form using octosyllabic lines that originated in Arab-dominated 
Spain 

zambos - Mexicans of Indian - Black heritage 

zarzuela - a mixture of dialogue and song that was popular as court entertainment 

zocalo - tovm square 
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FACSIMILES OF MANUSCRIPTS 
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Figure D.l Title Page of Sabio y amante fue Pedro 

Figure D.2 Tenor 1 Refrain of Sabio y amante fue Pedro 
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Figure D.4 Alto 1 Verses of iQuien es aquella Paloma? 
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Figure D.6 Accompaniment of De las flores y estrellas 
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Figure D.7 Tenor 1 Refrain of Pues que triunfo de las sombras 
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Figure D.8 Tenor 1 Verses of Pues que triunfo de las sombras 
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